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Preface


About This Book This guide describes the NonStop® Clusters for SCO® UnixWare®


operating environment, which enables you to cluster multiple
Compaq ProLiant servers configured as one Highly-Available
(HA) multinode server system with a Single-System Image (SSI)
operating environment. NonStop Clusters relies on Tandem®


ServerNet™ PCI Adapter (SPA) and ServerNet system area
network (SAN) switch hardware to enable a cluster of up to six
ProLiant servers.


This guide is written for system administrators responsible for
servers equipped with the NonStop Clusters operating
environment.


Organization This book is organized into the following chapters:


1 NonStop Clusters Overview. Provides an overview,
installation requirements, and features for configuring a
NonStop Clusters operating environment.


2 List of NonStop Cluster Management Resources. Describes
the commands, files, and routines available for managing
NonStop Clusters.


3 Upgrading to D10IPM20 NonStop Clusters Software.
Provides instructions for upgrading NonStop Clusters
software from version D10IPM10 to D10IPM20.


4 Administering NonStop Clusters. Provides concepts and
procedures related to NonStop Clusters system
administration.


5 Monitoring and Restarting Processes. Provides detailed
instructions about using the keepalive  and spawndaemon
utilities to monitor and restart any daemons that fail while
running in a NonStop Clusters operating environment.
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6 Understanding Application and Workload Scalability.
Describes scalability and explains the types of applications
that scale well and the type that do not scale well. Additional
information explains workload distribution and
considerations for modifying and designing applications.


7 Using ServerNet SAN Diagnostics. Describes what the
offline and online ServerNet SAN diagnostics do, when they
should be used, and how to use them.


A ServerNet SAN Messages. Lists, describes, and explains
what to do about the ServerNet SAN messages sent to the
system console and system log for the local node.


B Recovering from an Upgrade Failure. Explains the complete,
destructive installation procedure that is required to recover
from an upgrade failure or another event that leaves the
system unbootable.


Conventions The list below summarizes the general conventions followed in
this manual:


■ Constant width  type indicates:


■ File names and command names; for example, the file
named /usr/lib/uucp/System . (Because UNIX system
file names and command names are case-sensitive, you
must enter them exactly as shown.)


■ User-entered text, such as a command or a response to a
prompt; for example, ls –al | more .


■ Text that is displayed on your screen; for example,
Please enter your password .


■ Code listings and file listings.


■ Environment variables (such as TERMCAP, TZ).


■ Constants and data structure names.


■ Italic type indicates:


■ Variables whose values you supply in a command line or
file; for example, grep username /etc/passwd . In this
example, you would replace username with an actual
value.


■ Comments and explanations within a display.
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■ Emphasis.


■ Document titles.


■ Square brackets around an argument on a command line
indicate that the argument is optional. For example, lpstat
[–t] . Here the –t  argument is optional.


■ An ellipsis (...) on a command line indicates that the previous
argument can be repeated; the command vi file... is an
example. In this example, you can list multiple files to be
edited with the vi  command.


■ In syntax lines, the vertical bar separates mutually exclusive
options. For example, the following syntax line means that
you can use either the –t  or the –p  argument, but you cannot
use both in a single invocation of the pmadm command: pmadm
–l [–t type | –p pmtag] . In most actual command lines,
the vertical bar represents the UNIX pipe symbol. For
example, the following command line means the output of
the ls  command is piped to the more  command: ls –al |
more .


■ The key called the Return key may be identified as Return or
Enter on your keyboard. An implied Return occurs at the end
of each command and menu response you enter. Most
examples do not explicitly show the Return.


■ Key combinations appear in this format: Ctrl-d. You hold
down the first key of a key combination while you press the
second key. In this example, press and hold the Control key
while you type the d key.


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare manual pages are
listed in List of NonStop Cluster Management Resources on
page 2-1, of this manual. The manual pages can also be
viewed using the man utility. Manual pages associated with a
specific type of file system have an appropriate extension.
UFS manual pages have _ufs  extensions. NFS manual pages
have _nfs  extensions. Veritas file system manual pages have
_vxfs  extensions. For example, to specify the Veritas version
of fs , enter man fs_vxfs . For more information, see the
man(1)  manual page.
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Related
Publications


For additional information, refer to the following books:


■ Read Me First for the Integrity XC System


Part number: 420940-001


■ Integrity XC Site Preparation and Hardware Installation


Part number: 420941-001


■ SCO UnixWare Media Kit


Contains: SCO UnixWare Installation Handbook and
SCO UnixWare 2.1.1 Installation and Release Notes


Part number: 139122


■ Compaq Rack Planning and Installation Guide for Rack-Mountable
Compaq ProLiant Servers


Part number: 140417


Your Comments We would like to know what you think of this guide, and we
welcome your suggestions for improvement. E-mail your
comments and suggestions to:


pubs_comments@tandem.com


In your message subject line, please include the title of the online
book or the words: “Attn: Austin Tech Pubs.”
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1
NonStop Clusters Overview


A cluster is made up of a collection of single- or multiprocessor
computers connected by the ServerNet system area network
(SAN) and running a single operating system. The computers
function as one, so the processor, device, and storage resources of
all computers are resources of the cluster. All the computers in a
cluster appear to be one SCO UnixWare system to the user,
running one operating system and having one root directory.
Each computer in the cluster is considered a node of the cluster.


Cluster resources are managed by cluster services that keep the
node location of a particular resource transparent to the user.
Each service has a master component that runs on a primary
node, as well as secondary components on each node. Together,
these services create a single system image and appear as one
operating system with one root file system.


The following information introduces the software components of
NonStop Clusters:


■ Single System Image


■ Cluster Availability on page 1-6


■ Application Availability on page 1-9


■ Supporting Existing Applications on page 1-10


■ Supporting Existing UnixWare 2.1.2 User Interfaces
on page 1-11


Single System
Image


NonStop Clusters software links individual nodes so they act and
appear as a single system. From the cluster console, you see one
operating system with one root directory, as though the console
connects to a single system.
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The single system image (SSI) is created by layering a cluster
service over each standard UNIX service that participates in the
SSI. The cluster service maintains the standard service call
interface for the service, so upper levels of the operating system
need not change.


The following groups of services support the single system image:


■ Node Related Services on page 1-2
■ Process Related Services on page 1-3
■ Networking Services on page 1-4
■ ServerNet SAN Services on page 1-6


Node Related
Services


The following services provide functionality for nodes in the
single system image.


Cluster Time Synchronization


This feature keeps the system time on all nodes of a cluster
synchronized to within 10 milliseconds. Synchronization makes
node time transparent to applications that migrate to other nodes
for load leveling.


Internode Communication System (ICS)


This feature enables communication between the computers in
the cluster that provide cluster services. ICS functions like RPC
and XDR without using TCP/IP. All cluster services register with
ICS.


Cluster Membership Services (CLMS)


These services track and provide information about whether each
computer in the cluster is joined with the cluster, whether the
computer is a primary, secondary, or dependent node, and
whether the computer is up or down. These services also initiate
recovery actions when a node goes down.
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Cluster Filing Environment (CFE)


This feature provides the single system image for file systems.
CFE has three major components:


Cluster Mount Service (CMS)
The mount service provides a single file system for all
nodes. Physical file system mounts (such as VxFS) are
immediately visible to all processes on all nodes and
have the same mount point on each node. CMS does not
support cross-mounting or distributed mounting.


Cluster File System (CFS)
The CFS component allows all nodes to access file
systems and provides UNIX semantics for file access,
caching, and cache coherency at all client nodes. CFS also
maintains file attributes and file times, caching both for
optimal performance. It maintains advisory and
mandatory record locks and keeps the Directory Name
Lookup Caches (DNLC) coherent. Out-of-space errors
appear the same on a cluster file system as for a
single-computer file system. CFS also provides
distributed support for memory file systems (memfs) and
Veritas file systems (vxfs).


Token Subsystem
CFS uses the token subsystem to maintain cache and
attribute coherency. Because of the token subsystem,
mapped file operations can be performed across nodes.


For more information about the cluster file system, see
Administering File Systems on page 4-18.


Cluster-Wide Swap Service


NonStop Clusters swap space is allocated from local swap space
where possible. However, if enough local swap space does not
exist, swap space can be allocated from remote swap partitions.
This allocation is transparent to processes needing the space.


By default, a swap partition is configured for each node, identified
by its node number (for example, /dev/swap.1 , /dev/swap.2 ,
and so on). You can add swap partitions as needed.


To create swap space in a cluster, see Adding Swap Space
on page 4-14.


Process Related
Services


The following services support processes for the cluster single
system image.
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Cluster-Wide Process Management


NonStop Clusters provides a single system image of the standard
UnixWare process management functions. Processes can execute
on any available node. UnixWare-system-compliant semantics
maintain interprocess relationships, making all processes on all
nodes visible, and transferring process workloads to other nodes
by load leveling.


Process Migration and Load Leveling


NonStop Clusters provides automated load leveling and process
migration both during normal operation and following
application restart or failover. See Using Load Leveling
on page 4-16.


Cluster-Wide System V IPC


System V interprocess communication (IPC) supports sharing
memory segments, message queues, and semaphores between
independent processes. Objects are named using keys and
handles. A single IPC name space is supported and coherency is
maintained across the entire cluster. For performance reasons,
heavy, write-intensive IPC should be limited to a single node. For
example, database servers should be pinned to a single node.


For information about administering processes, see
Administering Processes on page 4-14. For information about
monitoring and restarting processes, see Chapter 5, Monitoring
and Restarting Processes.


Networking
Services


The following services provide networking features for the
cluster single system image.


Cluster-Wide TCP/IP Networking


NonStop Clusters provides TCP/IP networking along with
enhanced availability and parallelism. Each node in the cluster
can have zero or more network devices on different networks. A
single name space exists for TCP/IP ports so the environment
appears to be a host that has multiple physical IP addresses.


A complete TCP/IP stack runs on each node, so networking
continues if a node is lost. Some server applications support
parallel listening, and one instance of this type of application can
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run on each node. You can request a TCP/IP connection from any
of the parallel servers. Distributing connection requests can
improve availability and performance.


For information about setting up parallel networking, see
Configuring TCP/IP for Parallel Networking on page 4-25.


Cluster Virtual IP Address (CVIP)


CVIP addresses allow you to maintain a network connection to
the cluster in the event that an individual node or its associated
network interface card fails. Remote machines not in the cluster
can connect to the cluster through a cluster virtual Internet
Protocol (IP) address, which can be serviced by any node in the
cluster. During normal application of the IP suites, an IP address
corresponds to an interface card attached to a particular subnet
instead of corresponding to a host. For this reason, a cluster may
have several interfaces to a network and multiple associated IP
addresses.


For information about using CVIP, see Using Cluster Virtual IP
Addresses on page 4-26.


Device Related
Services


The following services support devices in the cluster single system
image.


Cluster-Wide Devices and Pipes


NonStop Clusters provides each computer in the cluster with
access to such special files as devices and pipes managed on other
nodes. This support works not only for STREAMS special files
such as pipes and terminals, but also for mass storage devices
such as disk drives.


For more information see Administering Device Special Files
on page 4-28.


Cluster-Wide STREAMS Access


NonStop Clusters provides cluster STREAMS support that allows
creation and access to STREAMS stacks on other nodes in the
cluster.
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Cluster Console Devices


NonStop Clusters has two forms of console. One is the
/dev/console  device. The second console type is the byte stream
of messages printed from a specific kernel. This second console is
the kernel printf  channel.


For more information, see Using Cluster Console Devices
on page 4-13.


ServerNet SAN
Services


Each node in the cluster contains a ServerNet PCI Adapter (SPA)
card used to connect the node into the cluster over two
independent connections (X and Y). The SPA driver (SPAD) in
each node provides the low-level communications services across
the ServerNet SAN. The SPAD also logs ServerNet SAN-related
status and error messages to the system console and system log.
For details on the messages, see ServerNet SAN Messages
on page A-1.


Offline diagnostics are provided to test the SPA. Online
diagnostics use the SPAD to test, manage, and report statistics on
the hardware components of the ServerNet SAN. For details on
when and how to use the diagnostics, see Chapter 7, Using
ServerNet SAN Diagnostics.


Cluster Availability The following features prevent a single failure within the cluster
from causing a cluster outage and subsequent reboot.


ServerNet SAN
Failover


Redundant ServerNet SAN paths exist between each node in the
cluster. Should the primary ServerNet SAN link between cluster
nodes fail, the service using that link switches over to the backup
path. This failover is transparent to all services.


Network
Connection Failover


You can configure the cluster to survive the loss of a network
connection. Parallel TCP/IP and cluster virtual IP addresses
(CVIP) provide this benefit. For a summary of networking in a
cluster, see Cluster-Wide TCP/IP Networking on page 1-4. For a
summary of CVIP, see Cluster Virtual IP Address (CVIP)
on page 1-5. For information about setting up and administering
parallel networking and using CVIP, see Administering
Networking on page 4-25.
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Node Failover Individual SSI cluster services survive the loss of an individual
node or service. Once a lost node is detected, the cluster fails over
services within 30 seconds for typical nodes and within one
minute for a node that requires file system failover.


Kernel Service Recovery


Kernel services that are critical to the operation of the cluster
survive the failure of any node. The following kernel services are
provided on another node if the node that originally provided
those services fails:


■ Cluster Mount Service
■ System V IPC Name Service
■ Surrogate Origin Service
■ Cluster Membership Service
■ Cluster-wide Swap Registrar
■ Networking Registry Database


File System Failover


File System Failover recovers file systems and raw disk devices to
a specified backup server should the node managing the file
systems fail. The file system must be stored on a storage system
that is accessible after the node failure. The ProLiant Storage
System/U1 with the Recover Server Option/u (RSO/U) is one
such storage system.


The NonStop Clusters file system failover feature offers two levels
of integrity for client nodes and application processes that do not
use the O_SYNC flag of the open(2)  system call. These two levels
provide differing guarantees regarding the integrity of data
written by the application on the given client node. Integrity
level 1 is similar to single-computer UNIX semantics. The
modified data is cached in memory after write(2)  system calls
complete. If the client node fails before the data is sent to the
server node, it is lost. Integrity level 2 data is cached on more than
one node. Integrity level 2 data is lost only if a double failure
occurs after write  system calls complete.


Because the O_SYNC flag causes data to be written directly to a
disk, using the O_SYNC flag overrides the file system data integrity
level.


For further information about file system failover, see
Administering File Systems on page 4-18.
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Daemon Failover


In addition to services provided by the kernel, services provided
by daemons ensure the proper functioning of a system. In a
clustered environment, the loss of a node results in the loss of any
daemons executing on that node or any daemons dependent on
resources and services provided by the failed node. Also,
daemons can fail independently of a node failure. NonStop
Clusters ensures the restart of daemons critical to system
operation.


Default Fail Over Daemons


Regardless of the failure reason, the NonStop Clusters software
ensures that specific failed daemons are statefully restarted. A
restarted daemon can perform one or more of the following tasks:


■ Restore internal state using a checkpoint.
■ Regenerate or re-read configuration and state information


upon receiving a SIGHUP signal.
■ Pin itself or a child process to a specific node so it runs only


on that node.


NonStop Clusters restarts the following daemons:


About the Cluster init Process


The init  process is not a single point of failure for the cluster.
NonStop Clusters always runs an init(1M)  process for a cluster
even when an init  process fails or the node running the init
process fails.


Internet NFS RPC/NIS General Additional


inetd automount rpcbind cron noded


in.bootpd bootparamd keyserv cs load_leveld


in.gated lockd rpc.sprayd fs


in.named mountd prc.rusersd keymaster


in.pppd pcnfsd rpc.rwalld listen


in.rarpd statd rpc.yppasswd lpsched


in.rwhod ypbind mousemgr


in.smptd ypserv sac


in.timed ypupdated sendmail


in.xntpd
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For an overview of application availability, see Application
Availability. For information about configuring daemons for
restarting, see Chapter 5, Monitoring and Restarting Processes.


Disk Protection NonStop Clusters supports RAID level 1 with SCSI RAID
controllers, such as the Compaq Smart-2DH SCSI Array
Controller. Each storage system must support SCSI host switching
to allow control of the storage system to switch to a backup node
should the node controlling the storage system fail. The Compaq
ProLiant Storage System/U1 with Recovery Server Option/U
(RSO/U) is such a storage system.


The RAID controller uses RAID-1 to mirror the storage module on
one SCSI bus using the storage module on a different SCSI bus. In
the event of a disk failure, the data is protected using this RAID-1
mirroring. In the event that the primary node fails, the SCSI is
switched to allow the backup node to access the storage modules.


NonStop Clusters supports other storage units, but does not allow
online UnixWare configuration of them.


Application
Availability


The Application Availability Monitor (AMM) ensures the
continued availability of customer applications running on the
cluster.


An AMM monitors specified processes and restarts those
processes if they terminate. The user can specify the processes to
monitor and also certain process-specific monitoring and restart
options.


The AMM for NonStop Clusters is the keepalive system consisting
of the keepalive(1M)  daemon and its spawndaemon(1M)
interface. The keepalive  daemon handles application failover
should a node fail and restarts a registered process if it terminates
for any reason. If a node fails, the keepalive  daemon detects that
the processes have terminated and restarts them on an available
node. This cluster-wide restart allows all nodes in the cluster to act
as standby nodes.


Automated Load
Leveling During
Failover


After the keepalive(1M)  daemon restarts applications, the
load_leveld(1)  daemon can evenly distribute the system load.
Although no dedicated restart node is required, you can specify a
particular restart node for a process at keepalive registration time.
See Process Migration and Load Leveling on page 1-4 for
overview information about load leveling.
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See Using Load Leveling on page 4-16 for information about the
load_leveld  daemon and its use.


Application
Availability
Manager User
Interface


The spawndaemon(1M)  user interface provides the following
operations.


■ Start and stop monitoring individual processes
■ Register and unregister monitored group or individual


processes
■ Start and stop registered group or individual processes
■ Set and list monitor time interval
■ List registered applications
■ List monitor status


For information about using spawndaemon  and keepalive , see
Chapter 5, Monitoring and Restarting Processes.


INFORMIX Recovery NonStop Clusters provides basic INFORMIX recovery
capabilities. INFORMIX is pinned to a specific node that has
access to an externally powered shared SCSI device. A pinned
process runs exclusively on one node and does not migrate. Upon
node failure, INFORMIX restarts and is pinned to a backup node
that can access the same externally powered shared SCSI device.
Users must log into the new INFORMIX session, and all
incomplete transactions are lost. The cold INFORMIX restart time
depends on the transaction throughput and checkpoint interval
and is between 5 and 10 minutes.


Oracle Recovery Oracle recovery is not offered with the D10IPM20 version of the
NonStop Clusters operating environment.


Supporting
Existing
Applications


Most existing applications that run under UnixWare 2.1.2 operate
correctly under NonStop Clusters. However, if you use load
leveling, applications that read /dev/kmem  should be pinned to
the node on which the application is executing.


Almost all processes can migrate from node to node while
executing. Exceptions include applications using /dev/kmem  and
applications with memory mapped devices (for example, the X
server). By default, any other process can migrate to another
node. To prevent process migration, you must configure the
process to ignore the SIGMIGRATE signal or register the process
with the load_leveld(1)  daemon not to migrate. To configure
the process to ignore SIGMIGRATE, you can modify the source of
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the program or the script that invokes the process. For example,
you can use the onnode(1M)  command with the –p  option in your
script. This option pins the process to its executing node.


For information about pinning a process to a node, see Pinning a
Process to a Node on page 4-15.


Supporting
Existing
UnixWare 2.1.2
User Interfaces


The following existing UnixWare 2.1.2 user interfaces are
supported:


■ Networking Setup Interface—Used to setup dial in/out and
internet connections.


■ App_Installer—Used to install and uninstall software
packages.


■ Backup-Restore—Provides support for storage backup and
restore.


■ Hardware_Setup—A dumb terminal interface to hardware
configuration.


■ Mail_Setup—Interface to set up mail services.


■ Printer_Setup—Interface to setup printer services.


■ System_Status—Shows file system size and some basic
system information.


■ Task_Scheduler—Interface to set up cron(1M)  jobs.


The following UnixWare 2.1.2 user interfaces are not included:


■ System_Tuner—Interface to change kernel and driver
parameters.


■ System_Monitor—GUI representation of sar(1M)  and some
basic kernel statistics, including free memory pages, free
blocks for swapping, page in and out frequency, swap in and
out frequency, and process switch frequency.
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2
List of NonStop Cluster
Management Resources


NonStop Clusters contains management resources in the form of
commands, functions, interfaces, and files. These resources
support flexible and reliable system configurations without
significant performance penalties. New NonStop Cluster tools
monitor and manage clustering and reliability features.
Additionally, NonStop Clusters includes cluster-specific
extensions to standard system monitoring and management tools.
Other resources affect only the nodes on which they are run.


■ NonStop Clusters Management Resources


■ Cluster-Aware UnixWare Commands on page 2-3


■ Node-Specific Commands and File on page 2-4


NonStop Clusters
Management
Resources


The following resources are specific to NonStop Clusters.


■ clusadc(1M)  command


Samples, saves, and processes system activity data on each
specified node and stores the data in a specified file.


■ clusar(1M)  command


Reports system activity.


■ cmount(1M)  command


Performs mount and failover remount operations according
to cluster file system mount states. The cmount  command
executes automatically during node-up or node-down
processing. The cmount  command can list the mount state of
all file systems, ensure all available file systems are mounted,
or mount a specific file system.
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■ /etc/tnc/fdevtab(4)  special file


Designates block-special device aliases for file system
failover.


■ fast(1)  command


Specifies a process to run on the node that currently has the
lowest processor utilization.


■ fastnode(1)  command


Identifies the node that currently has the lowest processor
utilization.


■ kill3(1)  command


Sends a SIGMIGRATE signal to a process you want to kill.


■ migrate(1)  command


Allows you to specify a process to be migrated to a specified
node.


■ nodedown(1)  command


Forces a specified node or all nodes to halt or reboot. Use this
command with caution because it renders a node, processes
running on it, and its node-specific resources unavailable to
the rest of the cluster.


■ node_self(1)  command


Identifies the node where the current process is running.


■ onall(1)  command


Runs a specified command along with any arguments on all
active nodes in the cluster.


■ onnode(1)  command


Starts a specified process along with any arguments on a
specified node. The –p  option pins the process to the
specified node, preventing the process from migrating to
another node.


■ ptn(1)  command


Prints a list of nodes in the cluster that are fully available to
applications. With the –v  option, the ptn  command prints a
list of all nodes known to CLMS and their current states.
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■ sar(1M)  command


Calls clusar(1M) , which provides summary data for the
cluster as a single system, plus optional usage information for
a specified node, a group of nodes, or all nodes.


■ spam(1M)


Tests, manage, and reports statistics for the X and Y
ServerNet SAN router networks.


Cluster-Aware
UnixWare
Commands


The following resources are modified to affect all nodes in the
cluster environment:


■ adjtime(2)  system call


Synchronizes the system’s current time across all nodes in the
cluster when called from a program.


■ date(1)  command


Synchronizes the date across all nodes in the cluster.


■ fastboot(1M)  command


Restarts all the nodes in the cluster by invoking reboot(1M)
with the proper arguments.


■ fasthalt(1M)  command


Stops all the processors by invoking halt(1M)  with the
proper arguments.


■ init(1M)  command


Spawns processes and includes several pseudo run levels to
accommodate a cluster operating environment.


■ mount(1M)  command


Allows you to mount files at data integrity levels one and
two, specify backup cache servers for a file system and
override conflicting file system IDs.


■ pdimkdev(1M)  command


Creates node-encoded special files and performs special
processing for failover of the RAID controller.
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■ ps(1)  command


Displays information about all processes running on the
cluster. Using the –N option, you can print information about
the processes running on the node where you invoke this
command.


■ reboot(1M)  command


Restarts the kernel, rebooting all nodes in the cluster.


■ shutdown(1M)  command


Shuts down or changes the system state of all nodes in the
cluster.


■ swap(1M)  command


Creates swap space and reports cluster-wide availability and
usage with the –l  or –s  option.


■ sync(1M)  command


Flushes to disk all previously unwritten system buffers
throughout cluster file systems, ensuring that all file
modifications are saved.


■ umount(1M)  command


Allows you to force a file system to unmount and to bring
the file system down for unmounting.


Node-Specific
Commands and
File


Each of the following management resources affects only the
node on which it runs:


■ cram(7)  driver


Reads and writes CMOS RAM on the node that has the
device open.


■ crash(1M)  command


Examines system images.


■ dispadmin(1M)  command


Reports and sets schedule parameters only on the node
where you invoke this command.
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■ memsize(1M)  command


Reports the amount of memory installed in the node on
which it executes.


■ metreg(1M)  command


Initializes a kernel memory map to be used for extracting
performance data and stores the map in the
/var/adm/metreg/node NN.data  file, where NN is the node
on which the metreg  utility executed.


■ mountall(1M)  command


Mounts and unmounts multiple file systems. This command
does not support aliasing for the cluster file system in the
/etc/tnc/fdevtab  file.


■ osmlog(4)  log file


Contains operating system messages. After the system enters
multiuser state, messages generated by the kernel are stored
in a series of /var/adm/log/osmlog. node log files, one for
each node in the cluster, where node is the number identifying
the node.


■ pbind(1M)  command


Binds a process to a processor in the node where the process
is running. You must use the onnode(1)  command to force
the pbind  command to execute on the node running the
process to bind.


■ pexbind(1M)  command


Exclusively binds a process to a processor in the node where
the process is running. You must use the onnode(1)
command to force the pexbind  command to execute on the
node running the process to bind.


■ psradmin(1M)  command


Provides processor administration.


■ psrinfo(1M)  command


Provides processor administration information.
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■ profiler(1M)  and related profiler commands, such as
prfdc(1M) , prfld(1M) , prfpr(1M) , prfsnap(1M) , and
prfstat(1M)


Produce statistics about the duration of a process on the node
running this command.


■ setuname(1M)  command


Changes the in-memory system name and network node
name for the node on which this command executes.
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3
Upgrading to D10IPM20 NonStop
Clusters Software


Use these instructions to upgrade the NonStop Clusters software
from version D10IPM10 to D10IPM20.


To remove the IPM, see Removing the IPM on page 3-6.


Upgrading from
D10IPM10 to
D10IPM20


Use these instructions to upgrade from NonStop Clusters version
D10IPM10 to D10IPM20:


■ Preparing for Upgrading


■ Upgrading to D10IPM20 on page 3-3


Perform these procedures on node 1 only.


Preparing for
Upgrading


To prepare for installation, perform the following procedures on
node 1:


■ Verify that Node 1 Controls Root on page 3-1
■ Verify Mounted File Systems on page 3-2
■ Backing Up Files on page 3-2


Verify that Node 1 Controls Root


Verify that node 1 has control of the root file system. Enter the
following command:


where /


A message indicating that the root file system is on node 1
appears. If this message does not appear, force the cluster to fail
over to node 1.
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Verify Mounted File Systems


1. Verify that /stand  slices are mounted for each node in the
cluster. Enter the following command:


ptn –v


The preceding command shows all the running nodes in the
cluster.


2. Verify that the /stand/ nodenumber file system is mounted
and the files in that file system are accessible for each node in
the cluster. Enter the following command:


mount


The output is similar to the following:


/stand/1 on /dev/dsk/n1c0b0t0d0sa read/write on Sun Apr 5 10:37:15 1998
/stand/2 on /dev/dsk/n2c0b0t0d0sa read/write on Sun Apr 5 10:21:08 1998
/stand/3 on /dev/dsk/n3c0b0t0d0sa read/write on Sun Apr 5 09:33:10 1998


3. Compare the nodes in the mount  output with the nodes in the
ptn  output. Mount any /stand  file systems necessary.


4. Continue with the following section.


Backing Up Files


Before performing the non-destructive installation of
NonStop Clusters, back up the following files:


■ /etc/tnc/load_level/migrate_commands
■ /etc/tnc/load_level/rexec_commands
■ /etc/tnc/load_level/parameters
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tnc
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/cfs
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tnc_dnet
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tnc_dswap
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tnc_nerd
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tncglue
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/inet
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/sysdump
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/ipc
■ /etc/conf/sassign.d/kernel
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/proc
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/kdb_util
■ /etc/conf/init.d/kernel
■ /etc/vfstab
■ /stand/[1-6]/boot


Name the copies using the following format:


filename.D10IPM20
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For example, enter commands similar to the following:


cp /etc/tnc/load_level/migrate_commands  \
/etc/tnc/load_level/migrate_commands.D10IPM20


When you have completed the preceding preparation tasks,
continue with the following procedure.


Upgrading to
D10IPM20


Your system must be using NonStop Clusters version D10IPM10
before you can upgrade to D10IPM20. To upgrade the system,
perform the following procedures on node 1:


■ Upgrade the NonStop Clusters Software
■ Merge Customer-Modifiable Files


Pay particular attention to the instructions for merging
customer-modifiable files. Performing the procedure incorrectly
can result in an unbootable system.


Upgrade the NonStop Clusters Software


Use the following instructions to upgrade your system:


1. Insert the NonStop Clusters D10IPM20 CD into the CD-ROM
drive of node 1.


2. Change to the root directory. Enter the following command:


cd /


3. Install the software package. Enter the following command:


pkgadd –d cdrom1 –q D10IPM20


Press the Enter key when prompted to insert the CD-ROM.
This package is an update to the D10IPM10 version, so no
additional prompts appear that require responses.


4. After pkgadd  finishes loading the software, complete the
installation by merging in any local changes made to files that
are updated by the new software. See the following section.


Merge Customer-Modifiable Files


You may have changed customer-modifiable files to suit your site.
Because the new software installs new copies of
customer-modifiable files, it saves the previous versions so you
can merge the changes into the new the files. The previous
versions have a .n extension, where n is the number of the
previously installed version or a zero (0).
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Check the following directories for files with .n extensions:


■ /etc/conf/init.d
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d
■ /etc/conf/sassign.d


The following two files are always created during the upgrade
and must be removed before you rebuild the kernel:


■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/kernel .n
■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tnc_dswap .n


where n is the number of the previous release or a zero (0).


Check each of the directories listed. If you made no changes to
customer-modifiable files and have no need to merge the
previous and new versions, remove the .n files.


If you changed a customer-modifiable file to suit your site, merge
the changes from the previous version, which now has the .n
extension, to the new version that has no .n extension. When you
have re-created your site-specific changes in the new version of
the customer-modifiable file, remove the corresponding .n file.
Remember that n is the number of the previous release or a zero.


▲ Warning You must remove all filename.n files or the kernel
will not rebuild, and the system will not boot.
Remember that n is the number of the previous
release or a zero.


Resolve Backed Up File Conflicts


For each file that you backed up in Backing Up Files on page 3-2,
examine the newly installed version. Resolve any conflicts
between the current version and the .D10IPM20  backup version.
Delete the backup version when you have completed any
necessary changes to the newly installed version.


▲ Warning You must remove all filename.D10IPM20 files or the
kernel will not rebuild, and the system will not boot.
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Rebuild the Kernel


After you have performed the upgrade, merged any
customer-modifiable file changes, and resolved conflicts with the
backed up files, you must rebuild the kernel.


Use the following procedure:


1. Change to the root directory. Enter the following command:


cd /


2. Rebuild the kernel. Enter the following command:


/etc/conf/bin/idbuild –B


You may see the following message, which you can ignore:


UX:init: ERROR: Command is respawning too rapidly.


If any other error messages occur during the kernel build, be
sure you have removed all files with a .n or .D10IPM20
extension according to Merge Customer-Modifiable Files on
page 3-3 and Resolve Backed Up File Conflicts on page 3-4.
Remember that n is the number of the previous release or a
zero.


3. Execute the idbuild  command until you receive no errors.


▲ Warning If the idbuild operation failed, the cluster will not
reboot.


Reboot the Cluster After you have rebuilt the kernel without errors, reboot the
cluster. Enter the following command:


shutdown –y –g0 –i6
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Removing the IPM When you need to remove the upgraded software from your
system, use the following procedure on node 1:


1. Verify that node 1 has control of the root file system. Enter
the following command:


where /


A message indicating that the root file system is on node 1
appears. If this message does not appear, force the cluster to
fail over to node 1.


2. Change to the root directory. Enter the following command:


cd /


3. Remove the software. Enter the following command:


pkgrm D10IPM20


4. When the package removal command has completed, reboot
the cluster. Enter the following command:
shutdown –y –g0 –i6
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4
Administering NonStop Clusters


NonStop Clusters system administration includes some
cluster-specific concepts and tasks. The following information
explains common cluster administration considerations:


■ Understanding the NonStop Clusters Environment


■ Booting and Initialization on page 4-3


■ Administering Processes on page 4-14


■ Administering System Performance on page 4-16


■ Administering File Systems on page 4-18


■ Administering Networking on page 4-25


■ Administering Device Special Files on page 4-28


For an overview of various cluster features, see Chapter 1,
NonStop Clusters Overview. For a list of cluster management
commands, files, and routines, see Chapter 2, List of NonStop
Cluster Management Resources.


Understanding
the NonStop
Clusters
Environment


The following information provides an overview of the NonStop
Clusters operating environment:


■ NonStop Clusters Kernel
■ Failover of Cluster Services on page 4-2
■ Primary and Secondary Node Behavior on page 4-2
■ Identifying the Nodes on page 4-2


NonStop Clusters
Kernel


Nodes in a cluster each run an identical copy of the
NonStop Clusters kernel stored on its internal disk drive. The
/stand  directory for the cluster contains a series of / node
directories, where each node is the numerical specification for one
of the nodes in the cluster. The file containing the
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NonStop Clusters kernel, unix_mp , appears in the listing for each
/stand/ node directory. All NonStop Clusters kernel modules are
installed in the /etc/conf.unix_mp  directory.


Failover of Cluster
Services


Multiple nodes can be configured to handle the failover of cluster
services. Failover of the root file system service, however, can
only be handled by the nodes designated at installation time as
primary and secondary. By convention, the nodes that handle the
root file system failover and the CLMS services are the same.
These designations are indicated in the boot file with the settings
of the primary , secondary , and clms  parameters.


See Understanding Boot File Extensions on page 4-5 for a list of
boot file parameters.


Primary and
Secondary Node
Behavior


The node that is booted first assumes the role of primary for all
services if it has been configured to do so. Other nodes can join
the cluster in any order. In the absence of a primary node, any
node not configured to provide the root file system failover and
the CLMS services waits for a primary node to boot. (For
information about configuring a node to be primary, see the
installation instructions in Appendix B, Recovering from an
Upgrade Failure.)


The cluster can survive a fatal error on the primary node by
failing over to the secondary node. The secondary node then
assumes responsibility for primary node services, such as
managing the root file system and managing cluster membership.
The secondary node continues to provide these services even
after the primary node rejoins the cluster and is made available
for the secondary node to fail over to. The cluster can also survive
a fatal error on any dependent node. The cluster cannot survive
the loss of both the primary and secondary nodes.


Identifying the
Nodes


Nodes take their identifying number from the value specified for
the nodenum keyword in the node boot file of the node
(/stand/ node/boot ). By default, the identifying numbers are
configured to be the ServerNet SAN station address of the node.
Also by default, the number 1 identifies the primary node, the
number 2 identifies the secondary node, and other numbers can
identify additional dependent nodes in an arbitrary,
noncontiguous sequence.
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Booting and
Initialization


In the course of administrative duties, you may need to start the
cluster or power down a node. Additionally, you may need to
adjust the behavior of the init(1M)  process spawner. The
following information explains booting and initialization tasks for
the cluster operating environment:


■ Starting Up a Cluster
■ Powering Down a Node on page 4-3
■ Understanding Boot File Extensions on page 4-5
■ Managing init Processing on page 4-6


Starting Up a
Cluster


The conventional method for the orderly startup of a cluster is to
boot the primary node first, followed by the rest of the nodes in
the cluster, in any order.


There is no technical requirement that the primary node must
complete booting before the secondary node or any dependent
nodes can join the cluster. As you work with your cluster,
experience dictates the most efficient timing for booting multiple
nodes within a cluster.


When a node boots, it joins the cluster by establishing
communication with the primary node and its various services.
Each time a node joins the cluster, the /etc/tnc/nodeup/rc2.sh
script executes to perform node-specific startup activities and add
the node’s resources to the cluster.


Booting a node resets any network interface parameters you have
set from the command line. For example, if you used
ifconfig(1M)  to set the maximum transfer unit (MTU) for
outgoing IP packets, that setting is lost when you reboot the node.
Booting a node sets network interface parameters to the values
specified in the /etc/confnet.d/inet/interface  file.


Powering Down a
Node


Powering down a node removes it from the cluster. Power down
the nodes of a cluster one at a time because simultaneously
powering down nodes can result in unexpected cluster behavior.


When a node leaves the cluster, its volatile resources (such as
processing, memory, device, and swap space) are lost. Processes
on the node are lost and processes using these volatile resources
encounter errors. These resources are reinitialized when the node
later rejoins the cluster.
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∆ Caution The nodedown(1)  command is the software equivalent
of pressing the hardware reset button. After you
execute the nodedown  command, any process running
on the specified dependent node terminates, and any
resources that are only available on that dependent
node become unavailable to the cluster. Therefore,
processes relying on these resources can generate
errors.


If you need to power down a dependent node and are not
concerned with an orderly shutdown, enter the following
command from the primary node to remove the dependent node
from the cluster:


nodedown nodenum


For nodenum, specify the number of the dependent node that you
are powering down. For more information, see the nodedown(1)
reference manual page.


If an orderly shutdown is required before powering down a node,
you must perform a cluster-wide shut down. Log in to the
primary node as the root user, and enter the following command
from the root directory:


shutdown –y –g0 –i0


This command closes all processes running in the cluster, and
allows you to safely power down any node, including the
primary node.


Note Use the keepalive(1M)  daemon to configure automatic
restart of critical application processes that may be lost due to
node failure. For more information, see Using the keepalive
Daemon in Chapter 5, Monitoring and Restarting Processes,
and the keepalive  reference manual page.
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However, nonvolatile resources (such as file systems, for example)
retain their cluster identity. These resources are considered out of
service until they are failed over to another node that can support
them or until they are recovered when the lost node returns to
service. Each time the cluster loses a node, the
/etc/tnc/nodedown/node.generic  script executes to perform
cleanup and failover activities relating to the lost node.


Understanding
Boot File
Extensions


Certain parameters relating to cluster membership and the root
file system are needed when a node first boots. These parameters
are in the boot file for each node.


In the NonStop Clusters operating environment, the /stand  file
system is mounted on a directory named /stand/ node, where node
is the number identifying the node. The /stand  file system for the
primary node, for example, is mounted on a directory named
/stand/1 .


During the installation of NonStop Clusters, entries are made to
the /stand/ node/boot  file.


The NonStop Clusters version of the /stand/ node/boot  file can
contain the following keyword= parameter pairs that are specific to
NonStop Clusters.


Table 4-1 boot File Parameters and Values (page 1 of 2)


Keyword Parameter Value


nodename host The network node name from the /etc/hosts  file


nodenum node For the primary node, must be 1; for dependent nodes, must
be 1 greater than the port number of the ServerNet SAN
switch to which the node is connected


clms node[, node[, . . . ]] A comma-separated list of nodes providing CLMS


primary all | none Specifies which cluster management responsibilities the
node is prepared for; must be specified as all  on primary
and secondary node; must be specified as none  on any
dependent node
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By convention, the nodes that handle the root file system failover
and the CLMS services are the same. These designations are
indicated in the boot file with the settings of the primary ,
secondary , and clms  parameters.


Managing init
Processing


NonStop Clusters provides general process spawning with a
modified init  command that recognizes enhanced syntax in the
inittab  file on each node. The following features are specific to
init  processing in the NonStop Clusters operating environment:


■ Enhanced Syntax for the inittab File
■ Execution Order Requirements on page 4-8
■ Constraints on init Command Identifiers on page 4-9


For additional details, refer to the init(1M)  and inittab(4)
reference manual pages.


Enhanced Syntax for the inittab File


The following enhanced syntax options for the inittab  file
support init  processing in a clustered operating environment:


■ Pseudo run levels U, D, and R run the commands listed in the
inittab  file when a node enters or leaves the cluster and
after primary node failover.


secondary all | none Specifies which cluster management responsibilities the
node is prepared for; must be specified as all  on primary
and secondary node; must be specified as none  on any
dependent node


rootdisk cCbBt TdD Evaluated by the installation program; specifies hardware
identification of a RAID subsystem, where C is the controller
number of the SCSI controller for the root file system, B is
the SCSI bus number for the root file system, T is the SCSI
target ID for the root file system, and D is the SCSI logical
unit number for the root file system


tnc_rootopt value Specifies the hexadecimal value corresponding to the
chard,intr  (data integrity level one) or
charddup,intr  (data integrity level two) parameter to
the –o  option of the mount(1M)  command. The default is
tnc_rootopt=0x84000 , which is equivalent to the
mount(1M)  option –o chard,intr ; the specification
tnc_rootopt=0x104000  is equivalent to the
mount(1M)  option –o charddup,intr . value is set by
the NonStop Clusters installation program, and must be the
same on all nodes in the cluster.


Table 4-1 boot File Parameters and Values (page 2 of 2)


Keyword Parameter Value
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■ The %n and %g special tokens, used as arguments to
commands specified for the U, D, or R run levels.


■ A node-restriction specification that enables you to target
specific execution nodes


Format of Pseudo Run Level Lines


The inittab file contains entries that are position dependent and
have the following format:


id:rstate:action:process


If rstate  has U or D set, entries have the following format:


id:rstate:action:process # node_restriction_list


Only one of U, D, or R is allowed per inittab  entry, but you can
have more than one entry that contains these run levels. See the
inittab(4)  manual page for details about the fields.


The U, D, and R Pseudo Run Levels


The inittab(4)  manual page contains complete details about
using the following pseudo run levels:


Pseudo Run Level U (up)
Specifies a command to execute for each node joining the
cluster, unless a node-restriction specification disallows
the node.


Pseudo Run Level D (down)
Specifies a command to execute for each node leaving the
cluster, unless a node-restriction specification disallows
the node.


Pseudo Run Level R (recover)
Specifies a command to execute on the node running
init(1M)  after the completion of failover recovery.


Special Argument Tokens


If you specify a pseudo run level, you can include the %n or %g
tokens as arguments to the listed command. Table 4-2 lists the
expanded meaning of these argument tokens.
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Node-Restriction Lists


If you specify the run level as U or D, you can specify the number
identifying one or more nodes to be specifically targeted for
consideration as an execution node for the listed command. The
specification of a node-restriction list must be appended to the
listed command as specified by the format noted in Format of
Pseudo Run Level Lines on page 4-7.


See the inittab(4)  manual page for details.


Execution Order Requirements


Commands are executed in the order in which they are listed in
the inittab  file. When a node joins or leaves a cluster, a
SIGCLUSTER signal sets the node’s init  processing state. This
event causes init  processing to enter a special transient run level
during which only level U, D, and R commands can run.


Failover recovery also causes init  processing to enter a special
transient run level, during which level R commands can run.
During the R run level, init  looks at the inittab  file on each
node. If init  finds an R in the rstate  field on any node, it
executes the commands designated by that entry on that node.


During ordinary run levels, or when a child process dies, init
executes all commands in the inittab  file sequentially, except
entries that include the following:


■ D or R run levels
■ U run level, unless the respawn  keyword is in the action


field


Table 4-2 Argument Tokens for Listed Commands in inittab File


Run Level %n Token Expansion %g Token Expansion


U The number identifying the node that is
joining the cluster


The number of times, from 0–15, that the
node has joined the cluster during this boot
cycle


D The number identifying the node that is
leaving the cluster


The number of times, from 0–15, that the
node has left the cluster during this boot
cycle


R The number identifying the failed node The number of times, from 0–15, that
init(1M)  processing has recovered
during this boot cycle
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To prevent simultaneous running of pseudo run level commands,
group these commands in the following order:


1. Run level D commands, to promote nodedown event cleanup,
including device database updates and the remounting of
nonroot file systems


2. Run level R commands, to provide an opportunity for
recovery activity that is not node-specific


3. Run level U commands


If an ordinary run-level change and a cluster-membership change
occur concurrently, the ordinary run level change is serviced first.
The ordinary run level change request may take the cluster to a
run level in which commands requiring a run level of U or D are
not enabled. If level U or D commands are processed first, they can
be discontinued by the ordinary run level change. Placing init
entries in this order reduces the possibility of arbitrary
interruptions to nodeup and nodedown event processing.


Constraints on init Command Identifiers


When init  processing executes a command, the inittab
command identifier of the process is copied into the ut_idfield
of the records that are written to the /etc/utmpx  and /etc/wtmpx
accounting files.


A command listed in the inittab  file can be spawned on multiple
nodes in the cluster. Each instance of such a command receives a
unique identifier. This identifier is the hexadecimal representation
of the execution node. For a run level U or D command, the third
and fourth characters compose the identifier.


To accommodate this strategy, the user-defined command
identifier for a command listed in the inittab  file must comply
with the following rules:


1. The identifier for a listed command that specifies a run level
of U or D must be unique and contain exactly two characters.


2. The identifier for a listed command not specifying a run level
of U or D must be unique and contain one to four characters; in
addition. If the identifier contains four characters, its final two
characters must not be a hexadecimal number between 00
and FF.
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Note You must maintain unique identifiers for commands listed in
the inittab  file in the absence of any enforcement or
rule-checking activity by init  processing. Failure to provide
unique identifiers that observe the required constraints could
result in inconsistent account files or unpredictable results
from commands that rely on the account files, such as the
who(1)  command. Because init  processing uses
information from the /etc/utmpx  file after failover, an invalid
account file could result in incomplete recovery for init
processing.


Administering the
Work Environment


Most work environment setup tasks are the same in NonStop
Clusters as in UnixWare. The following tasks are specific to
NonStop Clusters:


■ Configuring Remote Access to Dependent Nodes


■ Running NonStop Clusters from a Remote Console
on page 4-11


■ Setting Tunable Parameters on page 4-11


■ Adding Swap Space on page 4-14


Configuring
Remote Access to
Dependent Nodes


You can enable remote access between the primary node and
dependent nodes, to use rcp(1)  or rsh(1)  command, for
example. Create an .rhosts  file in the root (/ ) directory, and list
the system node name for each node in the cluster other than the
primary node. The node names in the .rhosts  file must match
the node names listed in the /etc/hosts  file. See the following
example rhosts  file:


# Dependent Nodes
nscat22
nscat23
nscat24
nscat25
nscat26


See the rhosts(4)  manual page for more information about the
file.
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Running
NonStop Clusters
from a Remote
Console


Correct terminal information is required to run UnixWare system
administration utilities on a NonStop Cluster node from a remote
machine not in the cluster. To set this information correctly, follow
these steps from the remote workstation:


1. Disable access control to allow clients to connect to your
workstation from any host. Enter the following command:


xhost +


2. Use the telnet(1)  command to access the cluster node. Enter
the following command line:


telnet nodename


3. Log in and supply the password when prompted by the
cluster node.


4. Verify the connection. Enter the following command:


ping your_workstation


5. Enable the cluster node to display information to your
workstation by setting the DISPLAY environment variable.
Enter the following command:


export DISPLAY= your_workstation:


6. Enable the use of appropriate libraries by setting the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable. Enter the following
command:


export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/X/lib


7. Start an X windows session. Enter the following command:


/usr/X/bin/xterm


This xterm  window can now be used to run commands such as
dcu(1M) , /etc/inet/menu , niccfg , and lcudcfg(1M) .


Setting Tunable
Parameters


If you want to customize the NonStop Clusters operating
environment to your local needs, you can use the idtune(1M)
command or the System_Tuner  utility to set tunable parameters.


To activate settings specified with the idtune(1M)  or
System_Tuner  utility, you must rebuild the NonStop Clusters
kernel on the primary node. The NonStop Clusters kernel running
on each node in the cluster must be identical. Therefore, after
rebuilding the kernel with new tunable parameters on the primary
node, you must propagate this kernel to the secondary and any
dependent node in the cluster.
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To change tunable parameters in the NonStop Clusters kernel,
perform the following steps:


1. On the primary node, specify new tunable parameters by
running the System_Tuner  utility or by using the
idtune(1M)  command.


For a detailed description of system tunable parameters, see
System Administration in the online UnixWare documentation.


Note You must run the System_Tuner  utility or the idtune
command on the primary node.


2. If you use the System_Tuner  utility, instruct it to build a
kernel with the new tunable parameters that you specify. If
you use the idtune  command, run the following command
to build a new kernel on the primary node:


/etc/conf/bin/idbuild


3. Enter the following command to confirm that each node in
the cluster currently reports UP as its run status:


ptn -v


If any node in the cluster fails to report UP as its run status,
reboot that node so that it rejoins the cluster.


4. Make a new dependent node setup diskette with the
make_floppy(1M)  command. Any dependent node setup
diskette made previously is no longer valid since you set new
tunable parameters for the NonStop Clusters primary node
kernel.


a. On the primary node, insert a blank, formatted diskette
into the diskette drive


b. Change to the directory that contains the necessary
command. Enter the following command:


cd /etc/tnc/nodeup


c. Run the following command to make a new dependent
node setup diskette:


./make_floppy diskette1


This step can take up to 30 minutes.
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d. After the make_floppy  command completes, remove the
diskette from the drive.


Note You must use a blank, formatted diskette to make a
NonStop Clusters dependent node setup diskette. If you
previously used the NonStop Clusters Secondary Node Boot
Diskette to install NonStop Clusters, do not use it again at this
time. Instead, use a blank, formatted diskette.


5. On the primary node, run the following command from the
root directory.


/etc/shutdown –i6 –g0 –y


During system shutdown, the idbuild(1M)  utility rebuilds
the NonStop Clusters kernel on the primary node as
/stand/1/unix_mp . After the primary node reboots, the new
NonStop Clusters kernel is propagated to the secondary and
any dependent nodes as /stand/ node/unix_mp  where node is
the number identifying each node. The previous kernel is
saved as unix_mp.old .


6. If a secondary or dependent node fails to join the cluster, you
must manually update its NonStop Clusters kernel. Using the
new dependent node setup diskette that you made in Step 4,
follow the instructions in Installing NonStop Clusters on
Dependent Nodes on page B-12.


Using Cluster
Console Devices


NonStop Clusters has two console types. One type is the
/dev/console  device. The second console type is the byte stream
of messages printed from a specific kernel. This second console
type is the kernel printf  channel.


/dev/console


The cluster has one /dev/console . The node mounting the root
file system owns the /dev/console  device in the cluster. This
device is the only device in a cluster that can run the X-server or
the UnixWare graphical user interface (GUI). A user can attach
from a remote device and run the GUI there. However, if the node
serving the root fails, the console moves with the root file system.
When the backup node remounts the root file system, that node
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becomes the owner of the /dev/console  device. The new
primary node becomes the place where X server can run.
Processes that were running prior to the root file system failover
receive errors when they try to write to the old console. Processes
that open the console device subsequent to the root file system
failover succeed and access the new console device.


Kernel printf Channel


The second form of console is the location of print requests
(printf(3S) ) in the kernel. Each kernel sends its print requests to
its monitor or output device.


Other Console Devices


The keyboard and monitor connections of non-primary nodes
have login prompts and can be used as any other tty device in the
cluster.


Adding Swap Space Use the swap(1M)  command to add swap space. Ensure that each
node in the cluster has at least as much swap space as physical
memory.


If you use the –a  option with the swap command to add a swap
area, it must be executed on the node to host the swap device. For
example, when a node joins the cluster, the
/etc/tnc/nodeup/rc2.sh  script executes the following
command:


swap –a /dev/swap. N


where N is the number identifying the execution node of the swap
command.


You can check swap space throughout the cluster using the –l
option to list the status of all swap areas. You can check total
swap space using the –s  option.


Administering
Processes


NonStop Clusters implements a Virtual Process (VPROC) model
that allows processes to run on any node in the cluster. A process
is normally started on the node where the invoking
process—usually one of the UNIX shells, sh(1) , csh(1) , or
ksh(1) —is running. NonStop Clusters allows processes to access
cluster resources that are physically located on other nodes.
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Process Migration Processes can move from a heavily loaded node to an unloaded
node in a cluster to improve performance. The move from one
node to another is called migrating. You can migrate a process
from its origination node by using the migrate(1)  command or
by using the load_leveld(1)  daemon.


For more information on migrating and load-leveling processes,
see Using Load Leveling on page 4-16.


To prevent a process from migrating, you can pin it to a particular
node with the onnode  command. See Pinning a Process to a Node
on page 4-15, and the onnode(1M)  manual page.


Global Process
Scheduling


NonStop Clusters does not support global process scheduling.
Except for the general node-oriented load-balancing provided by
the NonStop Clusters load_leveld  daemon, process priorities
and scheduling are managed only on a per-node basis. When a
process migrates, its process priorities, including any priority
values set with the nice(1)  command, move with it.


Thread Distribution The threads of a given process cannot be distributed across nodes,
but threaded processes can be migrated, which moves all threads
of the process at the same time the process is moved.
NonStop Clusters also supports the following interfaces.


■ rexec(1)
■ rfork(2)
■ migrate(1)
■ SIGMIGRATE signal


Pinning a Process
to a Node


For performance reasons, heavy write-intensive IPC should be
limited to a single node. For example, database servers should be
pinned to a single node.


Use the onnode(1M)  command with the –p  option to pin a process
to a node:


onnode –p nodenum process command line


For nodenum, substitute the number of the node to which you
want the process pinned. For process command line, substitute the
command that starts the process you want pinned.
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Administering
System
Performance


NonStop Clusters system performance can be evaluated with
command line tools and the System_Monitor X window program.
Software performance can benefit from balancing the process
load on each node. The following information explains two
cluster-specific performance administration concepts:


■ Evaluating System Performance
■ Using Load Leveling


For a discussion of scalability and system performance, see
Chapter 6, Understanding Application and Workload Scalability.


Evaluating System
Performance


In addition to using the command-line tools, such as ps(1)  or
rtpm(1M) , you can capture performance data within
NonStop Clusters with the System_Monitor  utility. An
X Window System program, System_Monitor  displays a
configurable set of performance parameters over time. You can
run multiple instances of System_Monitor  to view the
performance of multiple nodes. To prevent System_Monitor
from migrating to another node after execution, use the –p  option
while invoking System_Monitor  with the onnode(1)  command.
For example, to monitor performance on the primary and
secondary nodes, invoke System_Monitor  as follows:


onnode –p 1 /usr/bin/X11/System_Monitor & \
onnode –p 2 /usr/bin/X11/System_Monitor &


Using Load Leveling Load leveling provides a means to enhance performance through
node and process management.


The load_leveld(1)  daemon provides the load balancing and
runs on each node in the cluster. These daemons share load
information with each other. Based on information about the state
of other nodes and the local state, the local daemon can move
some of its load to another node. When the load balancing
daemon determines that a process needs to be moved from one
node to another, it sends a SIGMIGRATE signal to the targeted
process. The process migration itself is then managed within the
kernel.


Understanding the Load Level Daemon


The NonStop Clusters load_leveld(1)  daemon controls node
and process management by determining whether:


■ A node within the cluster is a candidate for remote execution,
based on its current load capacity
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■ A process needs to be migrated from one node to another
within the cluster


When the load_leveld  daemon starts, it reads the following
parameterization files:


■ A list of values for fine tuning load leveling across the cluster
(default file name: /etc/tnc/load_level/parameters )


■ Inclusion and exclusion lists to determine which processes are
candidates for remote execution or migration from one node
to another (default file names:
/etc/tnc/load_level/rexec_commands  and
/etc/tnc/load_level/migrate_commands )


The load_leveld  daemon is not started by default when the
primary node boots. To use load leveling in NonStop Clusters,
you can either start the load_leveld(1)  daemon explicitly or use
the keepalive  system.


For more information about load leveling, see the
load_leveld(1) , parameters(4) , rexec_commands(4) , and
migrate_commands(4)  reference manual pages.


For more information about starting the load_leveld  daemon
with the keepalive  system, see Chapter 5, Monitoring and
Restarting Processes.


Configuring Load Leveling


The configurable /etc/tnc/loadlevel/parameters  file includes
parameters to manage the following load balancing characteristics.


■ The frequency in seconds for sending load information
■ The frequency in seconds for re-dispatching processes
■ 5-second, 30-second, and 1-minute weight factors
■ Load vector elements can be based on size of cluster
■ Thresholds at which the node is considered underloaded or


overloaded
■ Minimum runtime of a process on a node before it can be


migrated
■ The load attributed to a single process
■ A list of nodes to be used in leveling the load


You can edit this parameter file while the daemon is running and
reparse the parameter file with the load_leveld –R  command.
You can also deactivate the automatic load leveling with the –n
and –N options of the load_leveld  command, so you can control
process distribution where required.
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Refer to the load_leveld(1)  manual page for usage information.


Administering
File Systems


Administering cluster file systems involves mounting and
unmounting, file system failover and recovery, backing up and
restoring files and other related operations. The following
information explains these tasks:


■ Mounting and Unmounting File Systems
■ Failing Over and Recovering File Systems on page 4-21
■ Backing up Recommended Files on page 4-22
■ Backing up the root File System on a RAID Disk on page 4-22
■ Restoring a RAID Backup on page 4-23


Additionally, you may need to set up file systems on disks, which
you can do with the standard UnixWare disksetup(1M)
command. See the UnixWare documentation about storage
devices and file system administration information about setting
up file systems on disks


Mounting and
Unmounting File
Systems


To administer mounted file systems in a NonStop Clusters
environment, you should be familiar with the following
information:


■ Understanding Mounting in Clusters on page 4-18
■ Using Data Integrity Features on page 4-19
■ Using NFS Mounts on page 4-20


Understanding Mounting in Clusters


File systems can be mounted or unmounted from any node using
their node-encoded block-special device paths (for example,
/dev/dsk/n2c2b0t1d0s2 ). The actual mounting or unmounting
operation is performed on the node to which the device is
physically attached, making this node the file system server node.
For more information about these device paths, see
Administering Device Special Files on page 4-28.


Once a file system is mounted on the cluster, it remains mounted
even if the server node leaves the cluster. Unless the file system
fails over to another node, processes attempting to access the file
system must wait until the server node rejoins the cluster.


When a file system is first mounted on a cluster mount point, the
Cluster Mount Service (CMS) assigns it a unique file system
identification (FSID) number and places the number in the
.fsuid  file in the root (/ ) directory of the file system. If the file
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system server node leaves the cluster and a device is subsequently
remounted on the same mount point, CMS checks that the FSID in
the .fsuid  file matches the FSID originally assigned. If there is no
match, the mount is rejected.


∆ Caution Editing the .fsuid  file can adversely impact
subsequent remount attempts.


The –o force  option of the mount(1M)  command causes CMS to
ignore the .fsuid  file and remount a specified file system
declared down due to the loss of its file system server node.
Conversely, using the –o force  option with the umount(1M)
command cleans up a mount point after its storage device is lost.


Using the –o remount  option of the umount  command causes
CMS to place the mount point in a down state, as if its file system
server node left the cluster. This usage allows server support for a
file system to move from one node to another when the file system
is stored on removable media or a storage device that can be
addressed by more than one node.


Using Data Integrity Features


The Cluster Filing Environment (CFE) includes three levels of data
integrity. These data integrity levels apply only to I/O operations
and not to mapped files implemented by the swapping system.
The following data integrity levels are available:


Data Integrity Level Zero
To specify this level, use the –o csoft  option with the
mount  command. This level specifies no data integrity.


Data Integrity Level One
To specify this level, use the –o chard  option of the
mount  command. Data integrity level one ensures that
data for a completed write(2)  operation is not lost
should another single node fail. Data integrity level one
does not prevent data loss if the node running the
process that performed the write  fails.


Only vxfs  and nfs  file systems can be mounted to
provide data integrity level one protection.
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For example:


mount –F vxfs –o chard,bkup= node: node: node


Data Integrity Level Two
To specify this integrity level, use the –o charddup
option of the mount  command. Data integrity level two
ensures that data for a successfully completed write
operation is not lost should any single node fail,
including the node running the process that performed
the write  operation.


For example:


mount –F vxfs –o charddup,bkup= node: node: node ...


The bkup=  parameter specifies other nodes on which to cache
data from a write  operation. This caching provides the level of
data integrity protection specified by chard  or chardup . If a node
is not available because no node was specified or because the
specified node has left the cluster, data is written synchronously
to disk to ensure the specified level of data integrity protection.


In addition, any operation initiated while the file system is not
part of the cluster is held in a pending state until the file system
returns to service or is forcibly unmounted. You can use the intr
parameter with either the chard  or charddup  parameter to the –o
option, which allows processes waiting for pending operations to
be signalled, breaking their wait.


Operations that are not idempotent are handled properly. The
operation completes and reports correct results even if the file
system server node leaves the cluster between initiation and
completion.


Using NFS Mounts


NFS cluster hard mounts (chard ) are not supported. The default
for NFS mounts is cluster soft and NFS hard. To add the ability to
interrupt to the NFS default, insert –o intr  to the mount
command line.


If the mounting node goes down, you must manually unmount
and remount the NFS file system before access can continue. All
processes actively using the file system will receive errors upon
next access.
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NFS mounts are only supported on the primary node. To mount
an NFS file system, follow these steps:


1. Determine the primary node. Enter the following command:


where /


2. Enter the following command


onnode –p nodenum mount


where nodenum is the value returned by the where  command.


Failing Over and
Recovering File
Systems


NonStop Clusters also supports automatic failover of the root file
system and other file systems resident on an appropriately
configured RAID controller. In addition to the root file system,
other file systems on the RAID subsystem are recovered
(remounted and returned to service) when the host node rejoins
the cluster. You must specify these additional file systems in the
/etc/tnc/fdevtab  file. File system failover and recovery is
supported for both soft- and hard-mounted file systems. See the
mount(1M)  manual page for more information about mounting.


Root File System Failover


Root file system failover is configured during the installation of
NonStop Clusters and does not require further administration.


Note Root file system failover requires that the primary node be
identified as node 1, and connected to port 0 on the ServerNet
SAN switch servicing the cluster. The secondary node must be
identified as node 2, and connected to port 1 on the ServerNet
SAN switch. For further information, see Installing
NonStop Clusters on the Primary Node on page B-11.


Failover for File Systems Other Than Root


Failover for file systems other than the root file system is
controlled by entries in the /etc/tnc/fdevtab  file. These entries
specify block-special device aliases for disk slices accessible from
nodes that can host the specified file system. For more information
about the /etc/tnc/fdevtab  file, see the fdevtab(4)  reference
manual page.
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When a node leaves the cluster, the
/etc/tnc/nodedown/node.generic  script runs the cmount(1M)
command to attempt to remount any file system in a down state
from an aliased device. The /etc/tnc/nodeup/rc2.sh  script also
runs the cmount  command when a node joins the cluster and
attempts a remount on either the original device or one of the
currently available aliases.


Backing up
Recommended Files


Back up the following files regularly. If these files become
unusable and you have no backup copies, you may need to
destructively install the complete system to recover.


■ /etc/device.tab
■ /var/sadm/install/contents
■ /etc/saf/_sactab
■ /etc/security/ddb/ddb_dsfmap


Backing up the root
File System on a
RAID Disk


You may need to backup the RAID disk that contains the root file
system. The backup provides recovery in the event of a
catastrophic failure in which both mirrors are lost to root file
system corruption or hardware damage. This procedure is for
RAID 1 configurations only.


Prerequisite Information


This procedure requires a spare disk of the same size as the disk
containing the root file system that is being mirrored in the RAID
cabinets. This procedure assumes that NonStop Clusters has been
installed and all disks and file systems have been configured. Any
configuration change that alters files in the root file system made
after the backup has been created will be lost. If configuration
changes are made after the backup creation, the modified files
should be backed up to tape so they can be restored after the base
root file system is restored.


Keep a written record of all disk arrays and logical disks that
have been created on the RAID controller. The array and logical
disk configuration can be seen using the SmartStart disk array
configuration utility. In particular, the sizes of each of the logical
disks in the arrays need to be recorded. In the event of RAID
controller hardware failure and replacement, the correct logical
disk configuration can be recreated on the new controllers using
the SmartStart array configuration utility.
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Creating the Backup


Follow these steps to back up the root file system on a RAID disk:


1. Shut down all dependent nodes in the cluster, leaving only
the root node up (see Powering Down a Node on page 4-3).


2. Quiesce the system as much as possible by stopping any user
applications and only running the processes that are normally
started by the system. This step minimizes I/O to the root file
system.


3. Remove the disk at SCSI ID 0 from one of the two RAID
cabinets. Keep a written record of which port (cabinet) the
disk was removed from so it can be replaced in the same
position if recovery is necessary. Keep this disk in a remote
secure place. It will contain your backup.


4. Place your spare disk in the empty slot. The system will
automatically begin to remirror the replaced drive. While the
remirroring is in progress, the top LED on the drive blinks
continuously. When the remirror is complete, the same LED
remains on. The remirror time depends on the disk size and
the recovery priority specified during array configuration in
SmartStart. The priority is usually set to low as a default. For
a 4.3 GB disk, the remirror time is about 15 minutes.


5. While the disk is being remirrored, you can reboot the
dependent nodes in the cluster (see Starting Up a Cluster
on page 4-3) and restart all applications. Normal operation of
the cluster can resume as soon as the replacement disk is
inserted and the mirroring starts.


Restoring a RAID
Backup


Use this recovery procedure if RAID mirrors are damaged due to
root file system corruption or total hardware failure of both
drives. It should not be used in the event of a single disk failure. If
a single disk fails, a new disk should be inserted while the system
is running and the remirroring occurs automatically.


Prerequisite Information


If the controllers were damaged and were replaced, you must
have two new disks of the same size as the root backup disk. If the
disks and not the controllers were damaged, you need one new
disk. In both cases, you must have a previously created backup
disk.


This procedure must be followed exactly as written, or the
recovery will not be successful and you must reinstall the system.
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This procedure assumes that SmartStart is installed on the
internal disk and that the internal disk also contains the boot file
system for NonStop Clusters. You must have already recovered
the internal disk for the root node. See your system hardware
documentation for internal disk recovery procedures.


Restoring the Backup Disk


Follow these steps to restore a previously created RAID backup:


1. If your controllers were damaged and replaced in addition to
your disks, use the SmartStart array configuration utility to
reconfigure your arrays and logical disks. Use these steps:


a. Place two new disks in the first slot of each of the RAID
cabinets.


Do not place the backup disk in at this time, as the
SmartStart array configuration utility will destroy data
on the disks.


b. Use the SmartStart array configuration utility on both
nodes that contain the new RAID controllers. Configure
the arrays and the logical disks to be identical to those
that were defined on the controllers that were destroyed.


See the SmartStart documentation for help in using the
SmartStart array configuration utility.


2. If the F1 prompt has been disabled previously with
SmartStart advanced options, re-enabled it at this time using
SmartStart.


3. Bring down all nodes in the cluster and power off all nodes
(see Powering Down a Node on page 4-3).


4. Power off both RAID cabinets.


5. Place the backup disk into the same RAID cabinet where the
backup was created. Place a previously unused disk in the
first slot of the other RAID cabinet.


6. Power on both RAID cabinets.


7. Power on the root node of the cluster.


8. The Power On Self Test (POST) displays a message indicating
the disks have been replaced. It prompts you to press F1 to
continue or press F10 for system utilities. When it is stopped
at this prompt, remove the disk that does not contain the
backup (the previously unused disk from Step 5) from the
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proper cabinet. Then press the F1 key. The root node boots
and uses the remaining backup root disk for the root file
system.


9. Once NonStop Clusters is booted, place the disk that was
removed in the previous step back into the RAID cabinet. The
system remirror the root disk.


10. At this time you can reboot all dependent nodes (see Starting
Up a Cluster on page 4-3) and resume operations or continue
with other recovery operations as necessary.


11. When mirroring is complete, make a new backup disk using
Backing up the root File System on a RAID Disk on page 4-22.


Administering
Networking


You may need to administer network services by setting up
parallel networking for the cluster. You can also configure your
cluster to survive the loss of a network connection. To set up
clusters to survive the loss of a network connection, use a virtual
IP address. See Using Cluster Virtual IP Addresses on page 4-26.


Configuring TCP/IP
for Parallel
Networking


To set up parallel networking for the NonStop Clusters operating
environment, the /etc/hosts  file must contain an entry for each
node name. Otherwise, a TCP/IP interface cannot be configured
with the correct IP address.


Use the guidelines described in the following table, which
compares configuring standard TCP/IP in UnixWare to parallel
networking for NonStop Clusters.
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If you have set any interface parameters outside of the interface
file, these settings are lost when you reboot the node. For
example, if you used ifconfig(1M)  to set the maximum transfer
unit (MTU) for outgoing IP packets, that setting is lost when you
reboot the node. Booting a node sets network interface
parameters to the values specified in the
/etc/confnet.d/inet/interface  file


Using Cluster
Virtual IP Addresses


CVIP addresses allow you to maintain a network connection to
the cluster if an individual node or its associate network interface
card fails. A CVIP address is not tied to a particular physical
node, but functions as a virtual address for the cluster.


Table 4-3 Configuring TCP/IP in UnixWare and Parallel Networking for
NonStop Clusters


Standard TCP/IP in UnixWare Parallel Networking for NonStop Clusters


The /etc/confnet.d/inet/interface  file
specifies the identity and type of each network
interface configured at system startup.


The /etc/confnet.d/inet/interface  file
retains its functionality. In addition, node-specific
configurations can be specified in optional files
named interface .node.


During system startup, the
/etc/confnet.d/inet/interface  file
specifies the identity and type of each network
interface.


If no node-specific interface .node files exist and
if each node uses the same network device, the
standard interface file is used to configure all nodes
in the cluster.


The /etc/inet/config  file specifies which
network daemons to start when the system boots.


The /etc/inet/config  file retains its
functionality, specifying which network daemons are
started on the primary node at system startup. To
specify daemons that are executed on dependent
nodes, you can use optional, node-specific files
named config .node.


TCP/IP network interface names are created by
concatenating the first two fields of the
/etc/confnet.d/inet/interface  file.


With the exception of lo#  (the loopback driver),
parallel networking interface names are created by
appending .node to the result of concatenating the
first two fields of the interface file.


Under parallel networking, interface names returned
by the command ifconfig –a  include the .node
suffix.


In the /etc/confnet.d/inet/interface
file, if the third field is left blank, the network
interface is configured to the address corresponding
to the machine name returned by the uname
command.


If the third field of the interface file is left blank, the
parallel networking interface is configured to the
node name specified by the nodename keyword in
the /stand/1/boot  file.
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With a regular IP address, the IP suite cannot rename a connection
or endpoint once its name is established, and the IP address must
be used for the life of the connection or endpoint. If the connection
or endpoint fails, the connection is terminates. With CVIP, the
connection remains even when an individual node or its
associated network interface card fails.


CVIP Requirements


Particular network server nodes have physical IP addresses (PIPs).
The cluster virtual IP address must be on the same subnet as the
PIPs for the cluster nodes. External hosts must reach the CVIP
through one of the node PIPs. If a single node or network interface
with its associated PIP fails, the CVIP can be reached through an
alternative PIP.


Register the CVIP address in the Internet Domain Name Service
(DNS) database for hostname-to-address translation and reverse
translation. Registering the PIPs with the DNS for network
management purposes is optional. Using a PIP address to contact
the cluster does not guarantee that resulting processes will be
spawned on the network server node on which the PIP address is
configured.


Only one CVIP address is allowed per cluster, and the address
cannot be broadcast.


Configuring CVIP


When configuring CVIP, the name of the cluster must be set to the
CVIP name, or RPC and other applications might not work after
failover. The nodename parameter in the /stand/ nodenum/boot
file must be the name for the physical interface for each node.


Follow these steps to configure a virtual IP address for the cluster:


1. Add the name used to access the CVIP and its address to the
/etc/hosts  file.


2. Add a CVIP line to the /etc/confnet.d/inet/interface
file. The line in the interface  file should contain the
following:


cvip:0: cluster1:/dev/tnccvip:netmask netmask –trailers:add_cvip:


where cluster1 is the name for the CVIP that is in the
/etc/hosts  file, and netmask is the netmask number for your
network. It can be copied from the netmask value of the
physical network, which should already have an entry in the
interface  file.
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3. Set the name of the cluster to the CVIP name. Enter the
following command:


setuname –n CVIP name


4. Reboot the cluster to activate the virtual IP address. Enter the
following command:


shutdown –y –g0 –i6


Administering
Device Special
Files


The Cluster Special File (CSPEC) service provides transparent
access to block- and character-special files for devices connected
to any node in the cluster. The device drivers must conform to
Level 6 or higher of the DDI/DKI interface definition. Device
nodes for these devices are created with node encoding, where
the first component of the node name is nn, the character n
followed by the node number of the host node.


For example, a disk on cluster node 1 might be named as follows:


/dev/dsk/n1c0b0t0d0s0


Because of its special properties, a non-node encoded version of
the root disk block-special device is also created.


You can create non-node encoded device nodes in the
NonStop Clusters operating environment. However, in some
cases, these devices are only accessible to processes running on
the host node (thus, the device is likely to be inaccessible if the
process migrates); in other cases, the device may default to being
owned by the primary node in the cluster.
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5
Monitoring and Restarting
Processes


In a NonStop Clusters operating environment, a node failure
results in the loss of any key services provided by daemons
executing on the failed node or dependent on resources provided
by the node. Daemon failure can also occur as an independent
event. The keepalive  daemon and spawndaemon  utility provide
a strategy for monitoring and restarting daemons that fail for any
reason within the NonStop Clusters operating environment.


The following information provides conceptual and procedural
information about monitoring and restarting processes:


■ Monitoring Processes


■ Registering Processes with spawndaemon on page 5-7


■ Understanding Process Configuration Files on page 5-13


■ Writing Startup Scripts on page 5-17


■ Registering a Process with keepalive on page 5-18


■ The NonStop Clusters Environment and keepalive
on page 5-18


■ Protecting the load_leveld Daemon on page 5-19


■ DBMS Guard and Cold Restart Recovery on page 5-20


Monitoring
Processes


The spawndaemon  utility provides an interface to the keepalive
daemon so that you can implement user-level fault tolerance by
monitoring critical processes or groups of processes. When a
monitored process fails, the keepalive  system can restart the
process for continuous operation. Without requiring that any
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application code be altered, the spawndaemon  utility and the
keepalive  daemon provide the ability to perform the following
tasks:


■ Start, register, and monitor processes, including processes
that fully daemonize themselves.


■ Start, register, and monitor multiple instances of a daemon.


■ Start processes without necessarily monitoring them.


■ Register and monitor already existing processes.


■ Start, register, and monitor groups of processes.


■ Reset error accounting for processes that have reached a
user-specified maximum allowable number of errors.


■ Change the maximum number of processes that can be
monitored.


■ Terminate processes.


■ Stop monitoring processes, but leave them running.


■ Stop the keepalive  daemon after performing any required
cleanup tasks.


■ Allow the keepalive  daemon to be watched by init , so that
keepalive  can be restarted in the worst-case scenario of n-1
node failures.


The keepalive  system consists of a keepalive  process that
is monitored by init . If keepalive  fails because of process
or node failure, init  restarts it. The NonStop Clusters
environment uses the keepalive  process primarily to
monitor processes that init  cannot monitor, or processes for
which keepalive  is preferable to init  for monitoring
(although keepalive  monitors processes normally
monitored by init ).


An example of processes that init cannot watch (but which
keepalive  can), are processes that fully daemonize
themselves such that the parent process forks a child process
and exits.


Examples where keepalive  might be preferable to init  for
watching processes include situations in which real-time
performance is desired or in which the user desires to have
more control over which nodes are used to execute particular
daemons and wants more control over what failover policy is
used. For example, during a process failure the user can
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specify that the process be restarted on the last node on it was
executing, restarted on the primary node (if that node is
available), or ping-pong to another node and restart there.


The keepalive  process is always pinned to the node where it
is running. A process that is pinned cannot be migrated to
another node by the load_leveld  daemon. For more
information about this daemon, see the load_leveld(1)
reference manual page.


By default, for optimum performance the keepalive  process
is pinned to the Cluster Membership Service (CLMS) primary
node. If the originally-designated primary node is down,
keepalive  runs on the secondary CLMS node. To confirm
this assignment, inspect the /etc/inittab  file. For more
information about the CLMS component of NonStop Clusters,
see Understanding the NonStop Clusters Environment in
Chapter 4, Administering NonStop Clusters.


■ Pin a monitored process to a specified node.


■ Specify with the spawndaemon  utility a primary node and up
to ten backup nodes where a process can be spawned.


■ Specify a delay after one member of a group of processes is
started before the next member is started.


■ Allow an application to specify in the process configuration
file which node is the preferred choice when that process fails
and must be restarted. The preferred choice can be either the
node on which the process was most recently running or a
configured node.


■ Log failure messages.


To register a process or group of processes to be monitored, you
must specify configuration files containing information about how
you want the processes to be monitored. These configuration files
specify restart scripts that you create for monitored processes.
Configuration files and scripts for the keepalive system include
the following:


■ A configuration file for each daemon you want monitored.


For more information about setting up process configuration
files, see Understanding Process Configuration Files
on page 5-13.


■ A configuration file for processes you want monitored as a
group.
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This configuration file defines the group, but you must still
have a process configuration file for each process in the
group. See Group Configuration Files on page 5-15 for
information about setting up configuration files for groups of
daemons.


■ A restart script for each daemon


The keepalive  daemon uses these restart scripts when it
spawns a daemon that has stopped. See Registering a Process
with keepalive on page 5-18 for a sample restart script.


For information about how to start the keepalive  daemon after
you set up the configuration and script files it needs, see
Registering a Process with keepalive on page 5-18.


What the keepalive
System Does


The keepalive  daemon monitors processes that should not
terminate and restarts them if they terminate unexpectedly. The
init  daemon starts the keepalive  daemon at system startup.
You must use the spawndaemon  utility to register processes to be
monitored by the keepalive  daemon. During registration, you
must specify a configuration file. The configuration file contains
the name of a restart script for the process and other information
applicable to the process or group of processes. The keepalive
daemon restarts a process using the script specified in the
configuration file. See Registering Processes with spawndaemon
on page 5-7 and Understanding Process Configuration Files
on page 5-13 for more information.


The keepalive  daemon is watched by init  and uses a
memory-mapped file to store all the critical data that it would
need in the event that it was restarted by init . The spawndaemon
utility can also attach to this memory-mapped file to gather
required information.


If the process executable resides in a remote system, you must
have root access to start or restart the process. The remote file
system must be shared or exported with root permissions
enabled. Root permissions must also be enabled on the mount
point, the automount table, or the vfstab .


Using the keepalive Daemon


The keepalive  daemon has the following syntax:


keepalive [–t time] [–P node] [–S node] [–i]
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The –P and –S options control how the keepalive  daemon
performs in the NonStop Clusters operating environment (see the
keepalive(1M)  reference manual page for a complete description
of all its options).


Options


–P node
Specifies the primary node on which the keepalive
process is executed. The keepalive  process is pinned on
the specified node and cannot be migrated by using the
load_leveld(1)  utility. If the node specified by the -P
option is not available, keepalive  will choose another
node on which to run.


–S node
Specifies the secondary node on which the keepalive
process is executed when the primary node (specified
with the -P  option) is unavailable. The keepalive
process is pinned on the specified node and cannot be
migrated by using the load_leveld  utility. If the nodes
specified by the -S  and -P  options are not available,
keepalive  will choose another node on which to run.


If one of the specified nodes is down or invalid, keepalive  logs a
warning and continues executing on another available node. If
neither the -P  nor -S  options are used, keepalive  runs on the
first available node.


In the event that the node on which a process is running fails, that
process is failed over to another node chosen by keepalive . The
spawndaemon  command tells keepalive  which node(s) to use for
each process in the event of process failover.


The keepalive  process is always pinned on the node on which it
is running regardless of whether the user specifies a node. Pinning
ensures that load leveling does not migrate the keepalive  process
to another node.
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Note If a node specified on the command line is not available, the
respective process is started on another node and is not
migrated back if the specified node returns, unless the
returning node increases the total node count from a current
value of 1.


See the keepalive(1M)  reference manual page for a complete
description of all options.


Process Verification and the keepalive Daemon


The keepalive  system verifies that the restart script’s file system
entry has the correct permissions and that the user and group IDs
are set as specified during registration. If these security checks
fail, registration via the spawndaemon  utility fails. If a registered
process continues to terminate, the keepalive  daemon keeps
restarting it until the probation period expires or until a specified
number of errors occur. You specify the number of errors in the
configuration file. The default number of errors is 10. See
Understanding Process Configuration Files on page 5-13 for
information about the configuration file.


Process Groups and the keepalive Daemon


The keepalive  system can monitor a group of processes
specified in the configuration file. If the process that terminates
belongs to a keepalive  process group, the keepalive  daemon
determines whether to start the whole group or just the
terminated process. The keepalive  daemon obtains this
information from the configuration file. If you have specified that
the keepalive  daemon should not restart a process group, the
keepalive  daemon restarts only the process. If the keepalive
daemon must start the whole group, it locates, kills, and restarts
each process in the group. See Understanding Process
Configuration Files on page 5-13 for more information about
configuration files.
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Registering
Processes with
spawndaemon


Use the spawndaemon  command to register processes. You can set
up this registration by placing a script in the /etc/rc*.d
directory for the run level you plan to use. Such a script can look
similar to the following example and can be placed in the
/etc/rc2.d  directory.


This script starts and stops the RPC daemons:


if [ ! -d /usr/bin ]
then                    # /usr not mounted
   exit
fi


if [ -z “$LC_ALL” -a -z “$LC_MESSAGES” ]
then
   if [ -z “$LANG” ]
   then
      LNG=`defadm locale LANG 2>/dev/null`
      if [ “$?” != 0 ]
      then LANG=C
      else eval $LNG
      fi
   fi
   export LANG
fi


LABEL=”UX:$0”
CAT=uxrc


USAGE=”/etc/init.d/rpc { start | stop }”


mldmode > /dev/null 2>&1
if [ “$?” = “0” ]
then                    # Enhanced Security running
   exit
fi


# Are we running TNC?
if [ -d “/usr/bin” ]
then
   TNCBIN=”/usr/bin”
else
   TNCBIN=”/sbin”
fi


if [ -x $TNCBIN/node_self ]
then
   NODE=`$TNCBIN/node_self 2>/dev/null`
   if [ “$NODE” != ““ ]
   then
      TNC=TRUE
   else
      TNC=FALSE
fi
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else
   TNC=FALSE
fi


# See if keepalive is running.
ps -ef | sed ‘/grep/d’ | grep ‘/sbin/keepalive’ > /dev/null 2>&1
if [ $? -eq 0 ]
then
   KEEPALIVE=TRUE
else
   KEEPALIVE=FALSE
fi


case “$1” in
‘start’)
   if [ -x /usr/sbin/rpcbind ]
   then
      /sbin/sh /etc/init.d/rpc rpcstart&
   fi
   ;;
‘rpcstart’)
   if [ “$TNC” = “TRUE” ]
   then
      /sbin/spawndaemon -r ka_rpcbind /usr/sbin/rpcbind
   else
      /usr/sbin/rpcbind
   fi


   if [ -x /usr/lib/netsvc/rwall/rpc.rwalld ]
   then
      if [ “$TNC” = “TRUE” ]
      then
         /sbin/spawndaemon -r ka_rwalld /usr/lib/netsvc/rwall/rpc.rwalld
      else
         /usr/lib/netsvc/rwall/rpc.walld
      fi
   fi
   if [ -x /usr/lib/netsvc/rusers/rpc.rusersd ]
   then
      if [ “$TNC” = “TRUE” ]
      then
         /sbin/spawndaemon -r ka_rusersd /usr/lib/netsvc/rusers/rpc.rusersd
      else
         /usr/lib/netsvc/rusers/rpc.rusersd
      fi
   fi
   if [ -x /usr/lib/netsvc/spray/rpc.sprayd ]
   then
      if [ “$TNC” = “TRUE” ]
      then
         /sbin/spawndaemon -r ka_sprayd /usr/lib/netsvc/spray/rpc.sprayd
      else
         /usr/lib/netsvc/spray/rpc.sprayd
      fi
   fi
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#  uncomment for secure RPC


#  if [ -x /usr/sbin/keyserv ]
#  then
#     if [ “$TNC” = “TRUE” ]
#     then
#        /sbin/spawndaemon -r ka_keyserv /usr/sbin/keyserv
#     else
#        /usr/sbin/keyserv
#     fi
#  fi


   ;;
‘stop’)
   if [ -z “$_AUTOKILL” ]
   then


      if [ “$KEEPALIVE” = “TRUE” ]
      then
         if [ -x /usr/lib/netsvc/spray/rpc.sprayd ]
         then
            /sbin/spawndaemon -k -d /usr/lib/netsvc/spray/rpc.sprayd
         fi
         if [ -x /usr/lib/netsvc/rusers/rpc.rusersd ]
         then
            /sbin/spawndaemon -k -d /usr/lib/netsvc/rusers/rpc.rusersd
         fi
      if [ -x /usr/lib/netsvc/rwall/rpc.rwalld ]
      then
         /sbin/spawndaemon -k -d /usr/lib/netsvc/rwall/rpc.rwalld
      fi


      /sbin/spawndaemon -k -d /usr/sbin/rpcbind


#     uncomment for secure RPC
#     if [ -x /usr/sbin/keyserv ]
#     then
#        /sbin/spawndaemon -k -d /usr/sbin/keyserv
#     fi
      else
         kill -9 `/usr/bin/ps -e | /usr/bin/sed -n \
                  -e’/ rpc\.spra$/s/[^0-9 \t].*//p’ \
                  -e’/ rpc\.ruse$/s/[^0-9 \t].*//p’ \
                  -e’/ rpc\.rwal$/s/[^0-9 \t].*//p’ \
                  -e’/ rpcbind$/s/[^0-9 \t].*//p’` 2>/dev/null
#     uncomment for secure RPC
#     kill -9 `/usr/bin/ps -e | /usr/bin/sed -n \
#                          -e’/ keyserv$/s/[^0-9 \t].*//p’` 2>/dev/null
      fi
   fi
   ;;
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P*)
   pfmt -l $LABEL -s action -g $CAT:4 “Usage: %s\n” “$USAGE”
   ;;
esac


Using the
spawndaemon
Utility


The complete syntax statement for the spawndaemon  utility is
represented by the following statements:


spawndaemon [–i] [–n #] [–F node [–B node [–B node ...] | -N] [–Z restart_policy] [–a |
–o] –r filename daemon [ daemon args]
spawndaemon [-i] [-n times] [-F node [-B node [-B node ...]] | -N] -r
group_config_name /dev/null
spawndaemon [–i] [–n #] [–F node [–B node [–B node ...]] [–Z restart_policy] | N] –u
daemon [ daemon args]
spawndaemon [–i] –x –D daemon|–P pid
spawndaemon –R pid filename
spawndaemon [–n #] [–k|–K [–t sec]] –d daemon
spawndaemon [–k|–K [–t sec]] –p pid
spawndaemon [–k|–K [–t sec]] –g group
spawndaemon –s max_daemons
spawndaemon –q
spawndaemon –Q
spawndaemon –l
spawndaemon –L
spawndaemon –X


The –F, –B, –N, and –Z options specify the nodes on which a
process is to be started (and restarted). See the spawndaemon(1M)
reference manual page for a complete description of all its options.


Options


–F node
Specifies the node on which the daemon process should
be executed. The process is pinned on that node and
cannot be migrated by the load_leveld(1)  daemon. If
the node specified with the –F option fails, the daemon is
restarted on the node specified by the first –B option. If
the node specified by a –B option then fails, the
keepalive  daemon starts over in the list of preferred
nodes, starting with the node specified with the –F
option and continuing through the nodes specified with
–B until a working node is found or all the nodes in the
list have been tried. If no specified nodes are available,
the daemon is not restarted. To run multiple instances of
the same daemon, any use of the –F option must be
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consistent for each instance: either each instance of the
same daemon must use only the –F option or each
instance must use both the –F and –B options.


–B node
Specifies the node on which the daemon should be
executed if the node specified with the –F option is not
available. This option can only be used if the –F option is
used as well. The –B option can be specified up to ten
times within a single command instruction. The node
options are tried in the order in which they are specified.
If the node specified with the –F option is not valid or
running, a node specified by –B is used. If the nodes
specified by –B are not valid or running either, or if the
–B option was not used, the command will fail and the
daemon is not spawned. The –B option can only be used
if the –F option is also used. To run multiple instances of
the same daemon, any use of the –B option must be
consistent for each instance: either each instance of the
same daemon must use both the –B and –F options, or no
instance can use the –B option.


–N
Specifies that the daemon can be spawned on any node,
but it should be pinned there. If the node on which the
process is spawned dies, the process is moved to another
node and pinned there. This option cannot be used with
the –F and –B options.


–Z restart_policy
Specifies a restart policy for the daemon. A restart policy
only has meaning if the spawned process is to be pinned
to its node, so this option cannot be used if the spawned
process is not to be pinned. The value of restart_policy
must be specified as one of the following:


last_node
If you specify last_node , the keepalive
daemon first tries to restart the daemon on the
last node on which the daemon was running
before trying to restart the daemon on any other
node. If the daemon was started with the –F
option, but without the –B option, specifying
last_node  has no effect.


F_node
If you specify F_node , the keepalive daemon
first tries to restart the daemon on the node
specified with the –F option. If the daemon was
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started without the –F option, specifying
F_node  has no effect. If the value of
restart_policy is not specified, F_node  is the
default.


ping_pong
If you specify ping_pong , the keepalive
daemon alternates between trying the node
specified with the –F option and the set of
backup nodes specified with the –B option. If
the daemon was last running on the node
specified with the –F option, the keepalive
daemon tries to restart the daemon on one of
the backup nodes, using whichever backup
node is available. If the daemon was last
running on one of the backup nodes, the
keepalive  daemon tries to restart the daemon
on the node specified with the –F option.
Specifying ping_pong  has no effect unless the
daemon was started with the –F and the –B
option.


Note The spawndaemon  utility provides a mechanism to spawn and
delete a group of processes as a single entity. When the
spawndaemon  utility is used to register a group of processes
with the keepalive  daemon, the command-line options
specified for the spawndaemon  utility apply to every process
in the group.


The following examples illustrate some of the various actions you
can specify using the spawndaemon  utility:


■ Spawn a daemon and register it with the appropriate
configuration file.


spawndaemon [–i] [–n times] –r config_name daemon
[ daemon_arguments]


■ Spawn a daemon, but do not register it.


spawndaemon [–i] [–n times] –u daemon [ daemon_arguments]


■ Register a currently running process.


spawndaemon –R pid config_name
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■ Unregister a daemon, either by name or by process ID, and
optionally kill it.


spawndaemon [–n times] [–k|–K [–t seconds]] –d daemon


■ Unregister a group of processes and optionally kill each
member.


spawndaemon [–k|–K [–t seconds]] –g group


■ Change the size of the process state table.


spawndaemon –s max-daemons


■ Log status of the keepalive  daemon.


spawndaemon –l


■ Display the status of watched daemons.


spawndaemon –L


■ Suspend process monitoring while maintaining internal
status.


spawndaemon –q


■ Restart process monitoring after suspending it.


spawndaemon –X


■ Shut down the keepalive  daemon and clean up.


spawndaemon –Q


See the spawndaemon(1M)  reference manual page for additional
information and examples.


Understanding
Process
Configuration
Files


You must create configuration files for the daemons you want the
keepalive  system to monitor. Place these files in the
/etc/spawndaemon.d  directory. Each process that you want the
keepalive  daemon to monitor must have a configuration file in
the /etc/spawndaemon.d  directory. Each process group must
have a configuration file in the /etc/spawndaemon.d  directory in
addition to having a process configuration file for each group
member.


Process
Configuration Files


A process configuration file contains colon-separated fields
specifying the options for registration, according to the following
syntax:


[ group] : [ priority] : uid : gid : [ max_errors] : [ probation_period] : [ minrespawn] : script_name
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The fields require the following information:


■ group


The group field is optional. It specifies the process group
name and must be 16 characters or less. All processes with
the same group name in their configuration files are a
process group.


■ priority


The priority field is optional. It specifies the priority of this
process within the group. Valid values are 0 and 1.
Specifying 0 means that the keepalive  daemon restarts only
this member of the group if it stops. Specifying 1 means that
the keepalive  daemon restarts the whole group if this
process stops. The default is 0.


■ uid


The uid field is required. It specifies the user ID of the
process. If this field is empty, or if the value is not valid, the
keepalive  daemon obtains this value from the file system
entry of the process executable.


■ gid


The gid field is required. It specifies the group ID of the
process. If this field is empty, or if the value is not valid, the
keepalive  daemon obtains this value from the file system
entry of the process executable.


■ max_errors


The max_errors field is optional. It specifies the maximum
number of errors allowed for a daemon before the
keepalive  daemon stops respawning it. The number of
errors must occur within the number of seconds specified by
the probation_period field.


Specifying 0 for either max_errors or probation_period causes
the keepalive  daemon to restart the daemon an infinite
number of times. The default value is 10 errors.


■ probation_period


The probation_period field is optional. It specifies the number
of seconds during which the maximum number of errors, as
specified by max_errors, can occur.
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Specifying 0 for either probation_period or max_errors causes
the keepalive  daemon to restart the daemon an infinite
number of times. The default is 300 seconds.


■ minrespawn


The minrespawn field is optional. It specifies the number of
seconds the daemon must run before it is eligible for
restarting. If the daemon exits in less than the specified
number of seconds, the keepalive  daemon does not restart it
until the amount of time specified by minrespawn has elapsed.
The default is 10 seconds.


■ script_name


The script_name field is required. It specifies the restart script
containing information that the keepalive  daemon uses to
respawn the daemon. This script must reside in the
/etc/keepalive.d  directory.


The configuration file can be a simple one. For example:
::root:sys::::rpcbind_restart


By providing values for the uid, gid, and script_name fields, this
configuration file specifies that the daemon:


■ Uses root  for the user ID


■ Uses sys  for the group ID


■ Has a restart script file named syslog  in the
/etc/spawndaemon.d  directory


By not providing values for the optional group, priority, max_errors,
probation_period, and minrespawn fields, this configuration file
specifies that the daemon:


■ Is not part of a group and has no priority within a group


■ Uses the default values of 10 for the max_errors field, 300
seconds for the probation_period field, and 10 seconds for the
min_respawn fields


Group
Configuration Files


Process groups must be identified by means of a separate
configuration file in the /etc/spawndaemon.d  directory. This
configuration file defines the group name and lists the
configuration files, the daemons, and any arguments to the
daemons.
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The format of the file, which you must create, is as follows:


<keepalive_group>: group_name
member_file:[ wait_time]: daemon:[ daemon_arguments]
member_file: [ wait_time]: daemon:[ daemon_arguments]
.
.
.


The first line of the file must contain the <keepalive_group>
string, including the surrounding brackets ( < >  ). These fields
require the following information:


■ group_name


Specifies the name you want to assign the process group. The
name can be 16 characters or less. The name in the group
configuration file overrides any group value you place in the
daemon’s individual configuration file.


■ member_file


Specifies the name of the configuration file in the
/etc/spawndaemon.d  directory. If you specify a group
configuration file for member_file, the registration of the
group is aborted.


■ wait_time


By default, wait_time is 0. If used, wait_time must be a
non-negative integer, specifying the number of seconds to
delay before starting the next listed daemon. Specifying a
wait_time value for the last daemon in the list has no effect.


■ daemon


Specifies the full pathname of the daemon to be registered
and started. The number of characters in this field is limited
to the value specified by the PRARGSZ environment variable
in the /usr/include/sys/procfs.h  file.


■ daemon_arguments


Specifies the arguments used by the daemon when it is
initially spawned by spawndaemon .
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Writing Startup
Scripts


For each process that you restart, you must write a restart script
and place it in the /etc/keepalive.d  directory. The scripts can
be as simple as the following example, a script for starting the
rpcbind  daemon:


#!/sbin/sh
DAEMON=”/usr/sbin/rpcbind”
DAEMON_OPTS=”-w”
if [ ! -x $DAEMON ]
then
   echo “rpcbind is disabled”
   exit 0
fi
exec $DAEMON $DAEMON_OPTS


Note As illustrated in this startup script example, the daemon must
be started with the command processor’s exec  command to
avoid registration conflicts with the keepalive  daemon.


After you write the restart script, perform the following steps:


1. Place the script in the /etc/keepalive.d  directory.


2. Change the group and user IDs to adm.


3. Limit write privileges to the script file by using the chmod(1)
command to set its permissions to rwxrwxr–x .
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Registering a
Process with
keepalive


You must complete the following tasks before you can start
monitoring a daemon with the keepalive  system:


1. Write process and group configuration files and place them
in the /etc/spawndaemon.d  directory


2. Write any required restart scripts and place them in the
/etc/keepalive.d  directory


You can also use the keepalive  daemon in a script to allow
process monitoring to continue despite invoking the killall
command. In the following example, after you reboot the system,
the keepalive  daemon will monitor the processes specified in its
configuration files and restart them, as specified by the restart
scripts:


.


.


.
/sbin/spawndaemon –q
/usr/sbin/killall 9
/sbin/keepalive
.
.
.


See the spawndaemon(1M)  and keepalive(1M)  reference manual
pages for more information.


The NonStop
Clusters
Environment and
keepalive


The default installation of NonStop Clusters includes the
following entries to the /etc/inittab  file to ensure that the
keepalive  daemon is running after you start the cluster and that
it will be restarted in the event of a node or process failure:


kp::boot:/sbin/keepalive -i  -t 10 -P 1 -S 2
kp:234:respawn:/sbin/keepalive  -t 10 -P 1 -S 2


For more information about the /etc/inittab  file, see the
inittab(4)  reference manual page.


For optimal performance, the –P and –S options for the
keepalive  daemon should specify the CLMS primary and
secondary nodes. For more information about the CLMS
component of NonStop Clusters, see Understanding the NonStop
Clusters Environment on page 4-1.
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By default, the keepalive  system provides process monitoring
and restart capabilities for the daemon services listed in Table 5-1:


Protecting the
load_leveld
Daemon


The load_leveld  daemon provides NonStop Clusters with the
ability to migrate processes from heavily-loaded nodes to nodes
with a lighter current processing load. The load_leveld
daemon’s parameterization files allow you to specify processes as
load-leveling candidates and to fine tune load leveling across the
cluster. For more information about load leveling in
NonStop Clusters, see Using Load Leveling on page 4-16 and the
load_leveld(1)  reference manual page.


The load_leveld  daemon is not started by default when the
primary node boots. You can either start the load_leveld
daemon explicitly or by using the keepalive  system so that the
load_leveld  daemon restarts automatically in the event of
failure. The NonStop Clusters distribution includes a default
configuration file and restart script to simplify the task of
protecting the load_leveld  daemon with the keepalive  system.


Table 5-1 Default keepalive System Process Monitoring and Restart


Internet Services NFS Services RPC/NIS Services General Services


inetd automount rpcbind cron


in.gated bootparamd keyserv cs


in.named lockd rpc.sprayd fs


in.pppd mountd rpc.rusersd keymaster


in.rarpd pcnfsd rpc.rwalld lpsched


in.routed statd rpc.yppasswd


in.rwhod ypbind


in.smptd ypserv


in.timed ypupdated


in.xntpd
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The configuration file and restart script included with
NonStop Clusters for protecting the load_leveld  daemon with
the keepalive  system are named
/etc/spawndaemon.d/ka_load_leveld  and
/etc/keepalive.d/load_leveld_restart , respectively. Use
the following steps to register the load_leveld(1)  daemon with
the keepalive  system:


1. If the load_leveld  daemon is already running, use the
kill3  command to stop the daemon process.


For more information, see the kill3(1)  reference manual
page.


2. If a file named /etc/tnc/load_level/.load_leveld_pids
exists, delete it with the rm –f  command


3. As the root user on the primary node, enter the following
command to start the load_leveld  daemon with keepalive
protection:


/sbin/spawndaemon –o –r ka_load_leveld /usr/sbin/load_leveld –v –k


If, at a later time, you want to stop the load_leveld  daemon
and unregister it from the keepalive  system, enter the
following command as the root user on the primary node:


/sbin/spawndaemon –k –d /usr/sbin/load_leveld


DBMS Guard and
Cold Restart
Recovery


The database management system (DBMS) Guard utility allows
you to configure the installation of INFORMIX-OnLine Dynamic
Server, version 5.x, on a NonStop Clusters node so that the
database server will automatically restart if the node fails. To
enable this cold restart recovery feature for INFORMIX,
DBMS Guard relies on the keepalive  system. The
dbms_guard(1M)  utility provides the interface for enabling,
disabling, and displaying the status of DBMS Guard.


Configuring
DBMS Guard


To set up DBMS Guard for cold restart recovery of INFORMIX on
a standard NonStop Clusters configuration containing two to six
nodes, plus two reliable array of independent disk (RAID)
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subsystems, install the database server’s executable code and its
data on the independently powered, external storage systems, as
shown in Figure 5-1.


Figure 5-1 Four-Node DBMS Guard Configuration Example
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Setting Up the Database Server’s User and Home Directories


Ensure that the appropriate UNIX user and home directories for
the database server exist. If they do not, create them.


For example, to create a database user directory for INFORMIX,
enter the following commands:


groupadd –g gid informix
useradd –u uid –g informix –d /usr/informix –s /bin/ksh informix


where gid and uid are valid group and user identification
numbers, respectively. For more information, see the
groupadd(1M)  and useradd(1M)  reference manual pages.


To create an INFORMIX user’s home directory, enter the
following commands:


mkdir /usr/informix
chown informix:informix /usr/informix


Creating the DBMS Guard Environment Script


Before DBMS executes the database server startup utility, the
/etc/dbms_guard/dbms_coldstart  restart recovery script
executes the commands listed in the ~database/env.restart.sh
environment script, where ~database represents the database
user’s home directory. The ~database/env.restart.sh
environment script must specify the UNIX environment variables
that define the files associated with the database.


Note You must have root access to use the dbms_guard(1M)
utility.


To create an editable template of the ~database/env.restart.sh
environment script, run the
/etc/dbms_guard/database/database_configure  script in the
database user’s home directory. See Setting Up the Database
Server’s User and Home Directories on page 5-22. If a
~database/env.restart.sh environment script already exists in
the database user’s home directory, the
/etc/dbms_guard/database/database_configure  script
renames the old file env.restart.orig  before creating the new
template. The database administrator must edit the
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~database/env.restart.sh  environment script to specify the
appropriate environment variables required for the installed
database.


For example, to create an editable template for an
~informix/env.restart.sh  environment script for INFORMIX,
enter the following command:


/etc/dbms_guard/informix/informix_configure


Edit the ~informix/env.restart.sh  environment script
template as appropriate.


Verifying Database Server Operation on Both Nodes Used by
DBMS Guard


Verify that the database server starts and operates properly on
both nodes—the node on which the database server initially starts
and the node that DBMS Guard uses to restart the database server
if the initial node fails. As a test, enter the following onnode(1)
command to start the database server and the processes it spawns:


onnode –p node database_utility


For node, specify the NonStop Clusters node number of the
DBMS Guard start node and for database_utility, specify the
database server startup utility. After verifying proper operation
on the DBMS Guard start node, shut down the database server,
and use the onnode command again to restart the database server
on the DBMS Guard restart node.


For example, to run INFORMIX on node 1, enter the following
command:


onnode –p 1 oninit


Using DBMS Guard Use the dbms_guard(1M)  utility to start a database server with
cold restart recovery protection, to disable DBMS Guard before
shutting down the database server, or to display a DBMS Guard
status report.


Starting a Database Server with DBMS Guard


By using the ON option of the dbms_guard(1M)  utility, you can
start the database server and enable cold restart recovery if the
node running the database server fails. To interactively specify
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node numbers for the DBMS Guard start node and restart node
when starting the configured database server, enter the following
command:


dbms_guard ON


To start the configured database server, specifying node 1 as the
DBMS Guard start node and node 2 for the restart node, enter the
following command:


dbms_guard –P1 –S2 ON


After the dbms_guard  utility is invoked with the ON option, the
configured database server starts on the specified DBMS Guard
start node, if that node is running. Otherwise, the database server
starts on the DBMS Guard restart node. If the database server
cannot be started because neither the DBMS Guard start or restart
node is running, DBMS Guard waits until either of the nodes
rejoins the cluster, and then starts the database server on that
node.


You can use the dbms_guard  utility to automatically start the
database server after a total power failure by adding an entry for
the dbms_guard  utility in the /etc/inittab  file—after any entry
to start the keepalive  daemon—or by creating a file with
contents similar to the following in the /etc/rc2.d  directory:


dbms_guard –P db_start_node –S db_restart_node ON


where db_start_node is the NonStop Clusters node number for the
DBMS Guard start node and db_restart_node is the node number
for the DBMS Guard restart node.


Shutting Down a Database Server Protected by DBMS Guard


The administrator of the database server should always disable
DBMS Guard by entering the following command before shutting
down the database server:


dbms_guard OFF


Otherwise, the database server may restart automatically if a fatal
error occurs on the node registered as the DBMS Guard start
node. Disabling DBMS Guard with the OFF option does not affect
the run-state of the database server.
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Note You must have root access to specify the ON or OFF options to
the dbms_guard  utility.


Generating a Status Report of DBMS Guard Activity


Enter the following command to display a status report of
DBMS Guard activity with the dbms_guard  utility:


dbms_guard –L


DBMS Guard
Restart Behavior


After a node fails while running a database server protected by
cold restart recovery, DBMS Guard customarily restarts the
database server in approximately 30 to 60 seconds. A large
number of incomplete transactions in the database log file can
extend the period that elapses before restart, however.


DBMS Guard can protect only one database server per session.
After restarting a database server because a node failed,
DBMS Guard cannot reconnect the new instance of the database
server to associated application programs that use the database.


Currently, DBMS Guard does not support the use of raw device
files. Otherwise, DBMS Guard causes no performance degradation
for the protected database server.


Using Raw Device
Files with
DBMS Guard


In some cases, it is preferable to set up unbuffered,
character-special device files—also known as raw device files—for
a database server. DBMS Guard supports failover recovery of one
or more raw device files. To configure your system for recovering
raw device files used by your database server, perform the
following steps:


1. Configure the database server to store any associated raw
device files on the cluster’s RAID subsystems


For DBMS Guard to recover a database server’s raw device
file, the file must be stored on the RAID subsystem shared by
the CLMS primary and secondary nodes.
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2. If the /dev/rlnk  directory does not exist, log in to the
primary node as the root user and create this directory with
the following command:


mkdir /dev/rlnk


The /dev/rlnk  directory serves two purposes:


■ To identify raw device files that need to be recovered


■ To retain file attributes that are usually lost during the
failover of a file system other than the root file system


3. In the /dev/rlnk  directory, create one or more symbolic
links to the non-node encoded raw device file name used by
the database server. For example:


ln –s /dev/rdsk/c2b0t1d0s9 /dev/rlnk/rawdb01


∆ Caution Do not use node encoded file names, such as
/dev/rdsk/n1 device, because these device names
are not retained following the failure of the root file
system.


4. To ensure that the raw device file has the appropriate user
ownership and permissions needed for use by the database
server and that the symbolic link is owned by the correct
database server user, use commands similar to the following:


chown informix /dev/rdsk/c2b0t1d0s9
chgrp informix /dev/rdsk/c2b0t1d0s9
chmod g+rw /dev/rdsk/c2b0t1d0s9
chown –h informix /dev/rlnk/rawdb01
chgrp –h informix /dev/rlnk/rawdb01


Invoking DBMS Guard with Raw Device Failover Recovery


When you invoke the dbms_guard(1M)  utility, it is imperative
that the two nodes specified as the DBMS Guard Start and the
DBMS Guard Restart nodes are the two nodes configured to serve
as the CLMS primary and secondary nodes, respectively. Usually
(unless the cluster is in a failover state), the primary node is
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node 1 and the secondary node is node 2. In this typical case, after
invoking dbms_guard ON , respond to the interactive prompts as
shown in the following example:


Enter id of node on which to start database => 1
Node # on which database is to be RESTARTED => 2


Disabling DBMS Guard with Raw Device Failover Recovery


To disable failover recovery for database server raw device files,
enter the following commands:


dbms_guard OFF
remove /dev/rlnk
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6
Understanding Application and
Workload Scalability


NonStop Clusters allows you to dynamically increase the
workload of an application running in the cluster environment.
Dynamically increasing an application’s workload, is known as
scaling. Scaling enhances performance for existing applications.
Understanding workload scalability concepts can help you
modify existing applications and design new applications that
perform well on the NonStop Clusters architecture.


The following information explains the types of applications that
scale well and the type that do not scale well. Additional
information explains workload distribution and considerations
for modifying and designing applications.


■ Understanding UPs, SMPs, and NonStop Clusters


■ Performance and the NonStop Clusters Single System Image
on page 6-3


■ Understanding Scalability on page 6-4


■ Mixed Workload Scalability on page 6-20


■ Workloads that Are Hard to Scale on page 6-23


■ Scalability Review on page 6-23


This chapter contains information that appeared as a white paper
and appendix in previous editions of the book In Search of
Clusters, by Gregory Pfister (Prentice Hall, 1995).


Understanding
UPs, SMPs, and
NonStop Clusters


The following NonStop Clusters background information
provides a basis for understanding performance metrics and
workloads:


■ Uniprocessors
■ Symmetric Multiprocessors
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■ NonStop Clusters Size on page 6-2
■ NonStop Clusters Memory and I/O Capacity on page 6-2


Uniprocessors At first, all computers had a uniprocessor (UP) design: a single
CPU with its memory subsystem, a set of I/O devices and a
simple programming model. UPs are still the most common
computers on desktops. However, despite the rapid development
of faster and smarter single processors, UPs are now being
displaced by more complex systems for many large commercial
applications such as databases, web servers, and file servers.
Server demand for processor cycles (and memory and I/O
capacity) has outstripped the capability of most UPs.


Symmetric
Multiprocessors


The next step in the evolution of commercial computers was the
multiprocessor (MP). While there have been several versions of
MPs (and new ones are still being brought to market), the most
common class has been symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs). In an
SMP, there are multiple processors, but one of everything else:
one memory subsystem, one I/O subsystem, usually one cabinet
holding everything, and so on. Furthermore, each processor has
exactly the same abilities: each has equally fast access to any
memory location, each can handle any interrupt, and so on.
Commercial SMPs have been available for several years now, and
a great deal of effort has gone into making applications work well
on SMPs.


More recently, clusters of UPs and SMPs have begun to enter the
market. In the context of NonStop Clusters, a cluster is a
collection of computers that provide a Single-System Image (SSI),
appearing as a single system to the user. The SSI model facilitates
the porting of software from non-cluster environments to
NonStop Clusters and making efficient use of the resources
available in the cluster.


NonStop Clusters
Size


There is no architectural limit in NonStop Clusters on the size of
its SMP nodes. The nodes in a NonStop Clusters operating
environment can be UPs and MPs of different sizes.


NonStop Clusters
Memory and I/O
Capacity


Each node brings not just additional processing power, but also
additional memory and additional I/O capacity. Thus the balance
between the total processing capacity of the system and the other
important contributors to system performance, such as memory,
can be maintained better on a cluster than in a single SMP. Of
course, the degree to which this ability to grow memory and I/O
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capacity along with processing power affects application
performance will vary. And this feature of clusters does not come
without performance side effects for some applications.


For example, consider memory accesses. In SMPs, as previously
stated, each processor can access any part of memory at roughly
the same cost. In a cluster, the memory on node B is not directly
addressable from applications on node A, and the cost of
accessing memory at another node is necessarily greater than the
cost of accessing memory locally. The use of the fast ServerNet
SAN interconnect for internode communication reduces this
overhead. Caching of shared objects, which is done extensively in
the NonStop Clusters operating environment, also helps to reduce
this overhead.


Performance and
the NonStop
Clusters Single
System Image


The NonStop Clusters operating environment is able to link
together individual nodes such that they act and appear as a
single system. As shown in Figure 6-1, this single system image is
created by layering a clusterized service over each standard UNIX
service that needs to participate in the SSI, such as a file system
service or UNIX System V interprocess communication services.
The clusterized service maintains the standard service call
interface for the service, so that applications do not need to be
changed, recompiled, or even relinked.


Figure 6-1 The Single-System Image
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The UNIX services that are clusterized in NonStop Clusters
include: interprocess communications (IPC), file systems, devices
accessed through the /dev  interface, TCP/IP networking, and the
parts of process management that involve other processes, such
as system calls to fork(2) , exit(2) , kill(2) , and wait(2) .
Some parts of UNIX process management, such as
process-private virtual memory services like the sbrk(2)
function are not clusterized.


When an application needs to access a clusterized service, it is
typically done via standard UNIX libraries. These libraries will
access the clusterized services via the service call interface. When
the clusterized service receives a service request, it examines the
request and determines whether it can be handled locally or if it
needs to be forwarded to another node in the cluster.


If the request must be passed to another node, the service makes
use of the NonStop Clusters Internode Communication System
(ICS) to communicate to the service peer on another node over
the ServerNet SAN interconnect. The request is then handled by
the standard UNIX Service on the targeted node.


What does all this have to do with performance?


For every request to a clusterized service, the system determines
whether the request can be handled locally or not. If it can be
handled locally, the performance cost of providing the service is
(for practical purposes) the same as it would be on a
nonclusterized UNIX system. If it must be handled remotely, the
cost may go up. Whether the increase in cost makes much
difference to the overall performance of the workload depends on
several factors, such as the kind of request being serviced and the
frequency of the request. Page caching by the file system and
shared memory facilities, for example, can reduce the overhead of
accessing shared objects.


Understanding
Scalability


A frequently used term in discussions of cluster performance is
scalability. The following sections provide information to help you
understand scalability:


■ Understanding Applications and Workloads on page 6-5


■ Throughput, Response Time, and Application Scalability on
page 6-5


■ Scalability of Mixed Workloads on page 6-6


■ How Applications Use Multiple Nodes on page 6-7
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■ Internode Communication Overhead on page 6-11


■ A Simple Conceptual Model for Application Scalability on
page 6-14


Understanding
Applications and
Workloads


An application is a collection of software that is run to provide
some service or to obtain some result. The workload on a
computer system is the set of applications that happens to be
running on the system. Thus the workload can consist of a mix of
applications. For example, the workload on a system at some
point in time can consist of a database management system such
as Oracle7 running an online transaction processing application,
combined with lots of different users running e-mail applications,
some users running compilations (yet another application), and so
on.


A NonStop Clusters operating environment clusters can be used
to provide enhanced performance (compared to nonclustered
systems) at both levels: for large single applications, and for
workloads consisting of a mix of applications, some of which may
not need to be distributed across nodes. The techniques that can
be used to optimize the performance of single applications in a
NonStop Clusters operating environment are the subject of
Understanding Scalability on page 6-4, and mixed workloads are
the subject of Mixed Workload Scalability on page 6-20.


Throughput,
Response Time,
and Application
Scalability


Throughput is a measure of the amount of work that can be done
per unit time by an application. For example, database vendors
often speak of the number of transactions per second that their
systems can support.


Response time is a measure of the speed with which an individual
unit of work can get completed. For example, telephony
applications may require that an incoming call request must be
responded to within two seconds, in order for the call request to
be considered successful.


Increasing throughput may lead to longer response times, so
optimizing both metrics simultaneously is hard. Depending on the
kind of application being run, one or the other metric may be of
greater importance. Often, users place constraints on one metric
while trying to optimize the other. For example, in a database
application, one might want to maximize transaction throughput
while trying to maintain average transaction response time at a
given level.
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In principle, one can use the NonStop Clusters operating
environment for either purpose: to increase throughput or to
decrease response time.


In this chapter, the term application scalability means the ability to
increase throughput for an application by applying additional
nodes of a cluster to it, assuming that response time constraints
can be met. The scalability of an application on an N-node cluster
is usually expressed as the ratio of the throughput obtained on N
nodes to the throughput obtained on one node.


We define speedup as the ability to decrease response time by
applying multiple nodes of a cluster to a problem. Usually,
speedup is obtained by parallelizing algorithms (such as complex
query processing in databases or matrix manipulations in
scientific applications), which is a subject beyond the scope of this
chapter. Speedup is not addressed in the remainder of this
chapter.


Scalability of Mixed
Workloads


As previously stated, the workload on a system may consist of a
mix of applications. Some of the applications may use resources
from multiple nodes, while others may not. Defining a single
measure of throughput for a mix of applications is not easy or
even meaningful, so it is hard to come up with as simple a
definition of scalability for mixed workloads as our definition of
application scalability.


Nevertheless, the concept of scalability, in the sense of being able
to do more work in an N-node NonStop Clusters operating
environment than on a 1-node cluster, applies just as much to
mixed workloads as it does to single applications. It even applies
in the extreme case where no single applications in the mix runs
on more than one node at a time. For example, consider a mix of
applications running on a nonclustered system, where 30% of the
total processor cycles on average are devoted to a database
application, 30% to compilations, and 30% to a simulation
application (let us assume that the system is 10% idle). Further,
assume that none of the applications being used are parallelized,
and that they can each only run on one node of a cluster. Now let
us consider a 3-node NonStop Clusters operating environment
(each node with as much processing power as the nonclustered
system), where the database application runs on node 1, the
compilations on node 2, and the simulation runs on node 3. No
single application has more than one node applied to it, yet the
total amount of work done on the system may be three times as
much as on the nonclustered system.
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Mixed workloads are discussed further in Mixed Workload
Scalability on page 6-20. In the following sections, the subject of
most interest to most application vendors is discussed: application
scalability.


How Applications
Use Multiple Nodes


The efficiency with which an application can utilize multiple
nodes is called parallelizability. The following factors determine
parallelizability for an application:


■ The ability to distribute the work (processing, I/O, and so on)
across nodes


■ The amount of communication (coordination or
synchronization) overhead between the distributed pieces of
the work


Note The definition of parallelizability is applicable in the context of
clusters. In SMP environments, another kind of parallelization
can be achieved by using multiple threads of control within the
same address space. This kind of multithreading parallelization
is supported within SMP nodes in NonStop Clusters, but all
threads of a process must execute on the same node. Since
the main purpose of this chapter is to describe how multiple
nodes can be used to obtain the best possible performance,
multithreading is not addressed in subsequent sections.


Work Distribution Across Nodes


To understand work distribution, the use of the term instance
should be clarified. For any application, one or more processes
need to run, and certain data structures manipulated by those
processes need to be created, before the application can provide
service to users. The set of processes and data structures that must
exist in order for an application to provide service to users is
called an instance of an application. For example, an instance of
multiuser Oracle7 consists of several Oracle7 background
processes (such as db-writer  and log-writer  processes) and the
System Global Area data structure (an area of shared memory).
When a user requests service from the application, user processes
may also need to be started in order to communicate with the
application; such user processes are not considered part of the
instance.
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There are many different ways in which the work done by an
application can be distributed across nodes. Two broad categories
are replication and intra-instance parallelization.


Replication


An application is said to be replicatable if multiple instances of it
can be run on the same system. Ideally, one or more instance of
the application can run independently on each node in a
NonStop Clusters operating environment, keeping each node
busy, while requiring no internode communication. This kind of
application architecture provides the best possible scenario for
scaling. In practice, complex applications will probably require
some amount of interinstance communication, thus limiting
scalability somewhat even for replicatable applications.


It may appear that all applications ought to be replicatable, but
there may be problems that prevent multiple application
instances from working correctly on an SSI cluster such as
NonStop Clusters without some effort.


First, if there are objects that are intended to be shared among the
instances, the instances may need to be modified to prevent them
from corrupting or otherwise misusing the shared objects.


A second class of problems deals with the nonshared objects. If
the application uses named resources (files, semaphores, sockets,
and so on), the resources must be named uniquely by each
instance if they aren’t to be shared across the instances. For
example, an application instance may use a temporary file named
/tmp/abc  for storing intermediate results. If multiple instances of
this application are to run correctly on an SSI cluster, each
instance must use a temporary file with a different name,
otherwise the instances could overwrite each others’ temporary
data, leading to incorrect results. Similar naming problems may
occur with System V IPC objects such as shared memory
segments, semaphores, and message queues. Each of these objects
are named by the system using integer keys supplied by the
application program. The use of identical keys by separate
instances for objects that they did not intend to share is likely to
lead to chaos. Luckily, for someone familiar with the application,
fixing resource naming problems should be fairly
straightforward. Once the naming problems are sorted out, the
same application source code should be usable for both replicated
and unreplicated application instances.
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To determine whether an application is replicatable on an SSI
cluster, you need only to test whether multiple instances can run
correctly on a single nonclusterized UNIX system.


Intra-Instance Parallelization


Instead of utilizing multiple nodes by running application
instances on each node, one can also divide the work of a single
instance across multiple nodes, if the instance consists of multiple
processes.


In some multiprocess applications, each process performs a
different type of function. For example, in a telephony application,
some processes may be devoted to receiving interrupts from
communication hardware such as SS7 controllers and translating
the interrupts into call requests, others may be responsible for
looking up data in internal databases, others for writing call
records to disk, and so on. The application architecture may be
suitable (depending on the amount and nature of interprocess
communication) for function-based intra-instance parallelization,
where each node is dedicated to running processes dedicated to a
set of specific tasks. The scalability of such a functionally
distributed application is determined by the number of different
functional elements into which it can be distributed, and how
evenly the different functional elements use resources. There is
always the chance that one function, and hence the node on which
that function is being performed, may become a bottleneck.


In other applications, an instance may consist of sets of basic
service processes, each providing similar functionality. These
service processes can obviously also be distributed across nodes,
with the amount and nature of internode interprocess
communication being the dominant factor in determining
scalability. From a performance perspective, replicatable
applications and multiprocess single-instance applications where
each process provides the same type of service are fairly similar.
Scaling in each case is determined primarily by the amount of
internode communication, with the expectation being that
replicatable applications will in general require less
communication than single-instance multiprocess applications.


How to Distribute Applications (When You Have a Choice)


Most real applications will not be “pure” examples of replication
or function-based parallelization or process-based parallelization.
Rather, they will exhibit some characteristics of each of these
classes. It is important to recognize the different ways in which
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the work of each of your applications may be distributed across
nodes in a NonStop Clusters operating environment. Having
recognized the possibilities, to maximize scaling you should
choose the distribution method based on two factors.


Equitable resource utilizations across nodes
You should try to distribute the workload in a
NonStop Clusters operating environment such that no
single node becomes overloaded while other nodes
remain under-utilized. This does not mean that all nodes
should necessarily handle equal parts of the workload:
different nodes may have different processors and
different I/O devices attached, so the task of balancing a
workload equitably is fairly complex in general. Load
balancing is easier for replicatable applications, which is
another reason why replicatable applications are
well-suited to a NonStop Clusters operating
environment. The load-levelling mechanism in
NonStop Clusters is designed to help balance the
workload across nodes, but its current version makes
some simplifying assumptions that may not reflect the
realities of complex applications—for example, it does
not take I/O into account when considering processes
for migration to other nodes.


Note The definitions of overloaded and under-utilized are subjective,
and depend on the average cluster-wide utilization for the type
of resource being considered. If the average utilization of a
resource type (for example, CPUs) is X%, then a node where
a CPU has a sustained utilization of (X+20)% or higher may be
considered overloaded, while a node where all CPUs have a
sustained utilization of (X-20)% or lower may be considered
under-utilized.


For example, in a five-node (UP) NonStop Clusters operating
environment where the average CPU utilization is 75%, if the
CPU in node 2 registers 95% utilization while the CPU in
node 4 registers 50% utilization, the CPU in node 2 is
overloaded while the CPU in node 4 is under-utilized.


Minimizing internode communication overhead
For more information, refer to Internode
Communication Overhead on page 6-11.
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Internode
Communication
Overhead


For those applications that can distribute their work across
multiple nodes, the scalability achievable is largely dependent on
the type and amount of internode communication.


The somewhat inelegant term per-node-chunk (PNC) refers to the
part of an application that runs on a single node. For example, the
PNC of a replicatable application is one or more instances of the
application. For nonreplicatable multiprocess applications, the
PNC is a set of processes.


The PNCs of an application may need to communicate with each
other for various reasons. Locks may need to be acquired to allow
updates to shared objects. If different phases of a single user
request are handled at different nodes, state information may
need to be exchanged by different PNCs. Internal statistics about
the application may be gathered from different PNCs. All of this
communication will occur via some kind of IPC mechanism, such
as semaphores, signals, pipes, files, message queues, shared
memory, and so on.


As discussed briefly in Performance and the NonStop Clusters
Single System Image on page 6-3, the cost of doing IPC between
nodes is usually higher than the cost of doing IPC among
processes on a single node. In general, applications that do
internode IPC less frequently will tend to scale well in a
NonStop Clusters operating environment. However, since
internode IPC usually cannot be eliminated entirely, we need to
discuss the overheads of doing different kinds of IPC across nodes
in some more detail.


The amount of extra work required to do IPC between nodes
varies with the IPC mechanism, but in general it can include one
or more of the following:


■ The cost of determining the ownership of a shared object such
as a semaphore—that is, which node owns or manages the
object


■ (For updates) The cost of acquiring rights to update shared
objects (such as files) via a concurrency control mechanism,
such as NonStop Clusters’ tokens


■ The cost of sending a request (which could include both
control information and data) over the ServerNet SAN
interconnect to the object’s owner node


■ The cost of receiving a response (which could include both
control information and data) over the ServerNet SAN
interconnect
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■ The costs of doing context-switches (the process making the
request may release the CPU while waiting for a response
from a remote node)


As stated in Performance and the NonStop Clusters Single
System Image on page 6-3, NonStop Clusters software tries to
reduce these overheads by using caching mechanisms, for
example for shared files. Caching of shared objects works well in
read-only or read-mostly situations. There are some scenarios,
though, for example when very frequent updates are being made
to shared objects from different nodes, where caching cannot help
much.


The following sections examine the implementations of three
classes of internode IPC mechanisms:


■ Internode IPC without Data Transfer
■ Internode IPC with Data Transfer on page 6-13
■ Internode IPC via Shared Memory Segments on page 6-14


Internode IPC without Data Transfer


Coordination between processes without data transfer can be
accomplished via signals, System V semaphores, file locking, and
so on.


Signals are fairly efficient in NonStop Clusters, requiring one
round-trip message (that is, one message to the node where the
signalled process is, and one back to the signalling process) per
signal sent.


Semaphores are created as a kernel object on the node where a
process makes a system call to semget(2)  requesting a
semaphore creation. Processes on other nodes that use the
semaphore do so by sending a request to the node where the
semaphore was created; the semaphore operation is performed
there, and a response is sent to the requesting process.


File locks can also be used as a coordination mechanism. Locks
are kept at the node managing the file system in which the file is
created. Each file lock/unlock operation from a remote node also
results in a round-trip message.


Of course, users and application developers are free to create
their own mechanisms for internode IPC. The Oracle7 Distributed
Lock Manager (DLM), used primarily for Oracle7 Parallel Server,
is a mechanism for implementing database cache coherency via
shared and exclusive locks that map to database pages.
Depending on the amount of effort the user or software vendor is
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willing to apply, such IPC mechanisms may be developed using
the cheapest possible facilities available in the underlying cluster
operating system—sometimes even using interfaces specific to the
hardware/software of a particular cluster vendor.


Internode IPC with Data Transfer


IPC mechanisms that allow data transfer include System V
message queues, pipes, sockets of various kinds, and so on.


Like semaphores, a System V message queue is created on the
node where a process makes a system call to msgget(2) . After
that, the message queue stays on the node where it was created
until it is removed. When a process from some other node writes
data to the queue or reads data from it, the request is translated to
a remote procedure call (RPC) by the kernel on the requester’s
node, and is executed on the queue’s owner node.


Unnamed pipes are created on the node where the pipe(2)
system call is executed. They are inherited when a process forks,
so typically two or more processes have a given pipe open. These
processes can be on different nodes. Just like message queue
operations, operations on unnamed pipes across nodes are
translated into RPCs to the pipe’s owner node.


Named pipes, also known as FIFOs (first in, first out), are very
similar to unnamed pipes, except that they have a name in the file
system, and can therefore be opened by independent processes.
The pipe structure and the pipe data are stored on the node where
the pipe was first opened. Any subsequent opens are directed to
the pipe’s owner node by the node managing the file system in
which the pipe exists.


Sockets come in several flavors: connectionless vs.
connection-oriented and UNIX domain vs. Internet domain.
Connectionless sockets for either domain are managed on the
node where the socket(3N)  call is executed; subsequent
operations on the socket from other nodes are again managed by
RPC. Connection-oriented Internet domain sockets are managed
the same way as connectionless sockets. However,
connection-oriented UNIX domain sockets are managed on the
node managing the cluster’s root file system, independent of
where the process creating the socket executes.
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Internode IPC via Shared Memory Segments


System V shared memory segments are implemented as unlinked
files in the /tmp  directory of the node where the system call
shmget(2)  is executed. Subsequent accesses to the segment from
remote nodes are handled by the cluster file system mechanism.
If the address being accessed is on a page that’s not on the local
node where the access is requested, the page is faulted in from
the owner node. Copies of the shared memory segment pages can
be cached on different nodes, thereby avoiding the overhead of
internode IPC as long as the different copies are accessed in a
read-only mode. However, when an attempt to update a shared
memory segment occurs, the updating process needs to acquire
an exclusive lock (in NonStop Clusters terminology, a token) on
the updated page. Subsequent to the update, there is only one
valid copy of the page, so the other cached copies are no longer
valid. Concurrent updates to shared memory from multiple
nodes can thus lead to thrashing of tokens and pages, leading to
severe performance penalties and poor scalability.


A Simple
Conceptual Model
for Application
Scalability


By now it should be fairly clear that the scalability of an
application depends on how well its work can be distributed
across nodes, and how frequently it requires internode
communication and coordination. For those users who don’t
mind a few formulas, this section reinforces this statement by
providing a simple conceptual model that shows how application
scalability is a function of the frequency and costs of doing
internode IPC. After describing the assumptions and the model,
you can plug in some parameter values to the model to show the
wide range of application scalability (or lack of scalability) that
can be achieved.


Model Assumptions


These are simplifying assumptions that have been made to allow
us to construct a simple algebraic model.


■ The cluster consists of N identical nodes, each with one CPU.


■ The work done by the application can be spread across the
nodes in an ideal manner—that is, resources of the same kind
on all the nodes can be utilized to the same level. Further,
nothing else is running on the system apart from this
application.


■ The response time constraints on the application can be met
without any effort.
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■ The bottleneck resource for the application is the CPU, so that
we can ignore other resources when determining scalability.
Thus all the time spent in the application can be assumed to
be spent using processor cycles.


■ The work done by any application in a cluster can be split
into two broad categories: local processing and internode
communication. Local processing is work that is done on a
node without the need to interact with any other node. The
amount of work completed by the application per unit time
(that is, its throughput) is proportional to the amount of local
processing it can get done. Periods of local processing are
separated by internode communication steps.


Figure 6-2 Local Processing vs. Internode Communication


These internode communication steps are needed to get the
work done, but they do not contribute to the useful work,
which is all done in the local processing phases. Figure 6-2
shows how these two kinds of activities would be distributed
over time for a given application on a given node in this
model.


Periods of Local Processing


Periods of Internode Communication


Time
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Let P be the average number of seconds spent in local
processing by the application before doing internode
communication. (The choice of time unit is arbitrary; any unit
would work). Let R be the average number of seconds spent
each time doing remote communication.


Consider the case where the same application is run on a
single-node NonStop Clusters cluster. Internode
communication would not be required, obviously; instead,
assume that the application would spend L seconds doing
local IPC instead of the R seconds in the multinode case. It
would still do P seconds of local processing before every L
seconds of IPC.


■ Let U seconds of local processing be required to complete a
unit of work of the application on average—calling this unit
of work a transaction.


Given these assumptions, compute the application
throughput, both for a single-node cluster and for the
N-node cluster. Call the N-node throughput T[N]  and the
single-node cluster throughput T[1] . The ratio T[N]/T[1]  is
the scalability for the application.


Single-Node Throughput


Seconds of useful work needed per transaction equals U


Seconds of useful work done in each local processing phase
equals P


Number of phases of local processing needed per transaction
equals U/P


Seconds of IPC overhead for each local processing phase equals L


Therefore, total number of seconds needed per transaction equals


a. Therefore, T[1]  (in transactions per second) is given by
the formula


U
P
---- P L+( ) U 1 L


P
---+ 


 =
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N-Node Throughput


Calculate the N-node throughput using the same logic as in
Single-Node Throughput on page 6-16.


Total number of seconds needed to complete one transaction
equals


However, in an N node cluster, there are N processors available
for use in parallel, assuming that all nodes can be utilized equally.
So in any second, N seconds of processor time are available.


b. Therefore, T[N]  (in transactions per second) is given by
the formula


Application Scalability


From steps a. and b., the scalability S of the application is given by
the formula


T 1[ ] 1


U 1 L
P
---+ 


 
----------------------=


U
P
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P
---+ 
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U 1 R
P
---+ 
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Using an algebraic equation, we can express the scalability
formula as


where C equals L/P, a measure of the single-node
communication overhead of the application, and I equals R/L, a
measure of the penalty for doing internode communications
instead of local communications.


What does all this really mean?


It means that it is not just the overhead for doing remote
operations that determines scalability; the inherent amount of
“communication overhead” relative to useful work done by the
application has a very significant role to play as well. Consider
the following examples.


Extreme Case 1


Suppose there is no communication overhead in the application
at all. L is zero, so C is zero, so the scalability is N, about as good
as it can get (a scalability of N means that on the N-node cluster
you can get N times the throughput of a single node). This is the
kind of excellent scalability you could approach for perfectly
independent replicatable applications.
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Extreme Case 2


Suppose there is no overhead in doing communications remotely.
R is equal to L, so I equals 1, so again, the scalability is N, about as
good as it can get. If all your application does in terms of
communication is reads of a shared-memory segment or other
object that NonStop Clusters can cache on each node, this is the
kind of excellent scalability you could approach.


Extreme Case 3


Suppose there is a very high basic communication overhead: for
every second of useful work, one second of communication is
needed on the single-node system (thus, C equals 1). Further,
suppose that the overhead for doing remote communication is
very high for the kinds of communication used in the application
(let I = 100). Then the scalability for N nodes would be
N(1+1)/(1+100), which is about 0.02N. This is the kind of terrible
scalability (actually, the utter lack of scalability) that indicates that
such an application is unsuited to clusters.


More practical Case 4


Let C equal 0.01—that is, let the application do 100 seconds of
useful work for every second of communication overhead. Let I
equal 10—that is, let the cost of doing the application’s
communication remotely be 10 times as much as the cost of doing
the same kind of communication locally. Then the scalability of
the application would be N(1+0.01)/(1+(0.01*10)), which is
approximately 0.92N. This is the kind of scaling you will see for
applications that are well suited to clusters.


For complex applications, of course, getting accurate values for
such an abstract model will be hard; our purpose here was to
provide a sense of the importance of both factors in determining
scalability.


In testing early versions of NonStop Clusters software, you can
see values of I (the ratio of total CPU time spent in internode
communication using a particular method of IPC, to the CPU time
spent doing the same kind of communication locally) in the range
of 3 to 100, depending on various factors. For pathological stress
tests doing nothing but shared memory updates, this ratio can be
several orders of magnitude higher.
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Mixed Workload
Scalability


It is sometimes assumed that the only reason to use systems such
as NonStop Clusters is to run large applications that cannot be
run with satisfactory performance on SMPs or UPs. The fact is
that clusters provide an excellent environment to run mixed
workloads as well as large applications. Consider the case of
mixed workloads in more detail.


In terms of resource requirements, mixed workloads will consist
of two kinds of applications.


■ There will be some applications that should be distributed
across multiple nodes. These include applications whose
resource requirements are large enough to require multiple
nodes, and applications that can be distributed effectively
based on function or replication of processes or instances. We
have already dealt with these kinds of applications in
Understanding Scalability on page 6-4.


■ The remaining applications, by definition, can each fit on one
node. That is, the resources available on one node are
sufficient to provide reasonable performance for the
application. Recall that individual nodes in a
NonStop Clusters operating environment can be fairly
powerful systems (see Understanding UPs, SMPs, and
NonStop Clusters on page 6-1). You can estimate whether an
application can fit on a single node by running the
application on a base UnixWare system (not enhanced by
NonStop Clusters) that has the same hardware configuration
as a node in a NonStop Clusters operating environment. If
the application runs with satisfactory performance on the
UnixWare system, it can probably fit on a single node. (There
are a few caveats to this estimation: for example, the
NonStop Clusters kernel uses more memory than a base
UnixWare kernel does, so if the application is on the
borderline of being memory-constrained on the UnixWare
system, it may not quite fit on a single node.)
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Note Nothing in NonStop Clusters prevents a user from running any
application, no matter how small, on multiple nodes in parallel,
assuming of course that it can be done. The question here is,
what is the most efficient way to distribute such smaller
applications among the nodes in a NonStop Clusters operating
environment? How can one obtain the best possible scalability
for mixed workloads of small applications?


The answer is based on some of the same principles that we
discussed in Understanding Scalability on page 6-4: the most
efficient way to distribute such applications is the way that
minimizes internode communication. By spreading the work
of an application across multiple nodes even when its
resource requirements do not require you to do so, you may
introduce communication overheads that you could avoid by
restricting the application to run on a single node. Several
mechanisms are available for restricting applications to run
on user-specified nodes in a NonStop Clusters operating
environment, such as the “onnode” command and exclusion
features of the NonStop Clusters load leveler mechanism.
(You can even disable the load-leveler mechanism completely
to get absolute control over where processes run—but unless
you have the workload very well understood and controlled,
disabling the load-leveler could lead to severe load
imbalances between nodes.)


Note Of course, there may be reasons unrelated to
performance—such as availability requirements—that may not
allow you to restrict applications to within node boundaries.
Also, recall the brief discussion of speedup in Understanding
Scalability on page 6-4—for improving response time it may
make sense to spread your application over multiple nodes
even if it could fit on one node.
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A good example of this kind of restriction is the use of a
nonparallelized version of a database system, such as
Oracle7, in a NonStop Clusters operating environment.
While parallelized versions of databases (such as Oracle7
Parallel Server) are designed to run well on multiple nodes of
clusters, nonparallelized versions such as Oracle7 were not
designed with clusters in mind. For example, Oracle7
assumes that updates to shared memory segments are cheap,
and many Oracle7 applications result in very frequent
updates to shared memory. Like any System V-based flavor
of a UNIX system, NonStop Clusters allows you to update
shared memory segments, in this case using its clusterized
System V IPC mechanism, as described in Internode IPC via
Shared Memory Segments on page 6-14. However, frequent
updates to shared memory segments from multiple nodes
can result in serious performance overhead, as updated
pages of the shared memory segments (and the tokens
required to maintain their consistency) may bounce from
node to node. In contrast, frequent updates to shared
memory segments from the same node do not result in all of
this overhead. Therefore, if (a) you have to use a
nonparallelized database system that updates shared
memory frequently, and (b) the total database activity you
anticipate can fit on a node, you should restrict the database
operations to a single node to get the best performance. In
fact, you should avoid running any application that results in
frequent updates of shared memory from multiple nodes in a
NonStop Clusters operating environment.


Note While the exact definition of frequent is dependent on such
factors as the speed of the CPUs and on what else is
happening in the system, an application that does more than a
hundred updates to shared memory per second, on the
average, would probably fit in this category.
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Workloads that
Are Hard to Scale


In Understanding Scalability on page 6-4, we discussed how to
make individual applications scale. In Mixed Workload Scalability
on page 6-20, we discussed how mixed workloads can scale, even
when individual applications don’t run on multiple nodes.


Are there workloads that are hard or impossible to scale?


Obviously, if you take the characteristics of applications and
workloads that we have described as being necessary for good
scaling—the ability to distribute work across nodes, and the
ability to limited amount of overhead due to internode
communication—and find workloads that have exactly the
opposite qualities, such workloads do not scale well easily.


Since any multiprocess workload can in principle be distributed
across nodes, it is hard to come up with any real examples of
workloads that cannot be distributed at all. If all, or the vast
majority, of the work being done on the system is concentrated in
a single process, and the process is not replicatable, the workload
won’t scale.


It is a little easier to find examples where the internode
communication overhead can be prohibitive. Applications where
there are frequent shared memory updates from multiple nodes
(or frequent concurrent updates to shared objects in general), such
as the example of nonparallelized Oracle7 quoted in Mixed
Workload Scalability on page 6-20, fall in this category. One can
take two approaches to these kinds of applications. As described
in Mixed Workload Scalability, one alternative is to limit such
applications to single nodes, and still scale the workload, if the
workload includes other applications. The other, more difficult,
alternative is to redesign the application for clusters—that is, to
avoid the problematic behavior.


Scalability Review The NonStop Clusters architecture is well suited to many classes
of applications, but not to all. Workloads that should scale well in
a NonStop Clusters operating environment have the following
general characteristics:


■ The process architecture of the applications making up the
workload allows work to be distributed in a reasonably
efficient way across nodes. This distribution can take several
forms, such as:


■ Replicated instances of applications (run copies of the
application on different nodes)
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■ Function-based work distribution (for example, do
telephony I/O on some subset of nodes, database
operations on another subset)


■ Multiple server processes providing the same kinds of
service, but from different nodes


■ The amount of internode communication overhead is small
compared to the amount of local work done on the nodes.


Based on these characteristics, some general pieces of
performance-related advice we can give to customers trying to
port their applications to NonStop Clusters, or write new ones,
include:


■ Try to determine the amount of communication
(coordination, synchronization, and so on) overhead inherent
in your application. Applications whose instances can run
fairly independently, or where the work can be functionally
distributed across nodes, are likely to scale well. Applications
that require frequent coordination and synchronization
between processes may not scale very well.


■ Try to distribute the application (or the mix of applications)
across the nodes such that the load on the nodes is fairly
balanced—don’t starve one node of work while overloading
some other node.


■ Applications that depend on frequent concurrent shared
memory updates from multiple nodes will not scale.
However, if they are run as part of a mixed workload
consisting of a number of applications, you can still obtain
workload scaling by restricting the application that does
frequent shared memory updates to a single node.
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7
Using ServerNet SAN Diagnostics


The ServerNet system area network (SAN) diagnostics are used
to test, manage, and report statistics on the major hardware
components of the Integrity XC system ServerNet SAN.


This chapter describes what the diagnostics do, when they should
be used, and how to use them in the following sections:


■ Basic Operation of the ServerNet SAN


■ Offline Diagnostics on page 7-4


■ Online Diagnostics on page 7-12


The overview of the basic operation of the ServerNet SAN is
provided to help clarify when the diagnostics should be used.


The offline diagnostics are run on nodes that are not currently
members of the cluster, either because they are unable to join the
cluster or they have been removed from the cluster. The online
diagnostics are run on nodes that are active members of the
cluster.


Basic Operation
of the ServerNet
SAN


When the cluster boots, the NonStop Clusters operating
environment software on each node begins communications over
the ServerNet SAN to form the cluster and verify that the X and Y
paths to the other nodes are functioning properly. All nodes
normally come up using the X path. If a node initially detects
errors on the X path, it will come up using the Y path.


Figure 7-1 shows a three-node cluster, with Figure 7-1A depicting
the X paths being used following cluster initialization.
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Figure 7-1 Three-Node Cluster ServerNet SAN Paths
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Using Offline
Diagnostics


If a node is powered up and configured properly with the correct
software, but fails to join the cluster, the ServerNet PCI Adapter
(SPA) in the node and/or the ServerNet SAN cabling to the node
may be the problem. The offline diagnostics (see Offline
Diagnostics on page 7-4) should be used to test the SPA. If the
SPA passes the offline diagnostics, the ServerNet SAN cabling to
the node should be examined.


Switching
ServerNet SAN
Paths


With the cluster up and running, the ServerNet SAN path used by
each node will not change unless an error is detected on the path
or the online diagnostics (see Online Diagnostics) are used to
change the path. If a ServerNet SAN error is detected, such as a
link exception or a packet timeout, the SPA driver (SPAD) logs an
error (to the console and system log) and switches the node to the
other (Y or X) path. Figure 7-1B shows an example of a link failure
on path X and the corresponding switch to path Y for node 2.
Appendix A, ServerNet SAN Messages, lists and describes the
SPAD messages.


ServerNet SAN
Errors


Link exception errors are typically due to a cable problem or a
ServerNet SAN port failure at the local node or ServerNet SAN
switch. These errors may also occur for a brief period when nodes
are added to or removed from a cluster. A packet timeout occurs
when a response to a request packet is not received within the
allotted time window. Timeout errors may be due to the cabling
(at the destination node) or ServerNet SAN switch on the
associated path, powering down a node in the cluster, the SPA,
the SPAD, or possibly heavy traffic at the destination node or on
the ServerNet SAN in general.


Using Online
Diagnostics


The online diagnostics can be used to verify that all paths between
nodes are functional, including those paths that are not in use. By
verifying that the unused paths will work when needed, and
repairing those paths that have problems, you can prevent a node
from being removed from the cluster in the case where one path
fails and the second path to the node does not work.


It is important to monitor the console for messages indicating that
a path has failed so that the cause of the problem can be fixed
before another path failure occurs. If a path failure does occur, the
online diagnostics can be used to: (1) determine what paths are
currently being used in the cluster and (2) switch those paths
needing it so that maintenance can be performed on the cables
and ServerNet SAN switch associated with the failing path
without interrupting operation of the cluster.
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If a second path failure occurs before the first failure was
repaired, the second failure may cause a node to be removed
from the cluster, depending on where the failures have occurred.
For example:


■ If a single node is unable to communicate over either its X or
Y paths (nonrecoverable errors on both paths), it will be
removed from the cluster.


■ If one node has a failure on the X path (node 2 in Figure 7-1)
and a second node has a failure on the Y path (node 3 in
Figure 7-1), the two nodes (node 2 and node 3) can no longer
communicate. Since each node in a cluster must be able to
communicate directly with all other nodes, one of the two
nodes will be removed from the cluster.


When the online diagnostics are used to change the path used by
a node, they do not have the same impact on the paths used
throughout the cluster as when the node switches paths due to a
path failure.


As discussed earlier, when one path fails, the node detecting the
failure switches all of its communications to the second path.
However, when the online diagnostics are used to force a node to
communicate with one or more other nodes over a new path, that
new path only applies to communications originating from the
first node. Communications originating from the other nodes do
not switch paths as they do when a path failure occurs. For
example, in the cluster in Figure 7-1, node 2 could be originating
communications with node 3 over path Y while node 3 is
originating communications with node 2 over path X (assuming
both paths are working).


Offline
Diagnostics


The offline diagnostics test the ServerNet PCI Adapter (SPA) in
the local node to verify that the SPA is functioning properly. The
SPA is responsible for transmitting and receiving packet traffic
over the ServerNet SAN, so the SPA must be fully functional for a
node to join and remain in the cluster.


Table 7-1 lists and briefly describes the offline diagnostic tests.
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When to Use The offline diagnostics should be run on a node when the node
will not join an otherwise functional cluster or when a node is
automatically removed from a cluster due to a failure. For these
types of problems, or in any other case where you have reason to
suspect that the SPA may not be functioning properly, the offline
diagnostics should be run.


For example, the local SPA is suspect if the Cluster Membership
Service (CLMS) master is unable to communicate effectively with
the node during cluster start-up (boot) or normal cluster
operation. Bad packet or (ServerNet SAN) barrier error messages
might indicate the node is unable to join, or has been removed
from, the cluster.


How to Use The offline diagnostics are invoked by interrupting the node boot
sequence and setting a boot argument. All of the available offline
diagnostic tests (see Table 7-1 for a list) should be run to verify
that the SPA is fully functional. After passing all the tests – and
assuming there are no software, cabling, or ServerNet SAN switch
problems – the node boot sequence will proceed as normal and
the node should join the cluster. If the SPA fails one of the tests, it
must be replaced.


Table 7-1 Offline Diagnostic Tests


Test Test Description


Display SAIL registers SAIL is the name of the Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that
provides the ServerNet SAN ports on the SPA. This test displays the current
value of the SAIL registers.


PCI Bridge register test The PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) Bridge, produced by a
company named PLX, is the PCI bus interface ASIC on the SPA. This
register test verifies that the PLX chip is functioning properly.


SAIL register test Verifies that the SAIL ASIC on the SPA is functioning properly.


Interrupt test Verifies that the interrupt logic on the SAIL ASIC and SPA are functioning
properly.


Internal loopback test Verifies that the ServerNet SAN X and Y port transmit and receive logic is
functioning properly by performing internal (to the SPA) loopback tests
between the X and Y ports using the block transfer engine (BTE) on the
SAIL ASIC.
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Prerequisites


The target node must have the following software installed to run
the offline diagnostics:


■ SCO UnixWare 2.1 (or later)
■ NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare D10IPM10 (or later)


The target node may or may not be connected into the cluster to
run the tests.


Note On a two-node direct connect cluster (no ServerNet SAN
switches), link exception detection may occur on the node
running the NonStop Clusters operating environment when the
second node is running the offline diagnostics. Link exception
reporting is turned off by default, but can be turned on or off
with the online diagnostics as described in Link Exception
Statistics (–l [<on>|<off>] Option).


On a two-node cluster, electrical noise from the node under
test may be reported as a bad packet by the node running the
NonStop Clusters operating environment.


Procedure


You must be working from the system console for the node under
test in the following procedure.


1. Power up (if needed) and boot the target node.


2. If the node is configured with autoboot enabled, press the
space bar to interrupt the boot sequence when the SCO
UnixWare logo splash screen is displayed.


3. At the boot prompt, type the following string and press the
Enter key:


snetdiags=yes


4. Type go and press the Enter key:


go
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5. Instead of booting the operating system, the node displays a
few messages then stops at the following ServerNet SAN
offline diagnostics main menu:


The tests available are:
D = Display SAIL registers.


   P = PCI Bridge (PLX) register test.
   S = SAIL register test.
   I = Interrupt test.
   L = Internal loopback test.


Choose a test (or q to quit) :


6. Type D (or d ) and press the Enter key to run the Display
SAIL registers test.


Press the Enter key in response to each
Press return key to continue : prompt.


Note Review the information displayed and verify that the right most
five characters of the SHIP_SNET_NODE_ID value match the
value in Table 7-2 for the node under test. In the following
example, the SHIP_SNET_NODE_ID is towards the top of the
SAIL register list and is correct for node 3.


Verify that the information displayed is similar to the
following example and that pressing the Enter key repeatedly
eventually leads back to the main menu.


Table 7-2 ServerNet SAN Node IDs


Node Number
SHIP_SNET_NODE_ID
(hexadecimal)


1 F0040


2 F0080


3 F00C0


4 F0100


5 F0140


6 F0180
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SAIL register base virtual address = 0xC374E800; physical
address = 0x40001800.


SHIP PLX base virtual address = 0xC374F180; physical
address = 0x40002180.
PLX registers :
   mailbox0    = 0x00000000
   mailbox1    = 0x00000000
   mailbox2    = 0x00000000
   mailbox3    = 0x00000000
   doorBellOut = 0x00000000
   doorBellIn  = 0x00000000
   intControl  = 0x00000403
   ioControl   = 0x98007C00


SAIL base virtual address = 0xC374EC04; physical address =
0x40001C04.
The SAIL registers have the following values:


Press return key to continue :
SAIL base virtual address = 0xC374EC04; physical address =
0x40001C04.
The SAIL registers have the following values:


Press return key to continue :
SHIP_CIN         = 0x1001C0A7
SHIP_SNET_NODE_ID= 0x800F00C0
SHIP_AVTMSKBASE  = 0x00000020
SHIP_SNET_EFIFO_CTL= 0x8000302E
SAIL_SNET_CONFIG = 0x80022003
SAIL_SNET_DVT_CTL= 0x80000000
SAIL_IIF_STATUS  = 0x00000000
SAIL_IIF_STATUSINTMASK= 0x00000000
SAIL_IIF_SC_MASK = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTCAUSE    = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTCAUSEMASK= 0xFFFFFF77
SHIP_BTE0        = 0x00448FA8
SHIP_BTE1        = 0x004A5108


Press return key to continue :
SHIP_SNET_SSTX   = 0x00000000
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXCX= 0x00000000
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXCY= 0x00000000
SHIP_SNET_LINK_CTL= 0x00000A0A
SHIP_SNET_STATUS = 0x0000001F
SAIL_SPILLPTR    = 0x00000000
SAIL_SNET_SC_SOURCE= 0x00000000
SAIL_SNET_SC_MASK= 0x80000000
SHIP_INTQUEHD0   = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTQUEHD1   = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTQUEHD2   = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTQUEHD3   = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTQUETL0   = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTQUETL1   = 0x00000000
SHIP_INTQUETL2   = 0x00000000
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SHIP_INTQUETL3   = 0x00000000


Press return key to continue :
SAIL_IIF_DVT_CTL = 0x00004000
SAIL_SNET_PERFMON_CTL= 0x00000000
SAIL_SNET_PERFTIMER= 0x00000000
SAIL_SNET_PERFCTR_1= 0x00000000
SAIL_SNET_PERFCTR_2= 0x00000000
SAIL_SNET_PERFMAXRESP= 0x00000000
IntrStateBlkDump: Interrupt Tail Pointer 1: 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: Interrupt Tail Pointer 0: 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: Interrupt Tail Pointer 3: 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: Interrupt Tail Pointer 2: 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: BTE1 Control Register   : 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: BTE0 Control Register   : 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: Reserved (0x00000000)   : 0x0
IntrStateBlkDump: Interrupt Cause Register: 0x0


Press return key to continue :


Note All of the remaining tests run in a loop until you press a key to
halt them. Allow each test to loop at least 10 times before
stopping it.


7. From the main menu, type P (or p) and press the Enter key
to run the PCI Bridge (PLX) register test.


Verify that the following output is displayed and that
pressing any key within a second of a test pass result being
displayed returns back to the main menu.


PLX reg test. Loopcount= 1. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
PLX reg test. Loopcount= 2. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
PLX reg test. Loopcount= 3. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.


:
:


Any errors with the PLX registers are reported as follows:


ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx
Bad=  xxxxxxxx


8. From the main menu, type S (or s ) and press the Enter key
to run the SAIL register test.
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Verify that the following output is displayed and that pressing
any key within a second of a test pass result being displayed
returns back to the main menu.


SAIL reg test. Loopcount= 1. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
SAIL reg test. Loopcount= 2. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
SAIL reg test. Loopcount= 3. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.


:
:


Any errors with the SAIL registers are reported as one or
more of the following:


SAIL SNET_NODE_ID register. Stuck at 0/1 test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL SNET_NODE_ID register. Ground bounce test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL BTE0 register. Stuck at 0/1 test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL BTE0 register. Ground bounce test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL BTE1 register. Stuck at 0/1 test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL BTE1 register. Ground bounce test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL SNET_SSTX register. Stuck at 0/1 test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


SAIL SNET_SSTX register. Ground bounce test.
ship_diag(): registers miscompare. Good= xxxxxxxx


Bad=  xxxxxxxx


9. From the main menu, type I (or i ) and press the Enter key
to run the Interrupt test.


Verify that the following output is displayed and that
pressing any key within a second of a test pass result being
displayed returns back to the main menu.


Interrupt test. 1000 times. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
Interrupt test. 2000 times. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
Interrupt test. 3000 times. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.


:
:
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Any errors with interrupts are reported as one or more of the
following:


Timeout waiting for BTE request complete!


BTE error. BTE1=      xxxxxxxx
Cause=     xxxxxxxx
RCVLINKEXC=xxxxxxxx


Cause failed. BTE1=   xxxxxxxx
Cause=  xxxxxxxx


10. From the main menu, type L (or l ) and press the Enter key
to run the Internal loopback test.


Verify that the following submenu is displayed:


SAIL internal loopback test:
  1 = Read own, write other.
  2 = Write other, read own.
  3 = Quit.
?


a. From the submenu, type 1 and press the Enter key.


Verify that the following output is displayed and that
pressing any key within a second of a test pass result
being displayed returns back to the main menu.


Internal loopback. 1000 pages. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
Internal loopback. 2000 pages. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
Internal loopback. 3000 pages. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.


:
:


b. Repeat Step 10 and Step 10a, this time entering 2 from
the submenu.


Verify that the following output is displayed and that
pressing any key within a second of a test pass result
being displayed returns back to the main menu.


Internal loopback. 1000 pages. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
Internal loopback. 2000 pages. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.
Internal loopback. 3000 pages. Strike any key within a second to exit loop.


:
:


Any errors with the loopback test are reported as one or
more of the following:


Timeout waiting for BTE_RC.


BTE error. BTEn=      xxxxxxxx
Cause=     xxxxxxxx
RCVLINKEXC=xxxxxxxx
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Data miscompare at byte xxxxxxxx
Local=     xxxxxxxx
Remote=    xxxxxxxx
localPtr=  xxxxxxxx
remotePtr= xxxxxxxx


11. From the main menu, type q and press the Enter key to exit
the offline diagnostics.


Verify that (if all the tests have executed without errors and
the node is cabled into the cluster) the node boots and joins
the cluster. Messages like the following should appear:


[SNET] SHIP SNet ID: 0xF00C0
Searching for an existing CLMS master...
Found node 1 as the CLMS master node.


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:X snetID:F0040 curpath:X
NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:Y snetID:F0040 curpath:X


This is a TNC kernel.  Node: 3
                       CLMS: 1,2


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:X snetID:F0080 curpath:X
NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:Y snetID:F0080 curpath:X


:
:


The console login should appear after a brief wait.


If any of the offline diagnostics tests exit with an error, the
SPA needs to be replaced.


Online
Diagnostics


The online diagnostics provide a number of capabilities (see
Table 7-3) associated with testing, managing, and reporting
statistics for the X and Y ServerNet SAN router networks
(fabrics). Whereas the purpose of the offline diagnostics is to
determine if the local SPA is functioning properly, the online
diagnostics are focused on the X and Y ServerNet SAN fabrics
and the associated packet traffic with the cluster up and running.


The user interface to the online diagnostics is provided by the
SPA monitor (spam(1M) ) command.


When to Use Table 7-3 lists and describes the basic functions of the spam
command, identifies the command option flag used to select each
function, and explains when to use each function.
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1 Self check refers to the process where a device aborts its normal operation to prevent propagation of detected error(s)


.


Table 7-3 Online Diagnostic Functions


spam Command Function
Option
 Flag When to Use


Verify that both the X and Y paths are
functioning properly between the
designated nodes.


–v To verify that both paths are functional and,
specifically, that the unused path is capable of
taking over if the currently used path fails.


Report the path (X or Y) currently being
used between the designated nodes.


–p To determine if the path needs to be switched so
the nodes remain in the cluster during a
maintenance operation (such as replacing a
ServerNet SAN cable or switch) that will disable
one of the paths.


Set (force) the path (X or Y) being used
between the designated nodes.


–f To switch the path so the nodes remain in the
cluster during a maintenance operation that will
disable one of the paths.


Display link exception (error) statistics for
the specified node; turn link exception
reporting on or off for the specified node.


–l Link exception statistics are normally used by
product support personnel for troubleshooting
purposes. Link exception reporting should be turned
on in most cases so the health of the node’s links
can be monitored from the system console. Link
exception reporting is typically turned off in
direct-connect two-node clusters when one node is
running offline diagnostics, which can cause false
link exception messages at the remaining online
node. This type of false link exception reporting
does not occur in a cluster with a ServerNet SAN
switch. However, false link exceptions may occur
on nodes as they join a switch-connected cluster.


Display SAIL ASIC link level self-check
statistics for the specified node.


–s Most of the SAIL ASIC self checks1 occur when the
ASIC has to wait too long for PCI bus access. The
SPAD recovers the SAIL ASIC from the self check,
but if the self check frequency is too high, the node
may be removed from the cluster. In this case, the
SPA should be moved to a higher priority PCI slot in
the node. Reviewing the SAIL ASIC self-check
statistics can detect this problem before the node is
removed from the cluster.


Display a subset of the SPA registers. –r To display the version level of the SPA and the
SAIL ASIC, the node ID, and SPA configuration
details.
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How to Use The online diagnostics are run with the spam(1M)  command. The
spam command has the following syntax:


spam [–n <node>] [–P] –f <X|Y> [<node>]
spam [–n <node>] [–P] –l [<on>|<off>]
spam [–n <node>] [–P] –p [<node>]
spam [–n <node>] [–P] –r
spam [–n <node>] [–P] –s
spam [–n <node>] [–P] –v [<node>]


Each of the command syntax lines corresponds to one entry from
Table 7-3. For information on how the onall(1)  command and
the spam command can be used in combination, see Using spam
with onall on page 7-19.


In the following option descriptions, the options that can be used
with all forms of the command (–n  and –P) are described first.
Each option description is followed by one or more example
commands.


Specify Current Node (–n Option)


The –n  option is used to specify which node to issue the
command to (referred to as the current node) based on the <node>
number argument. If the –n  option is not specified, the local node
is assumed.


Example
If you are logged onto node 3 and want to see which path node 2
is using to communicate with node 1:


spam –n 2 –p 1
Node 2 is currently communicating to Node 1 over ServerNet path X.


Specify Easy-to-Parse Output (–P Option)


The –P option causes the spam command to produce a terse,
easy-to-parse output instead of the normal output in easy-to-read
English.


Examples
Run the preceding –n option example command, but this time
with the –P option added:


spam –n 2 –Pp 1
node 2–>1 path=X
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To display the link exception statistics for the local node with the
–P option:


spam –Pl
reporting=disabled;secondX=0;secondY=0;crcX=0;crcY=0;commandX=0;commandY=0;fifoX=0;
fifoY=0;keepaliveX=11;keepaliveY=11;efifoX=0;efifoY=0


See the example under Link Exception Statistics (–l [<on>|<off>]
Option) for the easy-to-read format of the link exception statistics.


Force Path (–f <X|Y> [<node>] Option)


The –f  option forces ServerNet SAN packet traffic originating
from the current node to the specified path (X or Y). If a target
node is not specified as part of the –f  option, all traffic originating
from the current node (to all nodes in the cluster) is forced to the
specified path. Otherwise, only traffic originating from the current
node and destined for the target node is forced to the specified
path.


Note The –f  option forces ServerNet SAN traffic originating at the
current node to the specified path. Traffic originating from other
nodes to the current node is not affected unless the –f  option
is used on those nodes as well.


Before the spam command makes the path switch, it verifies that
the new path specified is functioning properly.


Example
To force the local node (node 3) to use the Y path for
communications to all the nodes in the three-node cluster:


# spam –f Y
Switching communication between Node 3 and Node 1 to ServerNet path Y.
Switching communication between Node 3 and Node 2 to ServerNet path Y.


Link Exception Statistics (–l [<on>|<off>] Option)


When used without specifying on  or off , the –l  option reports the
link exception statistics for the current node and whether link
exception reporting is on or off.
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When used with the on  or off  arguments, link exception
reporting is turned on and off, respectively, for the current node.


Link exception reporting is turned off by default. Link exception
messages are normally generated whenever there is a link-level
problem with a ServerNet SAN path, such as when a cable at the
local node is disconnected or damaged, or a ServerNet SAN port
fails. However, in two-node direct-connect clusters, link
exceptions are often detected when the cluster is initializing and
one node is trying to communicate with the second node before
the second node is ready. This is not a problem with clusters of
three or more nodes (due to the ServerNet SAN switches). With
link exception reporting turned off, the unwanted link exception
messages are avoided. The SPAD continues to process link
exceptions and collect statistics whether reporting is turned on or
off.


Examples
To see the link exception statistics for the local node:


spam –l


Link Exception reporting is disabled.


--------------------------------------------
Exception Cause Bit               X      Y
--------------------------------------------
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXC_SECOND    =      0      0
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXC_CRC       =      0      0
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXC_COMMAND   =      0      0
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXC_FIFO      =      0      0
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXC_KEEPALIVE =     11     11
SHIP_SNET_RXLEXC_EFIFO     =      0      0
--------------------------------------------


To turn link exception reporting on:


spam –l on


Report Path (–p [<node>]Option)


The –p  option reports the path being used by the current node to
communicate with the specified target node(s). If a target node is
not specified as part of the –p  option, the path(s) used to
communicate with all nodes in the cluster are reported.
Otherwise, only the path used from the current node to the target
node is reported.
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Note The –p  option reports the path that the current node uses to
communicate with the target node. The path that the target
node uses to communicate with the current node may be
different.


Examples
The earlier example for the –f  option showed how to force node 3
to communicate with the other two nodes in the cluster over the Y
path. The following command issued from node 3 verifies the path
switch:


spam –p
Node 3 is currently communicating to Node 1 over ServerNet path Y.
Node 3 is currently communicating to Node 2 over ServerNet path Y.


Note, however, that nodes 1 and 2 are originating
communications to node 3 over path X:


spam –n 1 –p 3
Node 1 is currently communicating to Node 3 over ServerNet path X.
spam –n 2 –p 3
Node 2 is currently communicating to Node 3 over ServerNet path X.


Display SPA Registers (–r Option)


The –r  option displays the revision level of the SPA and the
contents of several key registers on the SPA, including the SAIL
ASIC and node number ID registers.


Example
To display the SPA registers for the local node:


spam –r
SPA Registers:


ServerNet PCI Adapter Revision: SHIP 1.5 Rev C


ServerNet Chip Identification Register: (0x1001c0a7)
        - Version: 1
        - ASIC ID: SAIL Rev B
        - ASIC Mfr ID: Tandem


ServerNet Node ID Register: (0xf0040)
        - Node 1
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ServerNet Configuration Register: (0x80022003)
        - Link Layer Self Check Enabled
        - Little Endian Mode


Interrupt Cause Mask Register: (0xbd003500)
    The following Interrupts are NOT masked:
        - Non-queued NMI Exception
        - Non-queued IP3 Exception
        - Exception Queue Error
        - Write Request Overflow
- i960 Interface Error
        - IIF_Status Self-Check
        - Read Request Overrun
        - Interrupt Queue Overrun
        - Block Transfer Engine 1 Done
        - Block Transfer Engine 0 Done
        - SNet Self-Check
        - Queued NMI Exception
        - Queued IP5 Exception
        - Queued IP3 Exception
        - HALT Received on Port X
        - Bad Command Error on Port X
        - HALT Received on Port Y
        - Bad Command Error on Port Y
    The following Interrupts are masked:
        - Performance Register Rollover
        - Non-queued IP7 Exception
        - Non-queued IP6 Exception
        - Non-queued IP5 Exception
        - Non-queued IP4 Exception
        - Non-queued IP2 Exception
        - Queued IP7 Exception
- Queued IP6 Exception
        - Queued IP4 Exception
        - Queued IP2 Exception


ServerNet Link Control Register: (0x505)
        - Port X Receiver Enabled
        - Port X Transmitter Enabled
        - Port Y Receiver Enabled
        - Port Y Transmitter Enabled


ServerNet Activity Status Register: (0x1f)
        - no packets are being transmitted
        - there are no packets in the transmit buffer
        - no packets are being received on port X
        - no packets are being received on port Y
        - there are no packets in the receive buffer


Display SAIL ASIC Self-Check Statistics (–s Option)


The –s  option displays the SAIL ASIC self-check statistics.
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Example


# spam –s


--------------------------------------------
       Self-Check Recovery Statistics
--------------------------------------------
Minimum recovery time       =          0 ms
Maximum recovery time       =          0 ms
Total recovery time         =          0 ms
Poll mode entry count       =          0
Interrupt mode entry count  =          0
Link Level Self Checks      =          0
Transmit Buffer Self Checks =          0
--------------------------------------------


Verify Paths (–v [<node>]Option)


The –v  option verifies that the X and Y paths are functional
between the current node and the target node(s) and reports the
status (up or down) of each path. If a target node is not specified
as part of the –v  option, the paths from the current node to all
nodes in the cluster are verified. Otherwise, only the paths
between the current node and specified target node are verified.


Example
To verify that the X and Y paths are functional for the local node (3
in this case):


spam –v
Path X between Node 3 and Node 1 is UP.
Path Y between Node 3 and Node 1 is UP.


Path X between Node 3 and Node 2 is UP.
Path Y between Node 3 and Node 2 is UP.


Using spam with
onall


Whereas the spam –n  option is used to direct the spam command
to any node in the cluster, the onall(1)  command can be used to
apply the spam command to all nodes in the cluster at once. Using
onall  with spam can come in handy during maintenance
procedures as described in this section.


For example, to get a status on all paths in the cluster:


onall spam –v


Suppose you notice that one or more of the X paths in the report
are down and all the Y paths are up. You decide from looking at
consoles messages (or the system log) that the X path cabling and
ServerNet SAN switch need to be removed from the system for
examination.
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First, you can determine if any of the X paths are currently being
used with the following command:


onall spam –p


If not, you can work on the X path cables and switch without
interrupting cluster operations. However, if some of the X paths
are still being used, you can force all cluster communications to
the Y path with the following command:


onall spam –f Y


Repeat the onall spam –p command to ensure that no X paths
are being used before beginning disassembly of the X path
hardware.
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A
ServerNet SAN Messages


The ServerNet PCI adapter driver (SPAD) sends ServerNet SAN
related messages to the system console and system log for the
local node (/var/adm/log/osmlog. n, where n is the local node
number). This appendix lists all of the SPAD messages, describes
what they mean, and indicates what to do if they occur.


All SPAD messages fit the following general format:


SEVERITY: [SNET] Message_string


An example of a SPAD message:


NOTICE: [SNET] Switching to path X.


Table A-1 lists the text strings for SEVERITY, explains what they
mean, and references the tables containing the message details.


Most messages include variable strings that are filled in when the
event causing the message occurs. Table A-2 describes the
variable types and shows how they are represented in the
messages in this appendix.


Table A-1 SNET Message Severities


Severity Description
Table Containing
Messages


NOTICE Messages that indicate recovery from a fault has occurred. Table A-3


WARNING Messages reporting fault conditions that the system
administrator needs to be aware of; messages indicating a
serious problem that may warrant action.


Table A-4


PANIC Messages reporting a catastrophic failure; the SPAD can no
longer continue operation. The local node has dropped out of
the cluster.


Table A-5


None (blank) Continuation of a previous message or an informative
message not associated with a fault.


Table A-6
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NOTICE Messages The NOTICE messages are listed in alphabetical order in
Table A-3.


Table A-2 SNET Message Variables


Variable Description Represented as:


ServerNet SAN ID for a node
(hexadecimal)


0xF0 nnn


Other hexadecimal data, such as memory
addresses, status words


0x nnnnnnnn


Alphanumeric or decimal character string nnnnnnnn


Single character, such as ServerNet SAN
path X or Y, SPA (SHIP) 1.5 Rev C or E


n


Table A-3 NOTICE [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 1 of 2)


Messages: Barrier failed on path: n snetID:0xF0 nnn curpath: n
Barrier succeeded on path: n snetID:0xF0 nnn curpath: n


Description: These messages are displayed when a new node attempts to join a cluster. The message
indicates whether the new node is able to communicate with the target node over the given
path (X/Y). If a path is cabled, a success message is expected. If the path is not cabled (for
example, X side cabled and Y side not cabled), a failure message is expected for that path.


User Action: If a barrier transaction fails when it is expected to succeed, there is a problem with the path.
Check the cabling and ServerNet SAN switch (ensure it is powered on) on the indicated
path to the indicated node.


Message: Identified ServerNet PCI Adapter: SHIP 1.5 Rev n
Description: This informative message is displayed during system initialization to report the revision of


the SPA identified by the SPAD.


User Action: None


Message: Link exception condition on path n has been resolved.
Re-enabling path n.


Description: Indicates that a link exception condition on a path is resolved and that link exception
detection and processing is reenabled for that path. The path becomes available for
ServerNet SAN communications within the next minute. Link exception reporting must be
enabled (see spam –l on command) for this message to appear.


User Action: None
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WARNING
Messages


The WARNING messages are listed in Table A-4. Messages are listed
in alphabetical order for the most part. In a few cases, a series of
messages associated with a single fault condition are grouped
together. These groups are alphabetized under the first message in
the series.


If you cannot find a particular message, look towards the end of
the table where multiple messages having the same description
are grouped together and are not in alphabetical order.


Message: Successfully recovered from frozen SAIL.


Description: Indicates that the SAIL ASIC stopped responding due to an internal self-check problem
(usually from being held off of the PCI bus too long). After detecting the self check, the
ASIC is reset and processing resumes.


User Action: None.


Message: Switching to path n
Description: Indicates that the SPAD cannot communicate over the current path, so it is attempting to


switch to the other path to determine if it can communicate over it.


User Action: Check cabling on path being switched from. Use onall spam –v command to find the
path that is down.


Table A-3 NOTICE [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 2 of 2)


Table A-4 WARNING [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 1 of 4)


Message: bte status immediately after SC status = nnnnnnnn sc_to =
nnnnnnnn int_mode = n


Description: This message follows a SAIL ASIC self check. It indicates that after the SAIL ASIC self
check recovery procedure completed, the block transfer engine (BTE) status register
contained an incorrect value and has to be reinitialized, probably because a second self
check occurred during recovery of the first self check.


User Action: None. If the SAIL ASIC self checks occur too frequently, the node will be dropped from the
cluster. In this case, reboot the node so it rejoins the cluster.


Message: (0xF0 nnn) Halt received on n port


Description: Indicates that a ServerNet SAN HALT command was received on the specified port (X or Y).
This stops the transmitter/receiver on that port. It is typically caused by an uncabled
ServerNet SAN port being near a source of electrical noise.


User Action: Ensure identified port has properly installed cabling.
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Message: (0xF0 nnn) Multiple link exceptions detected on path n.
(0xF0 nnn) Disabling path n until the condition is corrected.
(0xF0 nnn) Verify that path n is cabled properly.


Description: This series of messages indicates that a burst of link exceptions was detected on a
ServerNet SAN path. Link exception reporting must be enabled (see spam –l on
command) for these messages to appear.


User Action: Check cabling at local node on indicated path.


Message: NAK on ServerNet Barrier request (status=0x nnnnnnnn)


Description: Indicates that a NAK (negative acknowledgment) was received as the result of a barrier
request that did not successfully complete. There may be a problem with the associated path.


User Action: None. Watch for additional [SNET] messages.


Message: Path n still disabled due to link exceptions.
Verify that path n is cabled properly.
No more warnings regarding path n being disabled will be
printed until the condition is corrected.


Description: This series of messages indicates that a continuous burst of link exceptions was detected.
As a result, link exception reporting is turned off for this path until the condition is corrected.


User Action: Check cabling at local node on indicated path.


Message: 0xF0 nnn: rcvd invalid interrupt packet, src=0x nnnnnnnn
0xF0 nnn: rcvd packet w/invalid address, addr=0x nnnnnnnn,
src=0x nnnnnnnn
0xF0 nnn: rcvd packet w/invalid path, path= n,src=0x nnnnnnnn
0xF0 nnn: rcvd packet w/invalid source, addr=0x nnnnnnnn,
src=0x nnnnnnnn
0xF0 nnn: rcvd packet w/ invalid permissions,
addr=0x nnnnnnnn, src=0x nnnnnnnn


Description: These messages indicate that a ServerNet SAN interrupt packet was received and the
packet itself, or information in the packet is invalid. This can be an indication of problems
with the SPAD and/or hardware and may result in [SNET] timeout messages.


User Action: None. Watch for additional [SNET] messages.


Message: 0xF0 nnn: rcvd spurious packet acknowledge, src=0x nnnnnnnn
Description: Indicates that an unexpected packet acknowledgment arrived. Usually this message can be


linked with a timeout message. The acknowledgment from the packet that was timed out
arrived late.


User Action: None. Watch for additional [SNET] messages.


Table A-4 WARNING [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 2 of 4)
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Message: 0xF0 nnn: ServerNet transceiver error: status=0x nnnnnnnn
Description: Indicates that a ServerNet SAN error has occurred. The error is not an expected or normal


error, therefore it is classified and reported as a transceiver error. This usually indicates a
hardware problem.


User Action: None. Watch for additional [SNET] messages.


Message: ship_PCI_initialize: driver does not support cm_ver # n –
initialization may fail.


Description: Indicates that initialization of the ServerNet SAN PCI Adapter (SPA) may fail because the
version of the UnixWare kernel autoconfiguration subsystem does not match the version
expected by the SPAD.


User Action: None. Watch for additional [SNET] messages.


Message: The SAIL on the SHIP card has frozen.


Description: Indicates that the SAIL ASIC stopped responding due to an internal self-check problem
(usually from being held off of the PCI bus too long). This self-check condition is
recoverable. The ASIC will be reset and processing will resume.


User Action: None. However, if this message is repeated frequently, the SPA should be moved to a
higher priority slot on the PCI bus. If that does not help, other PCI cards in the node may be
consuming the PCI bus and preventing the SAIL ASIC from obtaining the access that it
needs.


Message: The SAIL on the SHIP card has frozen (IIF_SELF_CHECK).


Description: Indicates that the SAIL ASIC stopped responding. This is an unrecoverable condition. This
message will be followed by a dump of the SAIL ASIC registers and a PANIC message.


User Action: Replace SPA.


Message: nnnnnnnn: Timeout on both paths


Description: Indicates that the SPAD has attempted to communicate over both paths and neither path is
functional.


User Action: Ensure ServerNet SAN cabling is properly installed. Run the offline diagnostics. If the SPA
fails diagnostics, replace SPA. If SPA passes diagnostics, reboot the node into cluster. If the
node fails to join the cluster, recheck the ServerNet SAN hardware (cabling, switches).


Message: nnnnnnnn: Timeout on ServerNet request: cpu n, path= n,


Description: Indicates that a SPAD operation trying to communicate with another node in the cluster has
timed out. This could indicate that the path is down, that a node in the cluster is powered
down, or that there is a problem with the driver and/or hardware. If a path is down, a path
switch NOTICE message is displayed.


User Action: Check ServerNet SAN cabling and switch (ensure it is powered on) on indicated path.


Table A-4 WARNING [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 3 of 4)
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PANIC Messages The PANIC messages are listed in Table A-5. The messages are in
alphabetical order for the most part. However, if you cannot find
a particular message, look towards the end of the table where
multiple messages having the same description are grouped
together and are not in alphabetical order.


Message: (0xF0 nnn) exception queue error.
(0xF0 nnn) transmitter write response overflow
(0xF0 nnn) receiver read request overflow.
(0xF0 nnn) interrupt queue overrun.


Description: These messages indicate hardware error conditions detected during interrupt processing.
Queue overruns and transmitter/receiver overflows indicate a potential loss of a response
due to buffer space exhaustion.


User Action: None. If the node drops out of the cluster later, these messages may be useful in
determining what happened.


Message: (0xF0 nnn) low condition on external LSERR input detected.
(0xF0 nnn) illegal burst on the i960 bus detected.
(0xF0 nnn) invalid register access on the i960 bus detected.
(0xF0 nnn) error pulse on the external PCHK input detected.
(0xF0 nnn) data parity error detected.
(0xF0 nnn) address parity error detected.
(0xF0 nnn) multiple address or data parity errors have
occurred.


Description: These messages indicate hardware error conditions detected during SPAD interrupt
processing. These errors are all related to access errors in the SAIL ASIC.


User Action: None. If the node drops out of the cluster later, these messages may be useful in
determining what happened.


Table A-4 WARNING [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 4 of 4)


Table A-5 PANIC [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 1 of 4)


Messages: avt_init: unable to allocate virtual mem for AVT


Description: Indicates a shortage of memory on the local node.


User Action: Check memory utilization and distribution in the kernel tunables. If possible, take crash
dump for analysis by product support personnel.
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Message: (0xF0 nnn) internal SAIL logic error detected.


Description: An internal problem with the SAIL ASIC was detected. The SPA has failed.


User Action: Run offline diagnostics. If SPA fails diagnostics, replace SPA.


Message: intr_init: spawn_daemon_thread failed.


Description: Indicates that an attempt to spawn a kernel daemon thread failed. Since this daemon is vital
to the SPAD, if it fails to start, the initialization sequence is aborted.


User Action: Reboot the node into the cluster.


Message: SAIL frozen; see SAIL state printed above.


Description: This message will be preceded by a WARNING message indicating that the SAIL ASIC is
frozen and a dump of the SAIL registers. This message indicates that the SAIL ASIC has
stopped responding in such a way that it is not recoverable.


User Action: Run offline diagnostics. If SPA passes diagnostics, reboot the node into the cluster. If SPA
fails diagnostics or fails to join the cluster after passing diagnostics, replace SPA.


Message: SAIL frozen; unrecoverable snet self check - source =
nnnnnnnn


Description: Indicates that the SAIL ASIC stopped responding in such a way that it is not recoverable.
This error message will be preceded by a dump of the SAIL registers.


User Action: Run offline diagnostics. If SPA fails diagnostics, replace SPA.


Message: ship_PCI_initialize: Found n ServerNetPCI Adapters -
currently only one ServerNet PCI Adapter supported.


Description: Indicates that during the discovery and initialization of the ServerNet PCI Adapter (SPA),
more than one SPA was found.


User Action: Ensure only one SPA 1.5 revision C or E is installed in local node. With one SPA in the
node, run the resource manager (resmgr ) command and verify that the SPA (appears as
“ship” in the report) appears only once. If it appears twice, use resmgr  to remove the entry
with the most empty fields, use idconfupdate  to update the system configuration files,
then reboot the node.


Message: ship_PCI_initialize: No ServerNet PCI Adapter found.


Description: Indicates that during the discovery and initialization of the ServerNet PCI Adapter (SPA), no
SPA was found.


User Action: Ensure SPA 1.5 revision C or E is installed in local node. Run resource manager (resmgr )
command and verify that the SPA (appears as “ship” in the report) is listed.


Table A-5 PANIC [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 2 of 4)
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Message: ship_init: Unknown revision of the SAIL ASIC detected.
CIN=0x nnnnnnnn


Description: The SAIL ASIC detected is not revision A or B.


User Action: Replace SPA with 1.5 revision C or E in the local node.


Message: ship_init: Unknown revision of the ServerNet PCI Adapter
found. Rev ID=0x n


Description: Indicates that during the discovery and initialization of the ServerNet SAN PCI Adapter
(SPA), an unknown revision of the SPA was detected. The SPA driver recognizes a number
of versions of the SPA. NonStop Clusters only supports the 1.5 Rev C and 1.5 Rev E SPAs.


User Action: Replace SPA with 1.5 revision C or E in the local node.


Message: ship_init: Unsupported MITE-based ServerNet PCI Adapter
detected.
Unsupported MITE-based ServerNet PCI Adapter found.


Description: These messages indicate that during the discovery and initialization of the SPA, a
MITE-based SPA was found. MITE-based SPAs are not supported by NonStop Clusters.


User Action: Ensure SPA is version 1.5 revision C or E. If so, SPA configuration files may be corrupted.
Call product support personnel.


Message: ship_init: Unsupported revision of the SAIL ASIC detected.
CIN=0x nnnnnnnn


Description: Indicates that a SPA was found, but the SAIL ASIC on it is not a recognized revision. The
driver recognizes revisions A and B of the SAIL ASIC; however, B is the only revision
supported by NonStop Clusters.


User Action: Replace SPA with version containing revision B of SAIL ASIC (SPA 1.5 revision C or E).


Message: SHIP_INTCAUSE_QIP7 already set


Description: This interrupt line is being used to help flush the SAIL ASIC register values to memory.
When it is about to be used, it should not already be set. If it is set, a software or hardware
error has occurred.


User Action: Reboot the node into the cluster.


Message: The PLX_ABORT_ACTIVE bit is set (shipintr())


Description: Indicates that the PLX chip aborted a PCI operation. A previous SPA read or write operation
has been aborted. This could lead to unreported data loss or corruption, so SPA operations
are halted with a PANIC.


User Action: Run offline diagnostics. If SPA passes diagnostics, reboot the node into the cluster. If SPA
fails diagnostics, replace SPA.


Table A-5 PANIC [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 3 of 4)
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Continuation and
Informative
Messages


The continuation and informative messages are listed in
alphabetical order in Table A-6.


Message: bte_memreserve: insufficient physically contiguous memory
intr_memreserve: insufficient physically contiguous memory
initSail: Insufficient memory for Interrupt State Block dump.


Description: These messages are displayed during initialization and indicate that not enough memory is
available.


User Action: Check memory utilization and distribution in the kernel tunables. If possible, take crash
dump for analysis by product support personnel.


Message: avt_define_q: invalid interrupt queue size: nnnn
Invalid parameters on ServerNet Request
Invalid status on ServerNet Request: 0x nnnnnnnn
bte_error: Invalid BTE command descriptor
intr_init: qintr_map failed
ioint: invalid ioaddr 0x nnnnnnnn
ship_init: physmap failed.
PHYS_TO_VIRT: invalid address 0x nnnnnnnn
allocSNdev: out of sndev table space
snetConfig: bad cmd n
snetOpen: invalid mode 0x nnnnnnnn


Description: These are all SPAD (software) errors.


User Action: If possible, take crash dump for analysis by product support personnel. Reboot the node
into the cluster.


Table A-5 PANIC [SNET] Messages and What They Mean (page 4 of 4)
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Table A-6 [SNET] Messages and What They Mean


Messages: AVT entry 0x nnnnnnnn @ 0x nnnnnnnn: I/O Address 0x nnnnnnnn,
Type = Data
AVT entry 0x nnnnnnnn @ 0x nnnnnnnn: I/O Address = 0x nnnnnnnn,
Type = Interrupt


Description: These are two separate error cases of continuation messages that will be followed by
additional information from the access validation and translation (AVT) entry associated with
the problem. Usually this “dump” of information is accompanied by some other error
message indicating the problem. Information from the AVT entry specified by one of these
two lines is printed out to help diagnose the source of the problem.


User Action: Save this and any accompanying messages for analysis by product support personnel. See
user action for message(s) accompanying this message.


Message: Dump of Exception Packet @ 0x nnnnnnnn:


Description: This continuation message is followed by additional information from the packet in question,
which was not expected. Usually this packet “dump” is accompanied by some other error
message indicating the problem - the exception packet is dumped to help diagnose what
caused the problem. This message is usually seen in conjunction with timeouts on
ServerNet SAN requests.


User Action: Save this and any accompanying messages for analysis by product support personnel. See
user action for message(s) accompanying this message.


Message: SHIP SNet ID: 0xF0 nnn
Description: This is an informative message that is displayed during initialization. The node’s ServerNet


SAN ID is printed.


User Action: None
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B
Recovering from an Upgrade
Failure


Use this destructive installation procedure to recover from an
upgrade failure or other situation that renders your cluster
unbootable. An upgrade can fail for the following reasons:


■ .n (dot number) files exist in /etc/conf  directories
■ Multiple copies of customer modifiable system files exist in


the same directories as the current system files
■ Kernel rebuild (idbuild ) is not error-free


Use the following information to install your system from scratch:


■ Installation Overview


■ Required Software on page B-2


■ General Installation Procedures on page B-3


■ Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the Primary Node on page B-4


■ Installing NonStop Clusters on the Primary Node
on page B-11


■ Installing NonStop Clusters on Dependent Nodes
on page B-12


■ Installing the Reference Manual Pages on page B-15


Installation
Overview


You must install SCO UnixWare 2.1.2 on at least one node in the
cluster, making it the primary node. You can use a multi-port
disk subsystem to allow the primary and secondary nodes direct
access to a common disk drive for root filesystem failover. The
first of these nodes installed with the complete UnixWare release
is the primary node. Once you have installed UnixWare, you can
install the NonStop Clusters software on that node and build the
cluster kernel. Once this node is rebooted and running the new
cluster kernel, it can act as an install server to the dependent
nodes.
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The next step is to create a boot diskette on the primary node to
boot and install the remaining nodes. The boot diskette created
on the primary node is used to boot, install, and configure each
additional node. Once a node boots from the diskette, a
menu-driven installation and configuration directs you through
the remaining tasks.


Required Software You must have the following required software components:


■ The Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM


■ The NonStop Clusters Primary Node Boot Diskette for the
UnixWare package


Note If you ever need to reinstall UnixWare on the primary node of
your Integrity XC System, you must boot the system from the
NonStop Clusters Primary Node Boot Diskette instead of
using the SCO UnixWare Installation Diskette that comes
with UnixWare 2.1.2.


■ The UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM containing the
UnixWare 2.1.1 and UnixWare 2.1.2 updates


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM


■ The NonStop Clusters Host Bus Adapters Diskette containing
the Compaq drivers for the system


■ The NonStop Clusters NetFlex-3 Driver Diskette containing
version 2.17 of the ptfcnet  package


■ The NonStop Clusters Secondary Node Boot Diskette for
installing NonStop Clusters software on nodes other than the
primary node in the cluster


Optional hardware may require drivers that must be installed in
addition to required NonStop Clusters software. If so, follow the
instructions provided with each individual hardware item to
install its software.
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General
Installation
Procedures


Table B-1 lists the major categories of steps required to install
NonStop Clusters. For detailed information about each step, refer
to the specified section.


Note Use the Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM to configure every node
in the cluster.


Install UnixWare, NonStop Clusters HBA drivers, and network
adapter drives on the primary node only.


Use the NonStop Clusters Secondary Node Boot Diskette to
set up each node except the primary node.


Table B-1 General Procedure for Installing NonStop Clusters


Step Reference


Run the Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM on each node in the
cluster to set up a small SmartStart system partition on each
node’s internal disk. The Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM also
allows you to configure an optional disk array as the root file
system.


See Site Preparation and Hardware
Installation


On the primary node, boot from the NonStop Clusters
Primary Node Boot Diskette to start the installation of
UnixWare 2.1.2.


See Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the
Primary Node on page B-4


On the primary node, install HBA drivers from the
NonStop Clusters Host Bus Adapters Diskette.


See Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the
Primary Node on page B-4


On the primary node, apply the UnixWare 2.1.1 update patch
from the UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM.


See Updating UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1
on page B-8


On the primary node, apply the 2.1.2 update patch from the
UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM.


See Updating UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2
on page B-9


On the primary node, install network adapter drivers for
UnixWare 2.1.2 from the NonStop Clusters NetFlex-3 Driver
Diskette.


See Installing NetFlex-3 Drivers
on page B-10


Add any additional third party packages. See Completing the UnixWare
Installation on page B-9


On the primary node, set tunable parameters to the UnixWare
kernel.


See Reconfiguring the UnixWare Kernel
on page B-10


Use the NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare CD-ROM to
set up the primary node in the cluster.


See Installing NonStop Clusters on the
Primary Node on page B-11


Use the NonStop Clusters Secondary Node Boot Diskette
to set up each dependent node in the cluster.


See Installing NonStop Clusters on
Dependent Nodes on page B-12
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Installing
UnixWare 2.1 on
the Primary Node


After performing all the tasks described in the Site Preparation and
Hardware Installation manual, install UnixWare 2.1 on the node
that will serve as the primary node for the cluster.


In general, follow the instructional guidelines described in the
SCO UnixWare Installation Handbook, accepting reasonable
defaults and entering local network values as they apply. While
performing the following steps, refer to the sections of the SCO
UnixWare Installation Handbook that are indicated in the following
subheadings.


“Inserting the Install Diskette and Booting Your Computer”


1. Insert the UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM in the drive for
the primary node. Then, boot the node from the
NonStop Clusters UnixWare Primary Node Boot Diskette instead
of from the SCO UnixWare Installation Diskette that comes
packaged with the SCO UnixWare 2.1.2 installation CD-ROM.


“Inserting Host Bus Adapter (HBA) Diskettes”


Use the NonStop Clusters Host Bus Adapters Diskette to install
HBA drivers.


“Entering the DCU to View/Change Device Driver
Configuration”


2. Do not select the option to use the Device Configuration
Utility (DCU) when prompted. Select the default option,
Continue Installation .


“Configuring Disk Partitions (Destructive Installation)”


3. You must elect to perform a destructive installation.


4. When the Destructive Installation  options appear,
select the Display a Screen to View/Change Current
Disk Configuration  option to view a partition table for
disk 1 similar to the example illustrated in Table B-2.


Table B-2 Example of Disk 1 Partition Table with Small System Partition


Disk 1 Partitions (2048 MB)


Type Status Start End % Cylinders Size (MB)


1 System 0 4 1 5 39


2 unused


3 unused


4 unused


Number of cylinders: 522 Currently Used: 5
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On line 2 of the partition table, change the entries for the
Type , Status , and % categories so that the resulting table
looks similar to the example illustrated in Table B-3.


“Entering System Node Name (Destructive Installation)”


5. NonStop Clusters uses the node name that you specify in the
System Node Name  field as the cluster node name.


“Choosing Install Menu Options”


6. To install optional UnixWare packages, select the View or
Change Package Selection  option from the Install Menu
menu.


Note To ensure the proper operation of NonStop Clusters, the
following UnixWare packages must be selected for installation:


■ Auditing


■ Base System


■ Distributed File System Utilities


■ Internet Utilities (TCP/IP)


■ Network Support Utilities


■ OA&M


■ OS Multiprocessor Support (using the platform support
option for Intel Multiprocessor Specification architecture)


■ Remote Procedure Calls Utilities


Table B-3 Example of Disk 1 Partition Table with Active UNIX System Partition


Disk 1 Partitions (2048 MB)


Type Status Start End % Cylinders Size (MB)


1 System 0 4 1 5 39


2 UNIX System Active 5 522 99 517 2009


3 unused


4 unused


Number of cylinders: 522 Currently Used: 522
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Do not select any of the Novell support options for installation:


■ Netware Neworking


■ Netware UNIX Client


■ Netware Integration Kit


“View or Change Disk Configuration”


7. Select the View or Change Disk Configuration  option
from the Install Menu  menu.


a. To configure the partition table for the disk array
subsystem, select Disk 2 Partitions  from the Disk
Configuration  menu. Allocate the entire disk as the
active UNIX system partition so that the resulting table
looks similar to the example illustrated in Table B-4.


b. From the Disk Configuration  menu, select the File
Systems  option. See Table B-5 as a guideline for
specifying the values for the file systems.


Table B-4 Example of Disk 2 Partition Table


Disk 2 Partitions (2048 MB)


Type Status Start End % Cylinders Size (MB)


1 UNIX System Active 1 522 100 522 2048


2 unused


3 unused


4 unused


Number of cylinders: 522 Currently Used: 522


Table B-5 File Systems Table (page 1 of 2)


Name Type Size Disk


/ vxfs User configurable; must be 500–2047 2 (for RAID support and
root file system failover)


/dev/swap slice Calculated by system; do not change 1


/stand bfs Must be 40 1


/usr 1 off User configurable; must be less than 2048 1 or 2


/home off or vxfs User configurable; must be less than 2048 1 or 2


/dev/dump slice Calculated by system; do not change
except to accommodate the installation of
more memory


1
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1 Setting up separate file systems for /tmp , /var , or /var/tmp  is not recommended. If necessary, create /tmp , /var ,
or /var/tmp  as separate file systems on the disk array subsystem (Disk 2) and list these file systems in the
/etc/tnc/fdevtab  file. See the fdevtab(4)  reference manual page for more information. Space not used for /
(root), /var , /tmp , or /var/tmp  file systems can be used for user file systems, such as /home  or /home2 . Caution
should be exercised when creating user file systems on the primary node’s internal disk drive (Disk 1), because these file systems
will not be accessible during a primary node failover event.
2 The second ALTS TABLE file system in a cluster corresponds to the disk array subsystem.


As you enter sizes in the File Systems Table , note that
the amount in the Total Currently Used  field is less
than or equal to the amount in the Total Available
field.


c. From the Disk Configuration  menu, select the Disk
Operations  option. Answer no to all items to shorten
installation time. These checks were completed before
shipping.


d. Return to the Install Menu  by selecting the Return to
Previous Menu  option of the Disk Configuration
menu.


“Accept All Settings and Install Now”


8. From the Install Menu , select the Accept All Settings
and Install Now  option.


“Reinserting HBA Diskettes (if needed)”


When asked for the Host Bus Adapter diskette, use the
NonStop Clusters Host Bus Adapters Diskette.


“Identifying a Multiprocessor Platform”


9. When the Choose Platform Support Module  screen
appears, select the currently selected default setting, Intel
MP Specification .


/var 1 off User configurable; must be less than 2048 1 or 2


/home2 off or vxfs User configurable; must be less than 2048 1 or 2


/tmp 1 off Must be 64 1


/dev/volprivate slice Must be 1 1


/var/tmp 1 off Must be 64 1


ALTS TABLE slice Calculated by system; do not change 1


ALTS TABLE2 slice Calculated by system; do not change 2


Table B-5 File Systems Table (page 2 of 2)


Name Type Size Disk
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“Rebooting the System”


10. After the system reboots, a series of UNIX System
Installation  screens appear.


“Configuring Your Network Interface Card(s)”


a. At the Network Interface Card Support Utility
screen, select Cancel This Utility Without Making
Changes  from the Please Select An Option  menu.


The installation of network adapter drivers for
UnixWare 2.1.2 from the NonStop Clusters NetFlex-3
Driver Diskette occurs later in this installation procedure.


“Selecting TCP/IP Network Parameters”


b. When the Inet Setup Values from System Files
options appear, enter values in the System IP Address ,
DNS Domain Name , and DNS IP Address  fields.


“Selecting Your Mouse Type”


c. When the Mouse Selection  options appear, select 3 for
PS/2-Compatible Mouse .


After you specify user passwords for owner , root , and
administrator  in the UNIX System Installation  program,
the system boots and the login prompt is displayed. You are now
ready to install UnixWare 2.1.1.


Updating UnixWare
2.1 to 2.1.1


To update UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1, insert the UnixWare 2.1
installation CD-ROM in the drive for the primary node.


1. Exit the graphical login screen, and log in as the root user.


2. To obtain the device name for the CD-ROM drive in the
primary node, enter the following command:


ls /dev/cdrom


which returns device as an alphanumeric string of the form
cCbBt Tl L, where C is the controller, B is the bus, T is the
target, and L is the logical unit.


3. To mount the CD-ROM, enter the following command:


mount –F cdfs –r /dev/cdrom/ device /mnt


4. To add the package that updates UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1, enter
the following command:


pkgadd –d /mnt/UW211/PKGS update211
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5. During the installation of the update211  package, a series of
UnixWare Update 2.1.1  screens appear.


a. When the X/Open Single UNIX Specification
options appear, select 1 to specify the Do Not Enable
Single UNIX Specification Conformance Now  option.


b. When the Select Backup Method  options appear, select
3 to specify the Skip Backup  option. When the Backup
Warning options appear, select 2 to specify the
Continue the Installation  option.


c. When the Reboot  screen appears, press the RETURN key
to invoke the shutdown  command.


Updating UnixWare
2.1.1 to 2.1.2


To update UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2, leave the UnixWare 2.1
installation CD-ROM in the drive for the primary node.


1. Using the same device name that you used previously for the
CD-ROM drive, enter the following command to mount the
CD-ROM:


mount –F cdfs –r /dev/cdrom/c CbBt Tl L /mnt


2. To add the package that updates UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2,
enter the following command:


pkgadd –d /mnt update212


The UnixWare 2.1.2 package updates without requiring user
input.


3. After UnixWare is successfully updated to 2.1.2, unmount the
CD-ROM by entering the command:


umount /mnt


Completing the
UnixWare
Installation


To finish installing UnixWare after updating from 2.1.1 to 2.1.2,
complete the following steps:


■ Install the Compaq NetFlex-3 network adapter drivers for
UnixWare 2.1.2.


■ Configure additional Transmission Control Protocol over
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) settings.


■ Add any additional third party packages.


■ Reconfigure the UnixWare kernel by setting specified tunable
parameters.
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Installing NetFlex-3 Drivers


Perform the following steps to install the NetFlex-3 drivers:


1. Insert the NonStop Clusters NetFlex-3 Driver Update Diskette
for UnixWare 2.1.2 in the diskette drive.


2. Exit the graphical login screen and log in as the root user.


3. Enter the following commands:


cd /
pkgadd –d diskette1 ptfcnet


4. Configure the driver with the UnixWare Network
Interface Card Support Utility  by running niccfg .


5. On the summary screen of the Network Interface Card
Support Utility , select the Accept All Entries  option.
After you confirm your selection, the niccfg  utility returns
to the command-line prompt.


6. Complete the installation as indicated in the UnixWare
documentation to set network options or other site-specific
information.


Adding Third-Party Packages


Add any additional third-party packages needed to support the
application environment or hardware peripherals specific to your
use of the NonStop Clusters operating environment.


Reconfiguring the UnixWare Kernel


To install the NonStop Clusters operating environment, you must
reconfigure some of the tunable parameters in the UnixWare
kernel. Before installing NonStop Clusters, perform the following
steps:


1. Remove the Compaq wellness driver by entering the
following command:


/etc/conf/bin/idinstall –d cpqw


2. Modify the HDATLIM, SDATLIM, SVMMLIM, and HVMMLIM
tunable parameters by entering the following commands:


/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m HDATLIM 0x7fffffff
/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m SDATLIM 0x7fffffff
/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m SVMMLIM 0x7fffffff
/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m HVMMLIM 0x7fffffff
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3. Rebuild the kernel and restart the system by entering the
following commands:


/etc/conf/bin/idbuild
/etc/shutdown –i6 –g0 –y


Installing
NonStop Clusters
on the Primary
Node


After UnixWare 2.1.2 reboots, you can install NonStop Clusters on
the primary node in the cluster.


Note The tunable parameter settings for data  and vmemory  must
be set to unlimited . To verify that these tunable parameters
are set correctly, enter the following command:


ulimit –a


1. On the primary node, log in as the root user. Insert the
NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM in
the drive, and enter the following command:


pkgadd –d cdrom1 –q ncu


2. When the NonStop Clusters installation program prompts
you, specify your serial number and activation key.


For more information about serial numbers and activation
keys, see the keyadm(1M)  and licensekeys(4)  reference
manual pages.


Note After primary node installation is complete, run keyadm  to
enter your serial number and activation keys for dependent
node support.


3. When the NonStop Clusters installation program prompts
you, specify the number identifying the primary node.


For the primary node, this number must be 1, and the
primary node must be connected to port 0 on the ServerNet
SAN switch servicing the cluster.
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4. To ensure that your RAID subsystem provides root file
system failover support, specify yes  at the Enable Backup
Failover Server:  prompt.


5. Edit the /etc/hosts  file. This file must list the node name
and IP address for each node in the cluster, similar to the
following example:


# Internet host table
127.0.0.1 localhost
168.87.155.16 nscat21
168.87.155.17 nscat22 # node 2
168.87.155.18 nscat23 # node 3
168.87.155.19 nscat24 # node 4
168.87.155.20 nscat25 # node 5
168.87.155.21 nscat26 # node 6


6. Reboot the system by entering the following command from
the root (/ ) directory:


/etc/shutdown –i6 –g0 –y


During system shutdown, the idbuild(1M)  utility rebuilds the
NonStop Clusters kernel as /stand/1/unix_mp . The previous
kernel is saved as unix_mp.old . The /stand/1/boot  file contains
configuration parameters for booting the NonStop Clusters kernel
on the primary node.


Installing
NonStop Clusters
on Dependent
Nodes


After the primary node reboots, you must make a
NonStop Clusters dependent node setup diskette to use for
setting up the rest of the nodes in the cluster.


Note This procedure describes setting up dependent nodes in a
destructive installation scenario. To perform this procedure,
you must have used the Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM to set
up a small SmartStart system partition on the internal disk for
each dependent node.


1. On the primary node, insert the blank, formatted
NonStop Clusters Secondary Node Boot Diskette into the diskette
drive.
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Note By default, the NonStop Clusters Secondary Node Boot
Diskette that ships with NonStop Clusters is blank and
formatted. Use a blank, formatted diskette to make a new
NonStop Clusters dependent node setup diskette any time you
reconfigure the kernel on the primary node—after setting new
tunable parameters, for example.


To format a diskette, use the following command:


format /dev/rdsk/f03ht


2. On the primary node, enter the following commands:


cd /etc/tnc/nodeup
./make_floppy diskette1


This step can take up to 30 minutes to complete.


3. After the make_floppy  utility finishes writing to the
dependent node setup diskette, enter the following command
on the primary node:


keyadm –s


Note To ensure that you can log in as the root user on dependent
nodes later in this procedure, comment out the CONSOLE= line
in the /etc/default/login  file.


4. Write-protect the dependent node setup diskette, insert it into
the diskette drive of a dependent node, and power up the
node.


5. On the dependent node, after the NonStop Clusters kernel
boots, enter the number identifying the dependent node
within the cluster when the following prompt appears:


nodenum is required - enter nodenum []:
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For a dependent node, this number must be 2 through 6, and
the node must be connected to the port numbered one less on
the ServerNet SAN switch servicing the cluster. For example,
dependent node 4 must be connected to port 3 on the
ServerNet SAN switch.


6. On the dependent node, enter its node name when the
following prompt appears:


nodename is required - enter nodename []:


where nodename is the dependent node’s system node name
as it appears in the /etc/hosts  file.


7. On the dependent node, when the Console Login:  prompt
appears, remove the dependent node setup diskette from the
drive.


8. On the dependent node, log in as the root user.


Use the same root password that you specified when
installing UnixWare on the primary node.


9. On the dependent node, enter the following commands:


cd /etc/tnc/nodeup
./lcudcfg node


where node is the number identifying the dependent node
that you are setting up.


10. When the Node <N> Inet Setup  menu appears, enter the
dependent node’s system node name in the field labeled
Nodename:  and the dependent node’s network address in the
field labeled IP Address: . The system node name and the
network address should match the entry in the /etc/hosts
file for the dependent node being installed.


11. On the dependent node, make the following selections from
the interactive menus to set up the dependent node’s hard
disk.


a. Select the Disk 1  option from the Disk Setup menu.


b. Select the Automatic Configuration  option from the
Disk 1  configuration menu.


c. Select the Apply changes to hard disk(s)  option
from the Disk Setup  menu.


12. If you are setting up node 2, the Node 2 Services Setup
menu appears. Select the Make this Node a Backup
Failover Server  option. When the system confirms your
choice, select the Apply Changes and Exit  option.
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If you are setting up regular dependent nodes, the Node
nodenum Services Setup  menu appears, where nodenum is
the number of the dependent node. Select the Apply
Changes and Exit  option.


13. On the primary node, enter the following command:


sync
nodedown node


where node is the number identifying the dependent node you
are setting up. After the dependent node reboots, it will join
the NonStop Clusters operating environment.


To set up other dependent nodes in the cluster, use the same
dependent node setup diskette that you made with the
make_floppy  utility in Step 1 and Step 2, repeat Step 4 through
Step 11, and repeat Step 13.


Installing the
Reference Manual
Pages


The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM
includes the nscman  package of reference manual pages. Many of
the reference manual pages in the nscman  package contain usage
notes for the NonStop Clusters environment, and replace existing
UnixWare reference manual pages. The nscman  package also
contains reference manual pages to document commands,
functions, and implementations specific to NonStop Clusters. For
a list of reference manual pages included in the nscman  package to
support the NonStop Clusters operating environment, see Chapter
2, List of NonStop Cluster Management Resources.


To install the NonStop Clusters reference manual pages, log in as
the root user and enter the following command:


pkgadd –d cdrom1 nscman
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Preface


About This Book This guide is provided for use with Integrity XC systems that run
the SCO® UnixWare® operating system and
Tandem® NonStop® Clusters for SCO UnixWare single system
image clustering software. Integrity XC systems combine
Compaq ProLiant servers in a rack-mounted cluster linked by
Tandem ServerNet™ SAN technology and clustering software.


The information in this guide is for Tandem customer engineers
who will install the Integrity XC systems and for customers who
will be responsible for preparing their sites for the installation.


Installation by qualified Tandem personnel is strongly
recommended. Customers should not attempt to install their own
systems unless they have been trained by arrangement with
Tandem.


System administrators should refer to NonStop Clusters for
SCO UnixWare System Administrator’s Guide.


Organization This book is organized into the following chapters:


1 Site Requirements. Describes the site requirements you
must consider to install and use the Integrity XC system:
space, flooring, environmental, power, and security
requirements.


2 Delivery and Unpacking. Describes the steps involved in
receiving your equipment, moving it to the unpacking area,
unpacking, and preparing the equipment for installation.
Includes descriptions of the shipping containers, size and
weight data, and recommendations for material handling
equipment.


3 Rack Installation and Checkout. Describes the procedures
for positioning and stabilizing your system rack, installing
the keyboard and monitor, connecting I/O cables, and
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connecting ac power. Describes how to apply power to the
system stack and how to shut down the operating system
and remove power. Provides initial checkout procedures and
a reference to initial system configuration procedures in
Integrity XC System NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare
Administrator’s Guide.


A ServerNet SAN and SCSI Cabling. Provides cable
drawings and related drawings for reference.


B System Upgrades. Provides procedures for field upgrades
to the Integrity XC system.


Conventions The list below summarizes the general conventions followed in
this manual:


■ Constant width  type indicates:


■ File names and command names; for example, the file
named /usr/lib/uucp/System . (Because UNIX system
file names and command names are case-sensitive, you
must enter them exactly as shown.)


■ User-entered text, such as a command or a response to a
prompt; for example, ls –al | more .


■ Text that is displayed on your screen; for example,
Please enter your password .


■ Code listings and file listings.


■ Environment variables (such as TERMCAP, TZ).


■ Constants and data structure names.


■ Italic type indicates:


■ Variables whose values you supply in a command line or
file; for example, grep username /etc/passwd . In this
example, you would replace username with an actual
value.


■ Comments and explanations within a display.


■ Emphasis.


■ Document titles.


■ Square brackets around an argument on a command line
indicate that the argument is optional; for example, lpstat
[–t] . Here the –t  argument is optional.
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■ An ellipsis (...) on a command line indicates that the previous
argument can be repeated; the command vi file... is an
example. In this example, you can list multiple files to be
edited with the vi  command.


■ In syntax lines, the vertical bar separates mutually exclusive
options. For example, the following syntax line means that
you can use either the –t  or the –p  argument, but you cannot
use both in a single invocation of the pmadm command: pmadm
–l [–t type | –p pmtag] . In most actual command lines,
the vertical bar represents the UNIX pipe symbol. For
example, the following command line means the output of
the ls  command is piped to the more  command: ls –al |
more .


■ The key called the Return key may be identified as Return or
Enter on your keyboard. An implied Return occurs at the end
of each command and menu response you enter. Most
examples do not explicitly show the Return.


■ Key combinations appear in this format: Ctrl-d. You hold
down the first key of a key combination while you press the
second key. In this example, press and hold the Control key
while you type the d key.


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare manual pages are
summarized in Appendix A of the NonStop Clusters for SCO
UnixWare Administrator’s Guide manual. The manual pages
can also be viewed using the man utility. Manual pages
associated with a specific type of file system have an
appropriate extension. UFS manual pages have _ufs
extensions. NFS manual pages have _nfs  extensions. Veritas
file system manual pages have _vxfs  extensions. For
example, to specify the Veritas version of fs , enter man
fs_vxfs . For more information, see the man(1)  manual page.


Related
Publications


For additional information on Integrity XC hardware, refer to the
following books:


■ Read Me First for the Integrity XC System
Tandem part number: 420940-001


■ Compaq Rack Planning and Installation Guide for
Rack — Mountable Compaq ProLiant Servers
Tandem part number: 140417


■ Compaq ProLiant 850R Server Setup and Installation Guide
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■ Compaq ProLiant 1850R Server Setup and Installation Guide


■ Compaq Redundant Power Supply (for 1850R) Installation Card


■ Compaq ProLiant 1600 and 1600R Setup and Installation Guide


■ Compaq Hardware Installation and Configuration Card
(ProLiant 1600 and 1600R)


■ Compaq ProLiant 2500R Server Installation Guide


■ Compaq ProLiant 5500 Setup and Installation Guide For Intel
Pentium II Xeon Processor-based Servers


■ Compaq Redundant Power Supply (for 5500R) Installation Card


■ Compaq Redundant Fan Kit (for 5500R) Installation Card


■ Compaq ProLiant 6500 Setup and Installation Guide


■ Compaq Rack-Mountable Compaq Uninterruptible Power Supply
User Guide


■ Compaq ProLiant Storage System/U User Guide


■ Compaq Smart-2DH Array Controller Installation Guide


■ Compaq Smart-2DH Array Controller Reference Guide


■ Compaq Recovery Server Option User Guide


■ Compaq Flat Panel Monitor Rackmount (TFT450R) Rack Option
Kit Installation Card


■ Compaq SmartStart Installation for Servers


■ Compaq Setup, Management, and Software Products Packet


For information on the SCO UnixWare operating system and the
Tandem NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare clustering
software, refer to:


■ Integrity XC System NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare
Administrator’s Guide
Tandem part number: 420938-001


■ SCO UnixWare Media Kit
Tandem part number: 139122
Includes:


■ SCO UnixWare Installation Handbook


■ SCO UnixWare 2.1.2 Installation and Release Notes
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1
Site Requirements


This chapter discusses the factors that you must consider when
you select and prepare a site for your Integrity XC computer
system.


This chapter includes the following major topics:


■ Elements of Site Preparation


■ Site Survey (Checklist)


■ Space Requirements


■ Flooring Requirements


■ Environmental Requirements


■ Power Requirements


■ Security Requirements


Elements of Site
Preparation


You must carefully select and prepare the system site to ensure
that the installation goes smoothly and that both the system and
users can work most efficiently.


To select and prepare a location for your Integrity XC computer
system, consider the following requirements:


■ Path from receiving dock to installation area


■ Space (for unpacking, installing, and service)


■ Flooring (strength, suitability for use)


■ Environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, air
quality)


■ Power (voltage, current, noise, outlet type, proximity)
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▲ Warning Racks may not be tilted or tipped for any reason.
Some configurations are top-heavy, and any tipping
may lead to the rack falling over, causing possible
severe injury or death, as well as equipment
damage.


The 42U rack height exceeds the normal door height
of most offices. The rack must not be tipped to pass
a doorway.


Site Survey Table 1-1 is a site survey form that you can use to determine the
suitability of your site for installing an Integrity XC rack. Read
this chapter to determine the requirements that apply to the rack
you have selected. Then, make a photocopy of the site survey and
perform the site survey.


Do not attempt to install the system until you have corrected any
problems identified in the survey. Complete this survey before
ordering your system so that you can select the best rack size for
your site.


Note The 42U rack is a controlled-availability product, due to its
height and safety rules against tipping the rack. A site survey
must be performed before completing an order for a system in
a 42U rack.


The rack height in the shipping container also imposes limits
on the carrier that moves the rack from the factory to your site.
Contact your Tandem representative for more information.
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1 Include size and weight of freight-handling equipment when surveying the path.


Table 1-1 Site Survey for Integrity XC Receiving and Installation


Location Items to Check Comments


Path from
receiving dock to
installation area 1


________ Door heights Do not tip racks - see safety warnings


________ Door widths Are doors removable?


________ Hall widths


________ Hall obstacles Cables, carpets, trash cans, fountains


________ Ceiling heights


________ Overhead obstacles Light fixtures, sprinklers, cable trays


________ Slope or change in elevation Sloping floors, elevator capacity/size


________ Floor roughness/texture/gaps Elevator floor gaps, deep carpets


________ Floor obstacles Cables, raceways, door sills


________ Floor load capacity


Unpacking area ________ Proximity to install area


________ Maneuvering room Include space for pallet jack


________ Room to disassemble crate(s)


________ Room for ramp and rolloff Ramp length + safe rolloff distance


Installation area


________ Power and grounding Code-compliant, proper grounding


________ Power quality/stability Free of sags, surges, noise spikes


________ Power outlets, circuit breakers Number, capacity, type, proximity


________ External power disconnect Power cords can be disconnect point


________ Emergency power off (EPO) If EDP/computer room per NEC 645-10


________ Air conditioning capacity System and people


________ Other environmental Dust, chemicals, humidity, vibration


________ Cable handling capacity Cable accessibility, tray/raised floor


________ Floor load capacity


________ Equipment clearances Side-to-side, door swing, airflow


________ Operating and service access


________ Keyboard and monitor location (If mounted externally)
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Space
Requirements


The amount of space required for your Integrity XC computer
system depends on the peripherals you will add and the
convenience to the people who will be working with the system.
Select a location that provides easy service access to the system,
as well as access to the cable distribution system.


Select an area large enough for the system you have ordered,
allowing for future expansion and for any peripheral devices you
require at the same location.


Shipping Container
Weight and
Dimensions


You must be able to move the system rack, still in its shipping
container, from the receiving area to a point at or near the
installation site. You will need freight-handling equipment, such
as a pallet jack, to move the container. Table 1-2 lists the shipping
weight of fully loaded system rack configurations with pallet,
packing materials, and unloading ramp.


1 Outer dimensions are total height by pallet width and pallet depth. For domestic packs, the carton width and depth are less than
the pallet width and depth.


Manuals, software distribution media, cables, and accessories are
packaged in conventional cardboard boxes and may be banded to
a second pallet.


Make certain that the material-handling equipment has sufficient
rated capacity to lift and maneuver the pallet. All floors and
elevators in the transport path must be rated to safely handle the
combined weight of the pallet and the freight-handling
equipment.


Table 1-2 Shipping Weight and Dimensions of Integrity XC Racks


Rack Style Pack Type
Outer Dimensions 1


(H by W by D)
Shipping Weight
(Maximum)


42U US domestic 228.6 by 102.9 by 92.2 cm (90 x 40.5 x 36.312 in) 476.3 kg (1050 lb)


International
(crate)


231 by 102.9 by 92.2 cm (91 x 40.5 x 36.312 in) 499 kg (1100 lb)


36U US domestic 191.1 by 95.25 by 81 cm (75.25 x 37.5 x 31.875 in) 394.6 kg (870 lb)


International
(crate)


193.7 by 95.25 by 81 cm (76.25 x 37.5 x 31.875 in) 417.3 kg (920 lb)


22U US domestic 139 by 95.25 by 81 cm (54.75 x 37.5 x 31.875 in) 294.8 kg (650 lb)


International
(crate)


141.6 by 95.25 by 81 cm (55.75 x 37.5 x 31.875 in) 317.5 kg (700 lb)
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Make sure that the doors and hallways leading to the installation
site are large enough for the containers and the freight-handling
equipment. Refer to Chapter 2, Delivery and Unpacking, for
additional packaging details.


System Rack
Dimensions


Figure 1-1 shows the outside dimensions of the system rack.
Figure 1-2 shows clearance requirements for door swings, airflow,
inter-cabinet spacing, and service access. Use these dimensions to
plan your space requirements.


There is no minimum side-to-side clearance between enclosures.
You can install racks against a wall or coupled to an adjacent rack
with a coupling kit.


Service Access The rack requires at least 61 cm (24 in) minimum clearance in
front and 61 cm (24 in) at the rear for service access. For optimal
access, allow for 92 cm (36 in) as a minimum service access from
the rear of the rack and 122 cm (48 in) as a minimum service
access from the front of the rack. This leaves room for the
installation of slide-mounted units. Local regulations and
procedures may require greater clearance. You can access all
internal cable connections through the rear door, and you can
extend most of the units on slide rails at the front door.
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Figure 1-1 System Rack Outside Dimensions


140803-9


B
(note 1)


C


Note:


1. Add 0.95 cm (0.375 in) per
side for side panel trim insert.


2. Add 20.3 cm (8 in) to front
and 25.4 cm (10 in) to each
side for rack stabilizers. (note 2)


A


A B C


42U


22U


36U


85.09 cm
33.50 in


59.8
23.56


172.5
67.97


SameSame


216.66
85.30


60.96
24


87.55 cm
34.49 in


127.73
50.29
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Figure 1-2 System Rack Clearance Requirements


140803-7


58.74 cm
(23.125 in)


58.74 cm
(23.125 in)


(note C)


(note A)


(note A) 20.32 cm


55.88 cm
(22 in)


(note B)


(10 in)


Top View
81.75 cm
(33.5 in)


59.1 cm
(23.25 in)


Note:


A Minimum door swing for service is 90 degrees,
maximum door swing is 135 degrees.


B Rack stabilizers required on all installations.


C Minimum recommended rear service
access clearance is 76 cm (30 in).


(8 in)


Minimum recommended front service
access clearance is 122 cm (48 in).


Stabilizers are omitted on sides flush to
adjacent racks. 22U rack has front
stabilizer only.
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Peripheral Devices Allow space for any peripheral devices you need to attach to the
system, such as a printer or an externally mounted monitor and
keyboard.


Storage You should provide for storage of system-related material:


■ Archive data storage — Provide safe on-site and off-site
storage areas for system data when you prepare for system
installation. A secure cabinet for on-site storage of backup
tapes is recommended, and the off-site storage area should
provide security against fire, theft, dust, stray magnetic
fields, water, and earthquake damage (where applicable).


■ Archival software storage — Provide safe storage for all the
Compaq, SCO, and Tandem CD-ROM software distribution
media. Consider backing up the distribution media to tape
and storing the backup tapes and the original CD-ROMs at
different locations.


■ Supply storage — Provide convenient storage for expendable
supplies, such as printer ribbons, toner cartridges, paper, and
cleaning tapes.


Provide a small bookshelf or a storage cabinet shelf close to
the system for storing hardcopy manuals.


Cable Distribution You can route cables for the system rack out of the top of the rack
or through the bottom of the rack. Do not run exposed cables
across the floor.


▲ Warning Exposed cables are a tripping hazard to personnel
and the cables can be damaged by being stepped
on or snagged.


Flooring
Requirements


The floor of the site you select must be able to support the
combined weight of the system components, peripheral
equipment, supplies, furniture, and people located at that site.
The floor coverings should have antistatic properties and be
suitable for a computer environment.
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Floor Loading Extra-wide-wheel swivel casters and leveling jackscrews support
the system rack. Once the rack is in position and aligned properly,
the jackscrews should be extended to evenly distribute the rack
weight between the casters and the jackscrews. Table 1-3 lists the
weight and floor loading values for a system rack.


Floor loading for a system rack is determined by dividing the
system weight by the area of a rectangle bounded by the cabinet
sides (59.1 cm or 23.25 in) and the center lines of the service aisles.
The table provides calculated floor loading for two typical aisle
sizes:


■ Aisle size A dimensions (minimum) = 61 cm (24 in) front and
61 cm (24 in) rear, loaded floor area = 0.8434 m2 (1337 in2)


■ Aisle size B dimensions (recommended) = 121.9 cm (48 in)
front and 91.4 cm (36 in) rear, loaded floor area = 1.1136 m2


(1755 in2)


Floor Coverings Flooring at the site should contain a means to reduce static
electricity. Special antistatic floor tiles or coverings are
recommended. Avoid using carpeting as a floor covering if
possible.


∆ Caution Do not install computer equipment on unsealed
concrete floors. Such floors constantly flake off
highly abrasive dust particles that can damage
moving parts and shorten the lifetime of your
equipment.


Table 1-3 Component Weights and Floor Loading


Component
Weight (fully
loaded) Loading (A) Loading (B)


42U rack 460 kg (1015 lb) 545.4 kg-f/m2


(0.759 lb-f/in2)
413.1 kg-f/m2


(0.578 lb-f/in2)


36U rack 378 kg (835 lb) 448.0 kg-f/m2


(0.625 lb-f/in2)
339.4 kg-f/m2


(0.476 lb-f/in2)


22U rack 279 kg (615) lb 330.8 kg-f/m2


(0.460 lb-f/in2)
250.5 kg-f/m2


(0.350 lb-f/in2
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Environmental
Requirements


The site you select and prepare for the Integrity XC computer
system must meet the requirements specified in this section for
temperature, humidity, altitude, airborne contaminants, and heat
dissipation.


Temperature and
Humidity


Table 1-4 lists the environmental characteristics of the
Integrity XC commercial (CM) systems under operating
conditions.


Airborne
Contaminants


Dirt and pollutants can adversely affect the reliability of the
system. Dust, in particular, accelerates wear on CD-ROM drives,
floppy disk drives, and digital audio tape (DAT) drives. (The disk
drives are sealed units and are protected from dust.) Dust can
also reduce the cooling efficiency of the system. Dust buildup can
restrict airflow and cause the internal temperature of the system
to exceed design limits.


You should take precautions to maintain a clean, dust-free
environment. If there is dust or other pollutants in the area where
you plan to put your system, consider installing additional dust
filtration devices in the air conditioning equipment for that area.


Heat Dissipation The site you choose for the system must be capable of dissipating
the heat load without causing a significant increase in room
temperature. (One ton of air conditioning is required for each
12,000 Btu per hour of heat generated.)


Although the standard system’s limit for room temperature is
35 °C (95 °F), operate the equipment in the human comfort zone
to provide optimal reliability and longest equipment lifetime.
Elevated temperatures reduce the optional uninterruptible power
supply (UPS) battery capacity and lifetime.


Table 1-4 Environment Requirements for Operating


Characteristic Specification Limits


Temperature


Operating limits +10 to +35 °C (+50 to +95 °F)


Heat load (max, 1 PDU) 9011 Btu/hr maximum


Heat load (max, 2 PDU) 18022 Btu/hr maximum


Humidity


Operating limits 20% to 80%, noncondensing
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Power
Requirements


The ac input power for the Integrity XC computer system must
meet the requirements specified in this section.


Power Summary Integrity XC racks are available in four basic ac power options:


■ Low voltage (120 Vac, 60 Hz) — USA, North America


■ Low voltage (100 Vac, 50/60 Hz) — Japan


■ High voltage (230 Vac, 50/60 Hz) — International


■ High voltage (208 Vac, 50/60 Hz) — North America


Each unit within the Integrity XC rack has its own ac power
supply and ac line cord, and some servers have multiple power
supplies and line cords. Site ac power is distributed to these units
through one or two power distribution units (PDUs) attached to
the rack side rails.


Each PDU has an input ac power cord, two circuit breakers, and
12 ac outlet receptacles (six per circuit breaker). The base system
rack comes with a single PDU that is limited to 2640 VA. An
optional second PDU allows up to 5280 VA in a single rack.


An optional uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is available for
use in Integrity XC racks. The UPS provides battery backup in
case of a loss of primary ac input power. If a UPS is installed, that
UPS has a line cord that connects to site ac power and a dedicated
outlet that feeds the PDU input. The UPS also has spare ac power
outlets.


If a UPS is installed, there must be one UPS per PDU in the rack.
There are currently four UPS models available, a low-voltage
North American model, a low-voltage Japanese model, a
high-voltage international model, and a high-voltage
North American model.


Detailed Power
Requirements


Table 1-5 summarizes the ac power requirements for the low
voltage racks for North America and Japan. The requirements in
the table assume a fully loaded rack to ensure that the original
power connections are sufficient for system growth.
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Table 1-6 summarizes the ac power requirements for the
international high voltage rack. The requirements in this table
assume a fully loaded rack to ensure that the original power
connections are sufficient for system growth.


Table 1-5 Rack Power Requirements (Low-Voltage Racks)


Input Power PDU Only
North American/USA
UPS Japanese UPS


Line voltage 100-120 Vac 100-120 Vac (programmed
for 120 Vac nominal)


100-120 Vac (programmed
for 100 Vac nominal)


Frequency 60 Hz 60 Hz 50/60 Hz (autosensing)


Phase Single phase, three-wire
with isolated earth ground


Single phase, three-wire
with isolated earth ground


Single phase, three-wire
with isolated earth ground


Volt-amperes 2640 VA maximum per PDU
(two PDUs maximum per
rack)


2640 VA maximum per UPS
(one UPS per PDU)


2640 VA maximum per UPS
(one UPS per PDU)


Current 22 A rms maximum (per
power cord) at 120 Vac


22 A rms maximum (per
power cord) at 120 Vac


26.4 A rms maximum (per
power cord) at 100 Vac


Service One 30 A branch circuit
with overcurrent protection
for single-PDU system


One 30 A branch circuit
with overcurrent protection
for single-PDU system


One 30 A branch circuit
with overcurrent protection
for single-PDU system


Two separate 30 A branch
circuits with overcurrent
protection for dual-PDU
system


Two separate 30 A branch
circuits with overcurrent
protection for dual-PDU
system


Two separate 30 A branch
circuits with overcurrent
protection for dual-PDU
system


Site ac power
outlet(s)


NEMA-L5-30R (North
America/USA),


NEMA-L6-30R (Japan)


NEMA-L5-30R NEMA-L6-30R


Table 1-6 Rack Power Requirements (High-Voltage Rack —
International) (page 1 of 2)


Input Power PDU Only International UPS


Line voltage 208-240 Vac 208-240 Vac (programmed for 230 Vac
nominal)


Frequency 50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz (autosensing)


Phase Single phase, three-wire with isolated
earth ground


Single phase, three-wire with isolated earth
ground


Volt-amperes 2640 VA maximum per PDU
(two PDUs maximum per rack)


2640 VA maximum per UPS
(One UPS per PDU)


Current 11 A rms maximum (per power cord) at
240 Vac


11 A rms maximum (per power cord) at
240 Vac
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Table 1-7 summarizes the ac power requirements for the North
American variant of the high-voltage rack.


Single or Dual Input
Power Circuits


Each system rack requires one or two dedicated single-phase ac
branch circuits. No other equipment can be on these lines. Systems
that have dual power cords and dual UPS/PDU configurations
are designed for maximum protection against ac input power
failures. For these features to work properly, the two ac power
branch circuits must be kept as separate as possible. The fewer
components in common between the ac power branch circuits, the
less chance there is of a single failure bringing down both power
sources.


Service One 20 A branch circuit with overcurrent
protection for single-PDU system


One 20 A branch circuit with overcurrent
protection for single-PDU system


Two separate 20 A branch circuits with
overcurrent protection for dual-PDU
system


Two separate 20 A branch circuits with
overcurrent protection for dual-PDU
system


Site ac power
outlet(s)


IEC 309 receptacle IEC 309 receptacle


Table 1-6 Rack Power Requirements (High-Voltage Rack —
International) (page 2 of 2)


Input Power PDU Only International UPS


Table 1-7 Rack Power Requirements (High-Voltage Rack — North America)


Input Power PDU Only High-Voltage North American UPS


Line voltage 208-240 Vac 208-240 Vac (programmed for 208 Vac
nominal)


Frequency 50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz (autosensing)


Phase Single phase, three-wire with isolated
earth ground


Single phase, three-wire with isolated earth
ground


Volt-amperes 2640 VA maximum per PDU
(two PDUs maximum per rack)


2640 VA maximum per UPS
(One UPS per PDU)


Current 11 A rms maximum (per power cord) at
240 Vac


11 A rms maximum (per power cord) at
240 Vac


Service One 20 A branch circuit with overcurrent
protection for single-PDU system


One 20 A branch circuit with overcurrent
protection for single-PDU system


Two separate 20 A branch circuits with
overcurrent protection for dual-PDU
system


Two separate 20 A branch circuits with
overcurrent protection for dual-PDU
system


Site ac power
outlet(s)


NEMA L6-20R NEMA L6-20R
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Primary source circuit over-current protection must comply with
applicable codes. The site must provide primary source circuit
over-current protection on each branch circuit.


▲ Warning Safe operation of the equipment requires that the
site wiring have circuit breakers of the proper
rating. Otherwise, a hazard to personnel or
equipment may result. Integrity XC low voltage
systems require 30 A circuit breakers, and
Integrity XC high voltage systems require 20 A
breakers on each branch circuit.


The primary power source required for each ac input is a three-
wire, single-phase, grounded neutral source with third-wire
safety earth grounding. No conduit grounding is allowed. This
type of power system is defined by UL 1950 and IEC 950 safety
standards as a type TN-S system.


▲ Warning A qualified electrician must perform all connections
to ac power (mains) and to safety earth grounds. All
electrical wiring must comply with the National
Electrical Code (NEC) in the U.S. and with other
applicable code requirements. For sites in other
countries, all electrical wiring must comply with the
applicable safety and regulatory requirements for
that country.


Power Cords and
Plugs


Table 1-8 lists the ac power plug types supplied with the
Integrity XC system rack. The power cords are integral to the
low-voltage PDUs and UPS units. The high-voltage PDUs and
UPS units have detachable power cords.
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▲ Warning Do not use an extension cord with the rack power
cord(s). Extension cords may create hazards to
personnel and equipment and may interfere with
reliable equipment operation.


Figure 1-3 shows the IEC309 connector plug for international use
outside of North America and Japan.


Table 1-8 Power Cord and Plug Types


Region and Voltage
Power
Input Plug Length


Tandem
Product ID


Low Voltage (120 Vac):


North America, Japan PDU NEMA L5-30P 3.6 m (12 ft) Built-in


North America UPS NEMA L5-30P 3.05 m (10 ft) Built-in


Japan UPS NEMA L6-30P 3.05 m (10 ft) Built-in


High Voltage (240 Vac):


International (EC/EFTA
countries and all other
locations outside of North
America and Japan)


PDU/UPS IEC 309 2.8 m (9.2 ft) detachable
IEC 309 to IEC 320-C19


North America PDU NEMA L6-20P 3.6 m (12 ft) detachable
NEMA L6-20P to
IEC 320-C19


XCCPW-NA
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Figure 1-3 Power Input Connection — International (IEC 309)


Uninterruptible
Power Supply


Integrity XC systems may be equipped with an optional UPS,
providing ride through of transient power losses and an orderly
shutdown for longer-term power outages.


Consider dual UPS systems if you require ac power of the highest
availability.


Installation in an
Electronic Data
Processing/
Computer Room


There are special safety requirements for systems installed in
electronic data processing (EDP)/computer rooms in the U.S., as
defined in the National Electrical Code (NEC) Article 645 and in
NFPA 75-1992, Standard for the Protection of Electronic
Computer/Data Processing Equipment. Many, perhaps most,
computer installations do not fit this definition and are not
covered by the specific requirements of Article 645.


Article 645-10 requires that the facility have a means of shutting
down power, closing smoke dampers, and shutting down air
conditioning. The controls must be located adjacent to the
principal exit doors. Typically, a site has push-button emergency
power off (EPO) switches that control a set of relays that actually
disconnect main ac power.


In addition to the main ac power control, any UPS system with
more than 750 VA capacity installed in an EDP/computer room is
also required to have an EPO capability. The EPO requirement
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Earth Ground
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applies to Integrity XC computer systems equipped with the
optional UPS. The EPO input connection is located on the rear of
the optional UPS.


Dual-UPS systems require separate EPO connections to each UPS
in order to comply with the requirements of Article 645.


Refer to Rack-Mountable Compaq Uninterruptible Power Supply User
Guide, Compaq part number 296277-002, for more information on
the UPS unit and the EPO connections.


Security
Requirements


When you prepare the site for your system, carefully consider
both physical and system data security. Some recommendations
include:


■ You should be able to control physical access to the area that
houses the system and on-site archive storage facilities.


■ You should be able to control access to the Integrity XC
system console.


■ You should use the system and network security features that
are available to you in the system software.


■ You should develop and enforce consistent policies
concerning passwords, required password update intervals,
and levels of access consistent with the user’s needs.
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2
Delivery and Unpacking


This chapter explains the steps you should take for receiving and
unpacking your Integrity XC computer system. It also provides
guidelines for short-term storage of the system if you do not
intend to install it immediately.


This chapter includes the following major topics:


■ Receiving the System


■ Background Information for Unpacking


■ Moving the Rack to the Unpack Area


■ Unpacking the Rack in the International Pack


■ Unpacking the Rack in the Domestic Pack


■ Unloading the Pallet


■ Completing the Unpacking


▲ Warning Racks may not be tilted or tipped for any reason.
Some configurations are top-heavy, and any tipping
may lead to the rack falling over, causing possible
severe injury or death, as well as equipment
damage.


The 42U rack height exceeds the normal door height
of most offices. The rack must not be tipped to pass
a doorway.
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Receiving the
System


Your Integrity XC system shipment consists of a pallet for the
system rack and a pallet for the optional expansion rack, if one is
included in your order. Additional cartons contain cables,
documentation, software distribution media, rack accessories,
and optional equipment ordered with your system.


When the carrier delivers your system, you will receive a packing
list that identifies the major items shipped. Perform the following
steps when the carrier delivers your system:


1. Inspect the exterior of all cartons on arrival, and check the tilt
and shock indicators on the rack package. Note any damages,
excess tilt or shock indications, or shortages on the delivery
receipt or bill of lading. Make sure that the driver has signed
the delivery receipt before leaving your site.


Report any damages or shortages to the shipping agent and
request instructions for filing a claim. The carrier, not
Tandem, is responsible for missing cartons and shipping
damage.


2. If there are any damages or shortages, also contact the
Tandem NonStop Support Center or your local Tandem
office to arrange for help by a Tandem customer engineer.
The customer engineer can make arrangements for repair or
replacement of damaged items.


3. Do not attempt to proceed with the installation until all
delivery problems are resolved. Retain all receipts and
packing materials in case there are concealed damages or
shortages.


Background
Information for
Unpacking


This section provides information that you need to know before
you begin unpacking the equipment. Review the information in
this section, and verify that you have all the necessary safety
equipment and material handling equipment before you attempt
to move or unpack your system. Detailed instructions for
unpacking the Integrity XC system appear in following sections.


Integrity XC systems are rack mounted in one of three rack types,
identified by the rack mounting rail capacity in modular U units
(1 U = 1.75 in): They are:


■ 42U rack - 186.7 cm (73.5 in)


■ 36U rack - 160 cm (63 in)


■ 22U rack - 97.8 cm (38.5 in)
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Note The “U” rating for a rack specifies the vertical mounting rail
height, not the overall rack height.


System weights may vary greatly, even within the same rack type,
depending on the base system and selected options. Table 1-2 on
page 1-4 lists the maximum shipping weights and dimensions for
each rack type in both the U.S. domestic pack and the
international pack. These shipping weights exclude the separate
cartons for manuals, cables, software, and accessories.


The domestic and international shipping packs are both
pallet-based packing designs. The pallet includes shock-absorbing
skids that are properly spaced for a pallet jack.


You will need heavy freight-handling equipment to transport the
pallet from the receiving area to the installation area. For optimal
maneuverability, use a manually operated hydraulic pallet jack to
move the shipping container.


▲ Warning Do not use a forklift to move the 42U rack pallet.
Some 42U rack configurations are top-heavy, and
the fast acceleration, braking, and high lift height
capability of a forklift represent a serious tipping
hazard.


Use a manually operated hydraulic pallet jack or
similar low and slow freight-handling device to move
the 42U rack pallet.


Do not tip the rack at any time.


Figure 2-1 shows the exterior dimensions of the 42U rack in the
international shipping container, and Figure 2-2 shows the
dimensions for the 36U and 22U racks in the international
shipping container. Figure 2-3 shows the exterior dimensions of
the 42U, 36U, and 22U racks in the domestic pack. Additional
cartons may be banded or wrapped to standard pallets.
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An Open Me First envelope is located in a separate carton. This
envelope includes a contents list for your order. Use this list while
unpacking your system to verify that you have received all the
items that you ordered.


Figure 2-1 42U Rack Pack Dimensions — International Pack
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Figure 2-2 36U and 22U Rack Pack Dimensions — International Pack
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Figure 2-3 42U, 36U, and 22U Rack Pack Dimensions — Domestic Pack


Moving the Rack
to the Unpack
Area


As described in the Site Survey (Table 1-1), make sure that the
path from the unloading dock to the unpacking area has the
clearances and load-bearing capacity for the shipping pallets and
the freight-handling equipment.
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∆ Caution Unpack the system as close as possible to the final
installation location. The Integrity XC rack includes
casters, but the casters are not shock-mounted and
are intended only for final positioning of the system
on a smooth, hard floor or a short-pile carpet. Do not
roll the rack over asphalt pavement, gravel, or other
rough surfaces, as this may damage system
components and ruin the casters.


An unloading ramp, banded to the outside of the system pack,
allows you to roll the rack off of the pallet. Make sure that there is
room in the unpack area to install the ramp and maneuver the
rack off the end of the ramp.


1. Using heavy freight-handling equipment, move the shipping
pallet as close as possible to your planned installation
location. Your system is less likely to be damaged if it is
moved within its protective pack.


▲ Warning Do not use a forklift to move the 42U rack pallet.
Some 42U rack configurations are top-heavy, and
the fast acceleration, braking, and high lift height
capability of a forklift represent a serious tipping
hazard. Use a manually operated hydraulic pallet
jack or similar low and slow freight-handling device
to move the 42U pallet.


Do not tip any rack (42U, 36U, or 22U) to clear
doorways or other overhead obstructions. The rack
may be top heavy, and tipping represents a hazard
to both people and equipment.


2. Unpack the rack as described in either Unpacking the Rack in
the International Pack or in Unpacking the Rack in the
Domestic Pack on page 2-10.
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Unpacking the
Rack in the
International Pack


The international pack has a large wood and plywood crate
assembled on the shipping pallet, as shown in Figure 2-4.


You will need the following tools and equipment to unpack your
system:


■ Safety glasses or other eye protection
■ Diagonal cutting pliers or heavy-duty shears
■ Pry bar or very large flat blade screwdriver


1. Observe the following warnings throughout the entire
unpacking procedure:


▲ Warning Wear safety glasses or other eye protection when
cutting the banding straps. The straps are steel or
stiff nylon and are under tension. The ends snap
back when cut, and could cause an eye injury.


Do not tip or drop the rack, in or out of the shipping
container. A dropped or tipped rack can result in
severe injuries to personnel and damage to the
system.


Unpack and unload only on a level floor to prevent
uncontrolled motion of the rack. Have sufficient
personnel present (two or three people) to safely
control the rolling rack.


Verify that the rack leveling screws are fully
retracted before rolling the rack to prevent snagging
hazards.
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Figure 2-4 42U Rack Unpacking Details — International Pack


2. Locate the side of the crate marked Keep This Side Clear for
Unpacking — Ramp Attachment Below. Orient the pallet so
there is a minimum 2.75 m (9 ft) clear space on this side for
unloading.


3. Carefully lower the pallet to the floor and remove the freight-
handling equipment. Get two or three people to help if you
need to move the pallet. Verify that the pallet is level.
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4. You will need eye protection for Steps 4 through 6. A
horizontal band holds the unloading ramp to the
international shipping crate. Support the ramp so that it does
not fall free, and cut the horizontal band. Set the ramp aside
for use in Unloading the Pallet.


5. Cut the two vertical bands that secure the crate to the pallet.


6. The crate front is held in place by four spring steel corner
clips. Use a pry bar or very large screwdriver to pry the
lower two clips loose from the crate.


Support the crate front so that it does not fall free, and pry
loose the two remaining clips. Remove the crate door and set
it aside.


7. With two or three people, lift the remaining three-sided crate
away from the system and off the back of the pallet. Set the
crate aside.


8. Skip ahead to the procedure entitled Unloading the Pallet on
page 2-13.


Unpacking the
Rack in the
Domestic Pack


The domestic pack has a padded cardboard carton assembled on
the shipping pallet, as shown in Figure 2-5.


You will need the following tools and equipment to unpack your
system:


■ Safety glasses or other eye protection
■ Diagonal cutting pliers or heavy-duty shears
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1. Observe the following warnings throughout the entire
unpacking procedure:


▲ Warning Wear safety glasses or other eye protection when
cutting the banding straps. The straps are steel or
stiff nylon and are under tension. The ends snap
back when cut, and could cause an eye injury.


Do not tip or drop the rack, in or out of the shipping
container. A dropped or tipped rack can result in
severe injuries to personnel and damage to the
system.


Unpack and unload on a level floor only to prevent
uncontrolled motion of the rack. Have sufficient
personnel present (two or three people) to safely
control a rolling rack.


Verify that the rack leveling screws are fully
retracted before rolling the rack to prevent snagging
hazards.


2. Locate the side of the carton marked Keep This Side Clear for
Unpacking — Ramp Attachment Below. Orient the pallet so
there is a minimum 2.75 m (9 ft) clearance space on this side
for unloading.


3. You will need eye protection for this step. Support the ramp
so that it does not fall free, and cut the bands that secure the
ramp and the carton.


a. Set the ramp aside for use in the procedure entitled
Unloading the Pallet on page 2-13.


b. Lift off the cardboard cap and set it aside.
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Figure 2-5 42U Rack Unpacking Details — Domestic Pack
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4. For the 36U and 22U racks only, unlatch and remove the
shipping plugs as follows:


Unfold the corrugated overwrap and set it aside. Install the
shipping plugs in the matching holes for storage.


5. For the 36U and 22U racks only, open the shipping latches as
shown in the following diagram and remove the end stops
from the pallet.


6. Go on to Unloading the Pallet.


Unloading the
Pallet


You will need the following tools and equipment for this
procedure:


■ Safety glasses or other eye protection


■ Diagonal cutting pliers or heavy-duty shears


■ Adjustable open-end wrench (1 in capacity)


■ Socket wrench, with 3/8 and 5/16 in sockets (42U rack only)


■ Two or three people to help control the rack motion on the
unloading ramp


1


2


Pinch together to unlock.


Pull to remove.


1


2


Turn counterclockwise to unlock.


Swing back to release.
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▲ Warning Unpack and unload on a level floor only to prevent
uncontrolled motion of the rack. Have sufficient
personnel present (two or three people) to safely
control a rolling rack.


1. Locate the unloading ramp, and orient it to the pallet as
shown in Figure 2-6. Make sure that the ramp is flush against
the pallet, so there is no gap to trap the rack casters. Secure
the ramp to the pallet with the Velcro straps provided.


2. The rack has a leveling foot at each corner. With the
adjustable wrench, raise all four of the rack leveling feet as
high as they will go. This prevents a snagging hazard that
can cause a rolling cabinet to tip over.


▲ Warning Verify that the rack leveling screws are fully
retracted before rolling the rack to prevent snagging
hazards.
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Figure 2-6 Unloading the 42U Rack from the Pallet


3. For the 42U rack only, use the socket wrench to unbolt the
four L-shaped shipping brackets that secure the rack to the
pallet. Each shipping bracket has two machine screws that go
into the rack base, and a third carriage bolt that goes into the
pallet base. Set the shipping clamps and mounting hardware
aside.


4. You will need eye protection for this step. Cut the bands that
secure the rack to the pallet and remove the protective corner
caps.
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▲ Warning Use enough people to safely control rack motion
down the ramp and onto the floor. Do not allow the
rack to roll freely, as a minor obstruction could
snag the casters and tip the rack.


5. With the rack still in its protective inner wrap, use two or
three people to gently guide the rack down the ramp and off
the end of the ramp to the floor.


6. Remove the protective bubble wrap and the antistatic bag
from the rack and set them aside.


7. Carefully move the rack on its casters to the final installation
location.


▲ Warning Do not tilt the rack, in or out of the shipping
container. A tilted rack could result in severe
injuries to personnel and damage to the system.


∆ Caution The Integrity XC rack casters are not shock-
mounted and are intended only for final positioning
of the system on a smooth, hard floor or a short-pile
carpet. Do not roll the rack over asphalt pavement,
gravel, or other rough surfaces, as this may damage
system components and ruin the casters.


8. Go on to the next procedure, Completing the Unpacking.
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Completing the
Unpacking


You will need the following tools and equipment for this
procedure:


■ Safety glasses or other eye protection
■ Small diagonal cutting pliers or electrician’s scissors
■ #3 Phillips screwdriver


1. Locate the door keys and license keys in an envelope attached
to the front door. Open the front and rear doors and remove
the bubble wrap behind the doors.


2. Open the front door and locate the shipping restraints
installed at the lower left and right corners of each of the
heavy components. Each shipping restraint consists of a
standard rack mounting screw, a large (1 in) metal washer,
and a nylon or plastic washer.


3. Working on one shipping restraint at a time, perform the
following steps:


a. Use the #3 Phillips screwdriver to remove the shipping
restraint mounting screw.


b. Remove the two washers and set them aside for possible
future reshipment.


c. Reinstall and secure the mounting screw.


d. Go on to the next shipping restraint.


4. At the rear of the rack, remove any filler material separating
the various rack components.


5. Locate the red cable ties that secure the cable management
arms to the rear rail of the rack. Cut each of these cable ties,
taking care not to cut any cable ties that are used to bundle
cables.


▲ Warning Do not attempt to extend any rack component on
slide rails until the rack is stabilized, as described in
Chapter 3, Rack Installation and Checkout. The rack
can tip over if a component is extended before the
rack is properly stabilized.


6. Remove all packing materials from the area. Save the reusable
packing materials for reshipment if necessary.
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This completes the unpacking procedure. Go on to Chapter 3,
Rack Installation and Checkout.
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3
Rack Installation and Checkout


This chapter provides the information that you need to install an
Integrity XC computer rack at a site prepared as described in
Chapter 1, Site Requirements. The chapter is divided into the
following major sections:


■ Positioning and Leveling the Rack


■ Coupling the Racks


■ Stabilizing the Rack(s)


■ Installing the Rack Safety Ground


■ Installing the Keyboard and Monitor


■ Input/Output Connections


■ Connecting System Power


■ System Power-Up and Power-Down Procedures


■ Initial System Checkout


■ Initial System Configuration


Positioning and
Leveling the Rack


Before beginning this procedure, you should have already
unpacked and unloaded the rack from the shipping pallet as
described in Chapter 2, Delivery and Unpacking.


You will need the following tools for this procedure:


■ Adjustable open-end wrench (1 in capacity)
■ Carpenter’s level or similar spirit level
■ #3 Phillips screwdriver


1. If the rack is to be bolted to an adjacent rack, remove the
intervening side panels as described in Compaq Rack Planning
and Installation Guide.
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2. Maneuver the rack into its final location, and verify that the
location meets the clearance requirements of Figure 1-2 on
page 1-7.


Be sure to allow space for the stabilizing feet as shown in the
figure. All racks require a front stabilizing foot. 42U and 36U
racks require left and right side stabilizing feet. Coupled 42U
or 36U racks require stabilizing feet at the left and right
outside of the rack pair.


3. Align the rack front and sides with adjacent racks, if any.


4. With the adjustable wrench, lower all four leveling feet until
the weight of the rack is lifted off the casters.


∆ Caution The weight of the rack must be fully carried on the
rack leveling feet. The rack casters are provided for
short-term use in unloading and positioning the
rack.


5. Use a carpenter’s level or similar spirit level to determine if
the rack is level, and adjust the leveling feet as needed to
level the rack.


Coupling the
Racks


If you have a dual-rack 42U or 36U system, you will need to
couple the racks together with a rack coupling kit. The rack
coupling kits include mounting hardware and coordinated
cosmetic panels.


Compaq offers rack coupling kits for the 7000 series racks:


■ 42U — Coupling kit for rack 7142, Compaq part number
165664-001


■ 36U — Coupling kit for rack 4136, Compaq part number
303657-B21


The coupling kit is included with the Integrity XC 42U or 36U
expansion rack offered by Tandem.


Follow the instructions provided in Compaq Rack Planning and
Installation Guide to install the rack coupling kit.
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Stabilizing the
Rack(s)


The rack or coupled pair of racks must be stabilized before you
can extend any component on slide rails.


▲ Warning Do not attempt to extend any rack component on
slide rails until the rack is stabilized.


Do not attempt to extend more than one rack
component on slide rails at the same time. The
keyboard drawer is the sole exception to this rule.


Certain rack configurations are top-heavy, and
extending excess weight could cause the rack to tip
over, causing serious injuries or death.


The 22U rack has a single front stabilizing foot. Follow the
instructions provided in Compaq Rack Planning and Installation
Guide to install the 22U rack stabilizing foot.


The 42U rack has three identical stabilizing feet. You must mount
one stabilizing foot at the front, and the other two stabilizing feet
at the left and right side of the rack. For a rack pair, you must
install two stabilizing feet at the front (one per rack) and a
stabilizing foot at the outer left and right side of the rack pair.


Follow the instructions provided in Compaq Rack Planning and
Installation Guide to install the 42U or 36U rack stabilizing feet at
the front, left, and right sides of the rack or rack pair.


▲ Warning Tandem safety rules for the 42U and 36U racks
require stabilizing feet on coupled racks as well as
on single racks, due to the top-heaviness of some
configurations.


Open the rear door of the rack(s) and locate the RED cable ties that
prevent rack components from being extended on rack slides.
These ties are located at cable management arm joints and on
certain cable bundles. Cut each of these RED cable ties and discard
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them. Do not cut any white cable ties that secure the large brown
SCSI cables to the rack frame, as the attached storage units do not
extend from the rack.


Upon completion, you may safely extend the keyboard drawer
and one other component on the slide rails.


Installing the
Rack Safety
Ground


A rack may have one or two ac power distribution units (PDUs),
depending on how much equipment is installed in the rack. Each
PDU requires an external earth ground connection for electrical
safety.


Perform the following steps to connect the external earth ground
connection(s):


1. Open the rear door and locate the ground wire at each PDU.
The ground wire is color-coded green with a yellow stripe
and has a 0.25” inside diameter ground lug on the end. Each
ground cable is approximately 2.4 m (96 in) long.


2. Route the ground wire to an external earth ground point. If
there are two PDUs, run both ground wires to the same
ground point. Secure the ground wires to the ground point
with a metal screw, making sure there is bare metal-to-metal
contact at the ground point.


3. Coil any excess ground wire within the cabinet and secure it
with cable ties. Ensure that the external ground wire is safe
from damage and does not represent a tripping hazard.


Installing the
Keyboard and
Monitor


You may install your monitor and keyboard/trackball in the
Integrity XC system rack or you may mount these units externally.


If your order includes one of the external keyboard and display
kits, the switch box connector kit option is factory-installed on the
keyboard/mouse/monitor switch box. This option brings the
three cable connections to the front of the rack for easy external
access.
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Perform the following steps to install a keyboard/trackball and
monitor in the Integrity XC system rack:


Note If you are connecting an external keyboard and monitor, ignore
the instructions in this procedure. Systems shipped with the
external keyboard/monitor option have video, mouse, and
keyboard connectors on the K/M/M switch box front panel.


1. Locate and unpack the monitor and the keyboard, which are
shipped in cartons separate from the rack.


2. Open the rack front door. With a minimum of two people,
carefully lift the monitor and position it in the monitor tray,
as shown in Figure 3-1. Center the monitor in the shelf area
and adjust the tilt for easy viewing.


3. Locate the keyboard drawer and turn the two knurled
thumbscrews counterclockwise to unlock the keyboard
drawer. Extend the keyboard drawer on its slides and pivot
the drawer faceplate toward the rack, so it lies flat on the shelf.


Place the keyboard in the drawer and adjust the keyboard feet
if desired. Make sure that the keyboard and the faceplate do
not interfere with each other.
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Figure 3-1 Integrity XC System Components


4. Open the rack rear door. Verify that ac power is off (system
unplugged or PDU circuit breakers off). The monitor power
and video cables are preinstalled in the rack for convenience.
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Locate the monitor video input cable, which has a D-type
connector on the end. Connect the monitor video cable to the
monitor. Tighten the thumbscrews to secure the connector.
Do not overtighten. Locate the monitor power cable and
connect the power cable to the monitor.


5. The keyboard/trackball cables are also preinstalled in the
rack, and connected to the K/M/M switch box keyboard and
mouse inputs. Locate the keyboard/trackball cables, which
have small polarized DIN connectors on the free end.
Carefully insert the cable connectors in the matching
connectors on the keyboard/trackball.


6. Adjust the cable position, and verify that the cables do not
interfere with extending or closing the keyboard drawer.


Input/Output
Connections


The following sections provide information that you will need to
connect the Integrity XC rack to external devices.


General Cabling
Information


Observe the following cautions and warnings when connecting
cables to an Integrity XC system:


▲ Warning Route cables away from traffic areas so that they do
not create a hazard for people working in the vicinity
of the system.


If the site does not provide a raised floor or
overhead or wall-mounted cable channels, provide
cable protection, such as cable ramps, for any
exposed cabling on the floor.
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∆ Caution Cables supplied by Tandem or Compaq are
approved for use within a building and must not be
exposed to power line contact, lightning, or other
physical/electrical hazards that may be encountered
outside or in an exposed plant environment.


Observe electrostatic discharge (ESD) precautions
when connecting/disconnecting cable connectors:


■ Discharge bodily static electricity to the metal
system enclosure before connecting cables.


■ Avoid direct contact with exposed connector
pins.


Observe safe cable handling and connecting
practices:


■ Make use of the keying and alignment features
of the connectors.


■ Carefully align connectors and do not use
excessive force to mate connectors.


■ Upon completing a connection, verify that cable
connector locks are firmly engaged or that the
locking screws are securely fastened.


■ Do not route cables where they are at risk of
being pinched, snagged, abraded or otherwise
damaged.


■ Do not kink cables or bend them with an
excessively tight radius.


■ Use cable ties, cable clamps, cable management
arms, cable trays, ducts, or other similar items
to organize and control cables.


■ Make sure that any edges on holes in raised
floor tiles or ductwork have grommets to protect
the cables.


Integrity XC racks allow cable entry/exit only through the rack
bottom (raised floor) or through the top. Cables cannot enter/exit
through the back door as they prevent closing the door and are
subject to pinching and abrasion by the door.
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Ethernet
Connections


An Integrity XC base system always has a minimum of two
Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 connections to enable system connection to a
network. Typically, the Ethernet connections are located in node 1
(primary node server) and node 2 (secondary node server). If
nodes 1 and 2 are 2500R or 6500R servers, the Ethernet I/O
connections are located on PCI option cards. 850R servers have the
Ethernet I/O built into the motherboard.


Ethernet connections are usually either:


■ RJ-45 modular connector for category 3 or category 5
universal twisted pair (UTP) wiring to a central hub


■ Attachment unit interface (AUI) — a 15-pin D-style connector
for a cable to an external Ethernet transceiver


■ Coaxial BNC connector for direct connection to a thin
Ethernet segment (transceiver is built into option card or
motherboard)


Some driver software only enables one type of connection at a
time, as a software configuration item Integrity XC system ship
with the RJ-45 modular connector enabled.


To connect an Ethernet twisted-pair cable to a server:


1. Route the cable through the bottom or the top of the rack, and
along the space between the side rails and the rack side
panels.


2. Locate the desired server and observe the way the cables are
routed along the cable management arm.


Route the Ethernet cable along the outside of the cable
management arm in a similar manner. Be sure to allow
sufficient slack for cable bending as the arm moves.


Fasten the cable to the cable management arm with cable ties
or Velcro straps.


3. Orient the RJ-45 modular plug to the RJ-45 jack on the server
rear panel and insert the plug until you hear the click of the
connector retaining tab.


4. If there is excess cable, pull the excess out of the rack or fasten
it to a convenient rail with cable ties.
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Other Option Card
Cable Connections


For I/O cabling to other option cards, refer to the user manual for
the option card, and follow this general cabling procedure:


1. Route the cable through the bottom or the top of the rack,
and along the space between the side rails and the rack side
panels.


2. Locate the desired server and observe the way the cables are
routed along the cable management arm to the server rear
panel.


Route the I/O cable along the outside of the cable
management arm in a similar manner. Be sure to allow
sufficient slack for cable bending as the arm moves.


Fasten the cable to the cable management arm with cable ties
or Velcro straps.


3. Orient the cable connector to the matching I/O connector on
the server rear panel and carefully insert the cable connector
until it seats firmly in the panel connector. Secure the
jackscrews or other cable locking features.


4. If there is excess cable, pull the excess out of the rack or
fasten it to a convenient rail with cable ties.


Modem Cable
Connections


Tandem offers the MultiTech BA external modem for use in the
U.S. or the 2834BL (multiple models) for use in other countries.
The MultiTech modem has an EIA-232 cable connection to the
server async port, an RJ-11 modular telephone line connection,
and an RJ-11 modular connector for an optional handset. Refer to
the MultiTech modem user manual for more information on the
modem, and refer to the server user manual for information on
the server async I/O port(s). Connect the modem async cable,
following the general cabling procedure described in Other
Option Card Cable Connections on page 3-10.


Follow the instructions in the modem manual for the telephone
line and handset (if any) connections.


You can fasten the modem to the inside of the rack side panel
with Velcro strips that come with the modem. The modem does
not have any other fixed mounting features.


Insert the modem power supply block in an unused ac outlet in
one of the PDUs, and connect the power cable to the modem rear
panel.
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Connecting
System Power


This section describes how to connect ac power to your
Integrity XC computer system. It does not tell you how to power
up your system.


Power Service
Requirements


Refer to Power Requirements on page 1-11 for details of the power
service requirements for your system, including:


■ Number of branch circuits


■ Current rating and overcurrent protection on each branch
circuit


■ Line voltage/frequency limits


■ Receptacle type to match PDU or UPS power cord
connector(s)


Emergency
Power-Off (EPO)
Connections


Tandem does not supply emergency power-off (EPO) cables. You
must construct your own cables to use these features of the
optional UPS. All EPO wiring must be done by a qualified
electrician, following the requirements of the National Electrical
Code (NEC) Article 645 and NFPA 75-1992. Refer to the
Rack-Mountable Compaq Uninterruptible Power Supply User Guide,
Compaq part number 295277-02, for EPO cable connections and
input requirements.


Connecting PDU or
UPS Power


To complete this procedure, you should have the power circuits
with the required ratings and receptacles as described in Power
Requirements on page 1-11.


▲ Warning You must complete the rack safety ground
connections as described in the preceding section,
Installing the Rack Safety Ground, before you
connect ac line power to the Integrity XC system.


All electrical wiring must be performed by a qualified
electrician, following the requirements of the
National Electrical Code (NEC) in the U.S. and the
applicable safety and regulatory requirements for
sites in other countries.
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Power cords for the individual units in an Integrity XC system
rack plug into outlets in a PDU located between the rack side rail
and the cosmetic side panel. The system ships with all units
except the monitor and optional external modem already plugged
into PDU outlets.


If your system is equipped with one or two UPS units, the UPS ac
power output is already cabled to the corresponding PDU power
input. For these systems, the UPS input power cord(s) serve as
the rack input power cord(s). For systems not equipped with a
UPS, the PDU input power cord(s) serve as the rack input power
cord(s).


▲ Warning Do not use an extension cord with the rack power
cord(s). Extension cords may create hazards to
personnel and equipment and may interfere with
reliable equipment operation.


Perform the following steps to connect the system rack ac power:


1. Verify that the rack safety ground is installed. Verify that the
available ac power matches the power service requirements
of the system.


2. Open the rear door of the rack and check the rear panel of
each 850R server to verify that the ac power input switch is
set to the correct low-voltage (120 Vac) or high-voltage (240
Vac) setting for your site. The other servers feature ac input
voltage autosensing.


3. Locate the PDU (or PDUs) mounted outside the rails, at
about mid-rack height. Verify that each unit that has an ac
power input is properly plugged into a PDU outlet. Make
sure none of the power plugs have jarred loose during
shipment.


4. Verify that the PDU circuit breakers (two per PDU) are set to
the On (|) position.
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Note Due to the close quarters to reach the PDU circuit breakers,
system power is normally controlled unit-by-unit by the front
panel power switches. Systems ship with all ac power switches
set to the Off (O) position.


5. If your system is equipped with a UPS unit, locate the UPS
unit(s) installed at the bottom of the rack. Verify that the UPS
to PDU power cable is installed and that the connectors at
both ends are firmly inserted.


For locking connectors, verify that the connectors are locked
in position.


6. If your system is a high-voltage model, the rack ac input
power cord to the PDU or UPS is detachable. Locate the
power cord (coiled in the base of the rack) and verify that the
power cord is connected to the UPS ac input connector.


For a locking connector, ensure that the connector is firmly
locked in place.


Repeat this step for the other PDU or UPS.


7. Route the power cord(s) out through the bottom of the rack
and over to the site ac power outlet receptacle(s). Follow all
safety precautions for cable handling and routing. Try to keep
the ac power cords away from signal cables.


8. Insert each ac power plug fully into the matching power
receptacle and engage the plug locking feature:


■ For the NEMA L-series locking connectors, such as those
supplied for the North American sites, twist the plug to
lock it into the receptacle.


■ For the IEC-309 locking connector, supplied for
international use, the outer body connector lock snaps in
place as the connector pins seat.
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9. Verify that the power switches on all peripheral devices are
off. Plug each peripheral device power cord into a grounded
ac power receptacle of the proper rating.


Do not plug external peripheral devices into the dedicated
power circuits required by the Integrity XC system rack.


10. Verify that all power connections are secure.


Mechanical Checks Before powering up your system for the first time, perform the
following mechanical checks:


1. Verify that all cables are secured with the latching
mechanisms provided.


2. Verify that all cables are safely routed and out of the way of
foot traffic, door swings, and so on.


3. Verify that the rack airflow entrances and exits are not
blocked.


Operate the system with the cosmetic doors closed and locked for
appearance and security reasons. However, you will need access
to the system rack interior for power-up, so do not lock the doors
at this time.


System Power-Up
and Power-Down
Procedures


The following sections provide power-up procedures and both
normal and emergency power-down procedures.


System Power-Up Perform the following steps to power up an Integrity XC system.
Before starting this procedure, all ac power inputs should be
connected, all PDU circuit breaker should be on, and all front
panel power switches should be off.


1. If your system is equipped with UPS units, set all UPS power
switches to the On position. Refer to Rack-Mountable Compaq
Uninterruptible Power Supply User Guide if you need more
information.


2. Turn on the display monitor and turn on any external
peripheral devices connected to the Integrity XC system.


3. Verify that the keyboard drawer is extended so you can issue
keyboard commands later in this procedure.
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4. Turn on the PSS/U1 storage expansion modules (located just
above the UPS, if any) and allow the disks time to come up to
speed.


5. Turn on both ServerNet SAN switches. A green LED lights
next to the “X” panel marking or the “Y” panel marking to
identify the X ServerNet SAN switch and the Y ServerNet San
switch, respectively.


6. The keyboard/monitor/mouse (K/M/M) switch box comes
up automatically. (The K/M/M switch box ac power switch
is located on the rear panel, and is set to the On position at the
factory.)


Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display on the monitor. Use the
up or down arrow keys to highlight the Node 1 selection, and
press the Return key to connect the keyboard/trackball and
the monitor to the node 1 server.


7. Turn on the node 1 server, the primary node. This is usually
the lowest server in the rack.


Allow time for the node 1 server to go through its boot
process. It must complete its own self-tests, initiate the
Recovery Server Option, boot the SCO UnixWare operating
system, and start establishing the NonStop cluster.


The system is configured at the factory with autoboot
enabled. When the boot completes, the system displays either
the UNIX shell prompt Console Login:  or a graphical user
interface. If the graphical user interface appears, select the
graphical Exit  button to go to the shell prompt.


Do not go on to the next step until you observe the
Console Login:  prompt.


8. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display, and select node 2.


9. Turn on node 2, the secondary node. Allow time for the node
to go through its boot cycle until it integrates itself into the
NonStop cluster as node 2, the secondary node.


Do not go on until node 2 displays the Console Login:
prompt. As before, select the Exit  button if the graphical user
interface appears.


10. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display, and select node 3, the first
dependent node.
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11. Turn on the dependent node, and wait for it to go through its
boot process and integrate into the NonStop cluster. Do not
go on until the dependent node displays the
Console Login:  prompt or the graphical user interface.


12. Repeat Steps 10 and 11 until all dependent nodes are
integrated into the NonStop cluster.


To verify that all nodes are integrated, log in to node 1 as
root , and issue the ptn(1)  command, which displays the
node number of each node integrated into the cluster.


System Power-
Down (Normal)


Perform the following steps to power down an Integrity XC
system. This procedure assumes that the system is initially
operating as a cluster.


1. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display, and select the node.


Log in as root and shut down the cluster operating system:


# shutdown –i0 –g0 –y


2. Upon completion of the shutdown, turn off the front panel
power switch on every node.


3. Turn off the ServerNet SAN switches.


4. Turn off the PSS/U1 storage expansion modules.


5. Turn off the UPS units (if any).


▲ Warning The UPS will continue to supply ac power to the
rack components unless the UPS is shut down at its
front panel (or by an EPO input).


6. Turn off the monitor.


7. Remove ac power from the system by disconnecting the ac
input power cord(s) at the wall outlet(s).
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▲ Warning Systems with dual power cords are not fully off until
both ac power cords are disconnected and all UPS
units (if any) are turned off.


System
Power-Down
(Emergency)


In a severe electrical or fire emergency, shut off the UPS units (if
any) at the front panel and disconnect the rack ac input power
cords.


∆ Caution An emergency shutdown leaves the system software
and data in an unpredictable state and may result in
loss of data and excessive system down time to
repair damaged file systems.


Initial System
Checkout


Your system was initially installed, checked out, and cycled
through burn-in tests at the Tandem factory. Shipping shocks and
vibration may cause cables or option cards to work loose in
transit. The following checkout procedures help in detecting and
isolating such errors.


Server Boot and
ServerNet SAN
Communication
Checkout


The following procedure verifies that:


■ Each server boots properly


■ The keyboard/monitor/mouse multiplexer cables are
installed correctly (no loose cables)


■ The ServerNet SAN communications between servers are
functioning
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To interpret the test, you need to know the ServerNet SAN ID
numbers assigned to each node in the cluster, as shown in
Table 3-1:


Processor nodes establish ServerNet SAN communications with
other nodes through a series of Barrier transactions.


Perform the following steps:


1. Starting from a system power-down state, perform Step 1
through Step 6 of the System Power-Up procedure.


2. Observe the node 1 server outputs on the monitor and apply
power to the node 1 server.


Wait until the node 1 server displays the graphical user
interface or the user login prompt:


Console Login:


If the system displays the graphical user interface, select the
Exit button to go to the text-based shell prompt (Console
Login ).


3. Select node 2 on the K/M/M switch box and observe the
node 2 outputs on the monitor. Look for the display of
successful Barrier transactions between node 2 (SNet ID
F0080) and node 1 (SNet ID F0040) on both the X and Y SAN.


For example, the display for a successful set of transactions is:


[SNET] SHIP SNetID: 0xF0080
Searching for an existing CLMS master...
Found Node 1 as the CLMS master node
NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:X snet ID:F0040 curpath:X


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:Y snet ID:F0040 curpath:X
This is a TNC kernel. Node: 2
                      CLMS: 1


Table 3-1 ServerNet SAN ID Numbers


Node Number ServerNet SAN ID (hexadecimal)


1 F0040


2 F0080


3 F00C0


4 F0100


5 F0140


6 F0180
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Verify that both the X and the Y Barrier transactions
completed correctly. This verifies the node to ServerNet SAN
switch cabling and the switch routing for the first two nodes.


The following example shows a failed Barrier transaction:


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:X snet ID:F0040 curpath:X


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier failed on path:Y snet ID:F0040 curpath:X


In this example, the X path is correctly cabled and functional,
but the Y path is not working. Look for:


■ Y-side ServerNet SAN switch not powered (front
panel switch off or power cable disconnected).


■ Loose ServerNet SAN cables at the node 1 and
node 2 ServerNet SAN PCI adapter output.


■ Loose ServerNet SAN cables at the Y ServerNet SAN
switch on the port 0 (node 1) and port 1 (node 2)
connections.


■ ServerNet SAN cables from node 1 or node 2
connected to the wrong ports on the ServerNet SAN
switch.


4. To retry Step 3, you must shut down and reboot the node, as
follows:


a. Select the node 1 display on the K/M/M switch box.


Log in as root  at the Console Login:  prompt


b. Issue a nodedown(1)  command with the argument set to
the number of the node you want to shut down, as in this
example:


# nodedown 2


Node 2 will shut down and reboot automatically. Go
back to the beginning of Step 3 and check the Barrier
messages to see if the problem is cleared. (Do not forget
to switch the K/M/M switch box back to node 2.)
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Note If the graphical user interface appears before you have
observed the Barrier messages on a dependent node, quickly
select the Exit button to return to the ASCII command-line
interface.


Do not try to go on to the next node until you have corrected
all problems detected on the current nodes and confirmed the
fix via the nodedown  reboot.


5. Once node 2 has successfully booted and established
ServerNet SAN communication with node 1, repeat Step 3
for node 3. This time, look for two sets of ServerNet SAN
Barrier messages: one pair to set up X and Y communications
with node 1, and one pair to set up X and Y communications
with node 2.


The following example shows successful displays from
node 3. (Some intermediate messages are omitted for clarity):


[SNET] SHIP SNetID: 0xF00C0
Searching for an existing CLMS master...
Found Node 1 as the CLMS master node


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:X snet ID:F0040 curpath:X


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:Y snet ID:F0040 curpath:X
.
.
.


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:X snet ID:F0080 curpath:X


NOTICE: [SNET] Barrier succeeded on path:Y snet ID:F0080 curpath:X


6. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 for all remaining nodes in the
system.


Upon successful completion of this checkout procedure, you
know that the cluster is established and ServerNet SAN
communications between all nodes is established.


SCSI Path and
PSS/U1 RAID
Storage Expansion
Failover Tests


The following procedures will verify that:


■ The SCSI paths from node 1 and node 2 to the PSS/U1 RAID
storage expansion modules are working correctly


■ Server failover works correctly
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Preliminary LED Indicator and Node 1 Checks


Perform the following steps:


1. Shut down the cluster operating system:


# shutdown –i0 –g0 –y


2. Power down all nodes in the cluster by turning off the front
panel power switch on each node.


3. Power down both PSS/U1 storage expansion modules by
turning off the front panel power switches.


4. After approximately 60 seconds, power up both PSS/U1
storage expansion modules.


5. Set the K/M/M switch box to node 1 and power up node 1.


Locate the green “Cabinet OK” LED in the upper left corner
of each PSS/U1 unit. Verify that the LED is on. Also, verify
that the amber “Failure” LED is off.


6. The system is factory configured with autoboot enabled.
Allow the system to boot to the Console Login:  prompt.
When node 1 reaches the Console Login:  prompt, check the
LEDs on the individual disk drives:


a. All green “ON-Line” LEDS are lit in all disk drives in
both PSS/U1 modules.


b. Verify that the amber “Drive-Failure” LEDs are all off.


If this is not the case, or if node 1 fails to boot, check the cables
and connections.


7. Replace any failed disk drives.


Verify SCSI connections for Node 2


Perform the following steps:


1. Shut down the cluster operating system:


# shutdown –i0 –g0 –y


2. Power down all nodes in the cluster by turning off the front
panel power switch on each node.


3. Power down both PSS/U1 storage expansion modules by
turning off the front panel power switches.


4. After approximately 60 seconds, power up both PSS/U1
storage expansion modules.


5. Set the K/M/M switch box to node 2 and power up node 2.
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6. When node 2 finishes booting, check the LEDs on the disk
units.


a. All green “ON-Line” LEDs are lit in all disk drives in
both PSS/U1 modules.


b. Verify that the amber “Drive-Failure” LEDs are all off.


If this is not the case, or if node 2 fails to boot, check the
cables and connections.


Boot Node 1 and Node 2


1. Shut down the cluster operating system:


# shutdown –i0 –g0 –y


2. Power down all nodes in the cluster by turning off the front
panel power switch on each node.


3. Power down both PSS/U1 storage expansion modules by
turning off the front panel power switches.


4. After approximately 60 seconds, power up both PSS/U1
storage expansion modules.


5. Set the K/M/M switch box to node 1. Power up node 1 and
allow it to boot.


6. When node 1 has booted to the login prompt, log in as root .


7. Set the K/M/M switch box to node 2. Power up node 2 and
allow it to boot.


8. When node 2 has booted to the login prompt, log in as root .


Root Failover Test and Troubleshooting


For this test, you will shut down node 1 and verify that the
failover processing is successful by entering commands on
node 2. Perform the following steps:


1. On node 2, type the following command:


onall sync; nodedown 1


Wait for failover processing to complete (up to 5 minutes)
before attempting to type any commands on node 2. If the
failover was successful, and you can successfully enter UNIX
shell commands on node 2, the failover test was successful
and you may skip the remainder of this procedure.
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If the cluster panics, or if you cannot type shell commands on
node 2 after performing the nodedown 1  command, reboot
node 1, followed by node 2. Go on to Step 2.


2. Examine the following files:


/stand/1/boot
/stand/2/boot


Ensure these files contain the following statements:


primary=all
secondary=all
clms=1,2
tnc_rootopt=0x84000
rootdisk=c2b0t0d0


3. Correct the parameters (if needed) and shut down the cluster:


cd /; shutdown –i6 –g0 –y


4. Power off all nodes.


5. Set the K/M/M switch box to node 1. Power up node 1 and
allow it to boot.


6. When node 1 has booted to the login prompt, log in as root .


7. Set the K/M/M switch box to node 2. Power up node 2 and
allow it to boot.


8. When node 2 has booted to the login prompt, log in as root .


9. Repeat Step 1 to verify the failover. When the failover has
completed without errors, check the LEDs on the disk units.


a. All green “ON-Line” LEDS are lit in all disk drives for
both PSS/U1 modules.


b. All amber “Drive-Failure” LEDs are off.


If this is not the case, check the cables and connections.
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Initial System
Configuration


Initial system configuration consists of the following tasks:


■ Software boot


■ Changing the password


■ Changing the node name


■ Reconfiguring node names


■ Reconfiguring the IP address


■ Rebooting to make the changes effective


See Chapter 3, Software Setup and Installation, in the NonStop
Clusters for SCO UnixWare System Administrator’s Guide for the
initial system configuration procedures.
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A
ServerNet SAN and SCSI Cabling


This chapter provides cable configurations and related drawings
for the ServerNet SAN connections and the SCSI connections to
the PSS/U1 RAID storage expansion modules.


This information is provided for reference only; these cables are
factory-installed in the Integrity XC system rack.


Cable Labeling ServerNet SAN cables, power cables, and the
keyboard/monitor/mouse cables are factory marked to identify
the server node where they connect. The marking is a colored
cable tie attached to each end of the cable, close to the connector.
The color codes for each node appear in Table A-1.


1 An additional white cable tie (adjacent to the color-coded cable tie) specifies the ServerNet
SAN “X” side.


Table A-1 Color Codes for Server Cables


Node Number
ServerNet SAN Switch
Port Number 1


Color


1 0 Pink


2 1 Orange


3 2 Yellow


4 3 Green


5 4 Blue


6 5 Purple
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ServerNet SAN
Cabling


These drawings show the Tandem ServerNet SAN PCI adapter
card that installs in each Compaq ProLiant server, the ServerNet
SAN switch, and the server-to-switch cabling.


Figure A-1 ServerNet SAN PCI Adapter
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Figure A-2 ServerNet SAN Switch Physical Block Diagram
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Figure A-3 ServerNet SAN Switch Front and Rear Views
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Figure A-4 ServerNet SAN Switch Rack Mounting
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Figure A-5 ServerNet SAN — Direct Two-Node Cabling Configuration
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Figure A-6 ServerNet SAN — Three-Node Cabling Configuration Example
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Figure A-7 Six-Node ServerNet SAN Cabling Block Diagram
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SCSI Cabling Figure A-8 shows the Recovery Server Option (RSO) cabling
between the SMART-2DH RAID controllers in node 1 and node 2
and the two PSS/U1 storage expansion modules. Notice that the
Integrity XC configuration does not use the RS-232 asynchronous
serial cable connection described in the Compaq Recovery Server
Option User Guide. Refer to Appendix B, System Upgrades for a
cabling diagram of PSS/U units connected to dependent nodes.


Figure A-8 SCSI Cabling Nodes and the Compaq ProLiant Storage System/U Units
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B
System Upgrades


This chapter provides the information that you need to install
selected upgrades to your Integrity XC system in the field.
Upgrade procedures described in this appendix are:


■ ProLiant Storage System/U (PSS/U) on Dependent Notes


■ Other procedures to be selected in future releases


These procedures supplement the information in the individual
Compaq product manuals as needed for Integrity XC systems.


Adding a PSS/U
to a Dependent
Node


Early releases of NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare support a
pair of PSS/U storage systems on the primary and secondary root
nodes (node 1 and node 2) only. Release D10IPM20 adds support
for dual PSS/U storage systems between pairs of dependent
nodes, as shown in Figure B-1. Dependent nodes are any nodes in
an Integrity XC system other than the primary and secondary
root nodes (node 1 and node 2).


Note You must install release D10IPM20 (or later) prior to
performing this upgrade procedure.


Each PSS/U must be equipped with the Recovery Server Option
(RSO) card. Each server node requires a SMART-2DH RAID
controller with dual SCSI ports.


The major activities in this procedure include:


■ Installing the RSO Card in a PSS/U1


■ Installing the PSS/U in the Rack


■ Installing the Redundant Power Supply Option and Drives
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■ Installing the SMART-2DH controllers in the Servers


■ Cabling the PSS/U to the Servers


■ Configuring the SMART-2DH controllers


■ Configuring the PSS/U Drives


■ Creating UNIX file systems and partitions


■ Bringing up the system


Note This upgrade will, in most instances, require shutting down the
system for an extended period of time while repositioning and
recabling components in the system and/or expansion racks.


Read through the entire set of procedures and plan out the
upgrade, including the required system downtime, before
performing these procedures.


Installing the RSO
Card in a PSS/U


This procedure is performed offline, before installing the PSS/U
in the rack. Therefore, it does not require an Integrity XC system
shutdown or node-down operation. To maintain system
symmetry and fault tolerance, you must add PSS/U storage
systems in pairs as shown in Figure B-1.


The RSO card replaces the standard I/O card on the rear panel of
the PSS/U. Install an RSO card in each PSS/U as described in the
standard product documents:


■ Compaq ProLiant Storage System/U User Guide — Chapter 5,
Installing Options


■ Compaq Recovery Server Option User Guide — Chapter 12,
ProLiant Storage System Model U1 Installation


To reduce the amount of weight that you will have to lift and
maneuver, do not install the disk drives and the optional backup
power supply until after you have installed the PSS/U into the
rack.
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Figure B-1 Maximum Configuration of Reliable Disk Systems
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Installing the PSS/U
in the Rack


The amount of effort required to install the PSS/U units in the
rack depends on the current organization of your rack space.


The installation is divided into the following parts:


■ Tools and Equipment Required


■ Planning the Rack Installation


■ Shutting Down the System


■ Removing Rack Components (if necessary)


■ Rebuilding the Rack (if necessary)


■ Installing the PSS/U Units


Tools and Equipment Required


You will need the following tools and equipment to perform
these procedures:


■ Masking tape or permanent cable markers and marking pen


■ Diagonal cutters or electrician’s scissors


■ Large Phillips screwdriver (for rack hardware)


■ Small flat-blade screwdriver (for connectors)


■ Assorted cable ties


Planning the Rack Installation


Before you start this installation, you must plan the organization
of rack space available to hold the PSS/Us without violating the
installation guidelines. These guidelines include:


1. Heavy units must be placed at the bottom of the rack, in
order to minimize tipping hazards. The UPS units are the
only units heavier than the PSS/U units. UPS units, if
present, must occupy the bottom position in the rack. Install
PSS/U units just above the UPS units.


2. If two or more racks are used, the K/M/M switch, nodes 1
and 2, and associated storage systems 1 and 2 must be
installed in the same rack.


3. The PSS/U units must be installed in the same rack (system
or expansion) as the server nodes that drive them. Each
PSS/U occupies 4U (7 inches) of rack space, for a total of 8U
(14 inches) per PSS/U pair.
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4. The dependent node servers attached to a pair of PSS/Us
must be an odd-even pair (e.g., nodes 3/4 or nodes 5/6).


The dependent node servers are assumed to already be
installed in the rack. The amount of rack space they occupy
depends on the server model. You may have to move these
servers to allow enough rack space to install the storage
systems.


5. The dependent node servers and PSS/U units should be
grouped together — two servers and two PSS/U units. The
grouping reduced possible operator confusion about which
PSS/U units are controlled by which servers.


Grouping the servers and PSS/U units also assures that they
are close enough for the SCSI cables to go through the cable
management systems and connect the units without stressing
the cables or interfering with slide extension.


6. A flat-panel display monitor may be mounted at any
convenient (eye-level) location in the rack. A conventional
(cathode-ray tube) monitor, if present must be installed as the
topmost unit in the rack.


7. The rack must have available ac outlets and power capacity
for the added PSS/U units and the redundant power supplies
(if any).


Draw up your reorganization plan and identify the units that you
will have to move. If you do not have the original installation
templates, make paper templates to show where to mount the
rack slide rails.


Shutting Down the System


Shut down the operating system and power-down the racks as
described in the following steps:


1. Shut down any applications that are running on the system.


2. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display and select the primary
node (node 1).


Log in as root  and enter the shutdown(1M)  command to
bring down NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare:


# /etc/shutdown -i0 -g0 -y


3. Upon completion of the shutdown, open the front door of
each rack and turn off the front panel power switch on every
node.
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4. Turn off the ServerNet SAN switches.


5. Turn off the PSS/U1 storage expansion modules.


6. Turn off the UPS units (if any).


▲ Warning The UPS will continue to supply ac power to the
rack components unless the UPS is shut down at its
front panel (or by an EPO input).


7. Turn off the monitor.


8. Remove ac power from the system by disconnecting the ac
input power cord(s) at the wall outlet(s).


▲ Warning Systems with dual power cords are not fully off until
both ac power cords are disconnected and all UPS
units (if any) are turned off.
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Removing Rack Components


Observe the following safety precautions while removing rack
components, reinstalling them, and otherwise handling them
outside of the rack(s):


▲ Warning Failure to observe the following warnings could lead
to a serious injury:


■ Ensure that the appropriate number of people or
an appropriate lifting device is used to handle all
heavy rack components such as UPS units and
larger servers. Mark the locations and then
remove all pluggable devices (such as disks and
power supplies) before lifting.


■ Ensure that there are enough people to lift rack
components above chest level and insert them in
the rack or the rack slides.


■ The heaviest components must be installed
starting from the bottom of the rack, to improve
stability and reduce tipping hazards. Blank
space is only permitted at the top of the rack.


■ To prevent a tipping hazard, do not extend more
than one slidemounted unit out of the rack at any
one time.


Work from the top of the cabinet downward and perform the
following steps to remove rack components:


1. Check all cables connected to the component that you will
have to remove. Make temporary cable labels and label all
cables to identify them for later reconnection.


Disconnect all signal cables and detachable power cables from
the components that you plan to remove.


2. Note the way the cables route around the cable management
arms and how they are secured to the cable management
arms.


Use diagonal cutters or electrician’s scissors to carefully cut
the cable ties securing the cables to the cable management
arms.
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3. Mark and remove all pluggable units (disk drives, power
supplies) for ease in lifting/moving the unit. Do not remove
pluggable units without marking their locations so that they
can be properly reinstalled.


4. Starting from the topmost unit to be removed, extend the
unit on slides (if any) and verify that there are no cables,
power cords, or other items preventing removal from the
rack.


Use an appropriate lifting device or an appropriate number
of people to support the weight of the unit. Use a large
Phillips screwdriver to remove any machine screws holding
the unit in the rack. Free the slide catches (if slide-mounted)
and remove the unit from the rack.


5. Use a large Phillips screwdriver to remove the slides (if any)
from the rack.


6. Repeat Step 1 through Step 5 for each component to be
removed from the rack.


Rebuilding the Rack


Working from lowest shelf and working upward, perform the
following steps to replace rack components:


1. Observe all warnings and cautions given earlier in this
appendix.


2. Remount the outer slides to the rack front and rear rails in
their new positions. Verify that the slides are securely
mounted.


3. Working one unit at a time, extend the slide rails from the
cabinet. Using appropriate lifting equipment or enough
people to safely lift the unit, lift the unit into position and
slide the unit inner rails into the rack-mounted outer rails.
Push the unit into the rack and verify that the slide catches
on both sides lock properly into the rack-mounted rails.


4. Slide the unit fully into the rack and use a large Phillips
screwdriver to secure the front panel with standard rack
hardware.


5. Repeat Step 1 through Step 4 for each unit at a time. Do not
extend more than one unit on slides at any one time. When
you come to the new PSS/U, skip ahead to Installing the
PSS/U Units.
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6. Refer to Compaq Rack Planning and Installation Guide and
reinstall any cable management arms that you removed
earlier.


7. Reconnect all cables according to the cable labels that you
previously attached. Route the cable through the cable
management arms where applicable, and secure them with
cable ties.


8. Reinstall all pluggable disk drives and power supplies that
you removed earlier. Be sure to check the markings so that
you reinstall each unit in the correct location.


Installing the PSS/U Units


1. Observe all warnings and cautions given earlier in this
appendix.


2. Refer to Compaq ProLiant Storage System/U User Guide or to
Compaq Rack Planning and Installation Guide and mount the
inner slides to the PSS/U.


3. Using the installation template, mount the outer slides to the
rack front and rear rails in their assigned positions. Verify
that the slides are securely mounted.


4. Remove the optional pluggable power supply from the
PSS/U (if installed). If there are any disk drives installed in
the PSS/U, mark each drive with a temporary label that
identifies the slot number, and then remove the drives from
the PSS/U.


5. Working one unit at a time, extend the slide rails from the
cabinet. Using appropriate lifting equipment or enough
people to safely lift the unit, lift the PSS/U into position and
slide the unit inner rails into the rack-mounted outer rails.
Push the unit into the rack and verify that the slide catches on
both sides lock properly.


6. Secure the front panel to the rack with standard rack
hardware.
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Installing the
Redundant Power
Supply and Drives


Refer to Compaq ProLiant Storage System/U User Guide to install the
redundant power supply option (if any) and the disk drives. If
you removed any drives in Step 4 of the prior procedure, reinstall
each drive in the slot specified by the temporary label.


Installing Smart-
2DH Controllers


Refer to Compaq Smart-2DH Array Controller Reference Guide and to
the manual for the selected dependent server for instructions on
installing the Smart-2DH controller in the server. The following
restrictions apply:


■ Only one Smart-2DH controller may be installed in a node.


■ The controller occupies its own slot and requires the adjacent
slot for a second SCSI I/O connector on the server backpanel.


■ In a ProLiant 1850R, the option card slots are numbered 1
through 4, starting from the bottom. The Smart-2DH
controller goes into slot 3, just below the ServerNet PCI
adapter. Port 2 connects directly on the controller board at
slot 3. The ribbon cable with the SCSI connector makes port 1
available at slot 2.


■ In a ProLiant 850R, the Smart-2DH controller goes into slot 2,
side A of the riser board, just below the ServerNet PCI
Adapter. Port 2 connects directly on the controller board at
slot 2. The ribbon cable with the SCSI connector makes port 1
available at slot 1, the bottom right-hand slot (as viewed from
the rear).


■ In a ProLiant 1600R or 2500R, the option card slots are
numbered 1 through 6, starting from the bottom. The
Smart-2DH controller goes into slot 4. Port 2 connects
directly on the controller board at slot 4. The ribbon cable
with the SCSI connector makes port 1 available at slot 5.


■ In a ProLiant 5500R, the option card slots are numbered 1
through 7, starting from the right (as viewed from the rear).
The Smart-2DH controller goes into slot 5. Port 2 connects
directly on the controller board at slot 5. The ribbon cable
with the SCSI connector makes port 1 available at slot 4.


■ In a ProLiant 6500R, the option card slots are numbered 1
through 8, starting from the right (as viewed from the rear).
The Smart-2DH controller goes into slot 4. Port 2 connects
directly on the controller board at slot 4. The ribbon cable
with the SCSI connector makes port 1 available at slot 3.
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Use a permanent marker to write the port numbers on the server
backpanel adjacent to the slots so you can identify them when
installing the external SCSI cables.


Note Each expansion card (such as the SMART-2DH controller)
must be secured by a thread-forming screw through the
controller faceplate tab, and must not rely solely on the
expansion slot latch mechanism. The selected screw should be
a low-profile thread forming screw with a combination slotted
and T-15 TORX head, with anti-backout ridges on the under
side.


Cabling the PSS/U
to the Servers


Locate the external SCSI cables to connect the Smart-2DH
controllers to the RSO options on the storage systems.


Note The ProLiant 6500R requires special SCSI cables
(Tandem part number 141881) to stay within regulatory EMI
limits. Do not use the standard SCSI cables to connect to a
6500R server.


Connect the SCSI cables from the servers to the storage systems
exactly as shown in Figure B-1. Secure the cable locking screws
firmly.


Dress the cables so they do not become cut, pinched, pulled, or
otherwise damaged. Make sure that each rack component has
enough cable length so that it can be extended on slides. Use
Velcro wraps and cable ties as needed to secure the cables to the
cable management arms.


Do not use cable management arms for cables that attach to the
ProLiant 6500R servers. The 6500R servers are so deep that a cable
management arm would excessively flex the cables.
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Adding the PSS/U
Drives


You can add drives to the PSS/U units at any time, with power
on or off. The guidelines for adding drives are:


■ Populate the PSS/U drive slots starting from the left (slot 0)
position and moving to the right. Do not skip any slot
positions.


■ As shown in Figure B-1, the PSS/U units operate in pairs.
Populate the two PSS/U units with pairs of identical drives
installed in the same slot numbers. For example, if you install
an 18.2 GB drive in slot 0 of PSS/U 3, install an identical
18.2 GB drive in slot 0 of PSS/U 4.


In a later procedure, you will create mirrored disk arrays
with these drive pairs. If the drive capacities in the pair are
not identical, you waste the extra capacity of the larger drive,
as it cannot be mirrored.


Configuring the
SMART-2DH
Controllers


During this procedure you will use the Compaq SmartStart
program to configure the SMART-2DH controllers in the
dependent nodes. You cannot configure the controllers with the
UnixWare operating system running.


You will need a Compaq SmartStart CD for this procedure.
Chapter 4 of Smart-2DH Array Controller Reference Guide describes
the System Configuration Utility.


Note Menu structures and displays may change with updated
releases of the Compaq SmartStart program. You should use
release 4.10 (or above) for this procedure.


1. Turn on power to the dependent node PSS/U units and wait
60 seconds before proceeding to the next step.


2. Set the K/M/M display to node 3. Turn on the power to
node 3 and immediately insert the Compaq SmartStart CD.
During the boot cycle, the cursor returns to the top right of
the screen and the system displays the following prompt:


Press “F1” key to continue
      “F10” key for System Partition Utilities
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If the system pauses at that point, press F1 to invoke the
Compaq SmartStart program from the CD. The system may
automatically boot from the CD without the F1 entry.


3. At the Compaq System Utilities menu, select the radio button
labeled Run System Configuration Utility  and click on
the Next  button. Ignore the resulting warning and click on the
Continue  button.


a. The server loads a series of configuration files from the
CD. The server a displays the message Loading Plug
and Play boards  and then goes to the Steps in
Configuring Your Computer  window.


b. From Steps in Configuring Your Computer , select
Review or Modify Hardware Settings.


c. From the next menu, select the radio button for View
and Edit Details.


4. Under Embedded IDE Disk Controller , highlight the entry
for Standard Interface .


a. If this does not display Enabled as Second
Controller , then press the Enter key and select
Enabled as Second Controller  from the pop-up
display.


b. Under Slot n - Compaq SMART-2DH Array Controller
- Bus x, highlight the entry for Controller Order . If
this does not display Third , press the Enter key and
select Third  from the pop-up display.


Note If the display prompts you to accept the configuration changes,
press the Enter key to accept the changes.


c. Under the same Slot n - Compaq SMART-2DH Array
Controller - Bus x entry , highlight the entry for
Online Recovery Server Status  and press the Enter
key.


d. Select Recovery  from the pop-up menu and press the
Enter key.
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Note If the Write Cache Disable Warning window appears,
ignore the window and press the Enter key.


5. On the View and Edit Details  menu, under Compaq Wide
Ultra SCSI Controller (Port1) , highlight Controller
Order .


a. If this does not display First , press the Enter key and
select First  from the pop-up menu.


b. Highlight Host Adapter Number. If it is not set to zero,
press the Enter key and select 0 from the pop-up menu.


6. Go to Compaq Wide Ultra SCSI Controller (Port 2) ,
select the View and Edit Details  menu and highlight
Controller Order .


a. If this does not display Fourth , press the Enter key and
select Fourth  from the pop-up menu.


b. Highlight Host Adapter Number. If it is not set to three,
press the Enter key and select 3 from the pop-up menu.


c. Press F10 to exit the View and Edit Details  menu and
return to Review and Modify Hardware Settings .


7. Back at the previous menu, select Save and Exit .


8. Select Save the Configuration and restart the
computer .


9. Press the Enter key to save the configuration and initiate a
reboot of the node. Eject the SmartStart CD when the boot
starts.


During the boot cycle, the cursor moves to the top right of
the screen and the server displays the prompt:


Press “F10” key for System Partition Utilities


At the prompt, turn off power to the node to prevent a full
reboot of the SCO UnixWare operating system at this time.


10. Repeat Step 2 through Step 9 for each of the remaining
dependent nodes (nodes 4, 5, and 6). Be sure that the
K/M/M switch is set to the correct node as you perform the
procedure.
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Configuring the
PSS/U Drives


You must configure the added PSS/U drives before they can
function as mirrored arrays, act as logical drives, and be used in
the UnixWare O/S file system. Configuring the drives consists of:


■ Configuring the Mirror Arrays


■ Creating Logical Disks


You will need the Compaq Array Configuration Utility from the
Compaq SmartStart CD to configure the mirror arrays and create
the logical disks. Chapter 5 of Compaq Smart-2DH Array Controller
Reference Guide describes the Array Configuration Utility.


Configuring the Mirror Arrays


During this procedure you will use the Compaq Array
Configuration Utility to create a series of mirror arrays, in which
each array consists of two drives located in the same slot number
of two PSS/U units.


You cannot configure the mirror arrays with the UnixWare
operating system running. You will need the Compaq SmartStart
CD, which includes the Compaq Array Configuration Utility.


1. Shut down the system and power down the PSS/Us and the
processor nodes as described in the following substeps:


a. Shut down any applications that are running on the
system.


b. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to
bring up the K/M/M switch box display and select the
node 1.


Log in as root  and enter the shutdown(1M)  command to
bring down NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare:


# /etc/shutdown -i0 -g0 -y


2. Turn off power to the servers.


3. Turn off power to the PSS/U units.


4. Turn on power to the two PSS/U units of the pair. The power
cycle ensures that the RSO connects to the primary side. Wait
60 seconds for the disks to start before going on to the next
step.


5. Set the K/M/M switch to the odd-numbered node (node 3 or
node 5). Turn on power to the node and immediately insert
the Compaq SmartStart CD.
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6. During the boot cycle, the cursor returns to the top right of
the screen and the system displays the following prompt:


Press “F1” key to continue
      “F10” key for System Partition Utilities


If the system pauses at that point, press the F1 key to invoke
the Compaq SmartStart program from the CD. The system
may automatically boot from the CD without the F1 entry.


7. At the Compaq System Utilities menu, select the radio button
for Run Array Configuration Utility  and click on the
Next  button. Ignore the resulting warning and click on the
Continue  button.


8. On the Select a Configuration  window, select the radio
button for Custom  and click on the Next  button to bring up
the Create Drive Array  window.


There are up to seven drive pairs in two PSS/U units. You
may create an array with each pair of disks, up to seven
arrays. Create the arrays from left to right (starting from disk
slot 0). As described in Chapter 5 of Compaq Smart-2DH Array
Controller Reference Guide, the utility assigns the array names
(Array A, Array B, ...). The following are typical arrays:


ARRAY A


SCSI port 1 disk ID 0
SCSI port 2 disk ID 0


ARRAY B


SCSI port 1 disk ID 1
SCSI port 2 disk ID 1


ARRAY C


SCSI port 1 disk ID 2
SCSI port 2 disk ID 2


ARRAY D


SCSI port 1 disk ID 3
SCSI port 2 disk ID 3
.
.
.


ARRAY G


SCSI port 1 disk ID 7
SCSI port 2 disk ID 7
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The port number in these arrays refer to the SCSI port
numbers on the SMART-2DH controller in the node that is
executing the Array Configuration Utility. The graphical
display shows the drives from each port in a column, with the
drives in each column arranged in order by ID.


9. Use the Create Drive Array  window to create arrays
corresponding to the drives installed in the PSS/U units.


Always start from the left side of the PSS/U unit (ID = 0).


Each array consists of two drives, one from SCSI port 1 and
one from SCSI port 2. Both drives have the same ID number,
so they are in corresponding slots in the two PSS/U units.


You have the option to create the logical drive just after
creating the array, or waiting until all the arrays are created
before creating the logical drives.


Creating Logical Disks


1. Create one logical disk in each disk array. Each logical disk
should contain all the space in the array.


Note If the size of the array is greater than 26 GB, you must create
multiple logical disks, so that no logical disk exceeds 26 GB in
size. This is due to the UnixWare limitation of 13 file systems,
each with a maximum size of 2 GB. This is not a problem with
the 18.2 GB and smaller drives available at the release of
D10IPM20.


2. For each logical disk, select RAID 1 mirroring.


3. When you are done with all the arrays, verify the arrays on
the Configuration Preview  window. Save the configuration
and go on to the Controller Settings window to set the
Rebuild Priority and Expand priority to low, medium, or
high. After setting the priorities, click on the Next  key to
finish the configuration.
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4. Select Save Configuration Now  and exit the Array
Configuration Utility.


5. Eject the SmartStart CD and turn off power to the server
node. The next boot will automatically create the disk device
path names.


Restoring System
Power


Recheck all cabling connections and power up the system as
described in the following procedure.


Before starting this procedure, all ac power inputs should be
connected, all PDU circuit breaker should be on, and all front
panel power switches should be off.


1. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display on the monitor. Connect
the keyboard/trackball and the monitor to the node 1 server.


2. Verify that all PSS/U units are powered on.


3. Turn on the node 1 server, the primary node.


Allow time for the node 1 server to go through its boot
process. It must complete its own self-tests, initiate the
Recovery Server Option, boot the SCO UnixWare operating
system, and start establishing the NonStop cluster.


The system is configured at the factory with autoboot
enabled. When the boot completes, the system displays either
the UNIX shell prompt Console Login:  or a graphical user
interface. If the graphical user interface appears, select the
graphical Exit  button to go to the shell prompt.


Do not go on to the next step until you observe the
Console Login:  prompt.


4. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display, and select node 2.


5. Turn on node 2, the secondary node. Allow time for the node
to go through its boot cycle until it integrates itself into the
NonStop cluster as node 2, the secondary node.


Do not go on to the next step until node 2 displays the
Console Login:  prompt. As before, select the Exit  button if
the graphical user interface appears.


6. Press the Print Screen (Prt Scr) key on the keyboard to bring
up the K/M/M switch box display, and select node 3, the
first dependent node.
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7. Turn on the dependent node, and wait for it to go through its
boot process and integrate into the NonStop cluster. Do not
go on until the dependent node displays the Console Login:
prompt or the graphical user interface.


8. Repeat Step 6 and Step 7 on each node until all dependent
nodes are integrated into the NonStop cluster.


To verify that all nodes are integrated, log in to node 1 as
root , and issue the ptn(1)  command, which displays the
node number of each node integrated into the cluster.


Configuring the
SCSI Host Bus
Adapters (HBAs)


Each SMART-2DH controller in the system requires a unit number
to be assigned. For controllers installed in previously installed
dependent nodes, this is a manual operation.


Perform the following steps to assign HBA unit numbers:


1. Log in to any node as root .


2. Choose a dependent node number and issue the following
command:


onnode -P <node-number> resmgr


where <node-number>  is the number of the dependent node
that you are configuring (3, 4, 5, or 6).


3. Look for the output lines in which the first field contains a
number and the second field contains the letters ida, ide,
or cpqsc  as in the following example for node 3:


17 cpqsc - 6 4 15 6400 647f0...
18 ship - 6 4 15 6400 647f ...
19 ida 4 5 4 5 7000 70ff ...
20 ide 3 5 3 14 1f0 1ff 10000 ...


a. You will need the first number in each of these lines to
serve as a key in a resource manager command to
explicitly set the unit numbers for the cpqsc , ide , and
ida  devices to unit numbers 0, 1, and 2 respectively


b. The keys in the example are:


17 cpqsc
19 ida
20 ide
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4. Issue the following set of commands using the node number
from Step 2 in the <node-number>  field and the key number
that you found in Step 3 in the <key>  field of each command:


onnode -P <node-number> resmgr -k <cpqsc-key> -p "UNIT" -v"0"
onnode -P <node-number> resmgr -k <ide-key> -p "UNIT" -v"1"
onnode -P <node-number> resmgr -k <ida-key> -p "UNIT" -v"2"
onnode -P <node-number> /etc/conf/bin/idconfupdate -f


For the example shown in Step 3, the commands to use on
node 3 are:


onnode -P 3 resmgr -k 17 -p "UNIT" -v"0"
onnode -P 3 resmgr -k 20 -p "UNIT" -v"1"
onnode -P 3 resmgr -k 19 -p "UNIT" -v"2"
onnode -P 3 /etc/conf/bin/idconfupdate -f


5. Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 for each dependent node where
you installed a SMART-2DH controller.


Note If the HBA unit number is not assigned correctly for both
dependent nodes. failover will not operate properly.


The contents of the resource manager settings may vary
between nodes. You must determine the key values on each
of the dependent nodes.


6. Reboot each dependent node with a nodedown  command to
make the changes take effect. You can repeat Step 2 to verify
that the HBA unit numbers are set correctly, as in this
example:


17 cpqsc 0 6 4 15 6400 647f0...
18 ship - 6 4 15 6400 647f ...
19 ida 2 5 4 5 7000 70ff ...
20 ide 1 5 3 14 1f0 1ff 10000 ...
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Creating UNIX Partitions and File Systems


You create partitions and file systems from the console of node 1
with the full cluster running.


Note There are many options involved in setting up partitions, slices,
and file systems. You should be thoroughly familiar with UNIX
file structures, the diskadd(1M)  command, and the plan for
setting up files in your system.


1. Shut down the operating system and power off all the servers.


2. Verify power on to all components in the rack except the
server nodes.


3. Turn on server node 1 and wait until it boots the operating
system.


4. Turn on power to the remaining server node in the following
order: node 2, node 3, node 5. Wait 30 seconds and then turn
on server power to even nodes 4 and 6.


This unusual power-up sequence assures that the disks in the
dependent node PSS/U units are attached to odd nodes 3 and
5.


5. Switch the console to node 1, and log in as root .


6. Use the diskadd(1M)  command to create a UNIX partition on
each logical disk that you added, and to create new
filesystems. You must run the diskadd  command on the node
attached to the drives, using the onnode  command, as
described in the following substeps:


a. Invoke the diskadd command on a logical disk attached
to node 3:


onnode -P 3 diskadd n3c2b0tTd0


where T is replaced by the disk slot number of the drive.
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Note T is the logical disk number (0 through n), and is not equal to
the slot number for drive capacities above 26 GB.


The maximum allowable size of a filesystem is 2 GB, and
13 is the maximum number of filesystems that you can
create on a single logical disk. The diskadd  command
will prompt you for the necessary information.


b. Repeat substep a on each logical disk in the PSS/U unit.


c. Invoke the diskadd command on a logical disk attached
to node 5:


onnode -P 5 diskadd n5c2b0tTd0


where T is replaced by the disk slot number of the drive
(for drive capacities less than 26 GB).


Note T is the logical disk number (0 through n), and is not equal to
the slot number for drive capacities above 26 GB.


As before, you can create up to 13 filesystems on a single
logical disk, and the maximum allowable size of a
filesystem is 2 GB. The diskadd  command will prompt
you for the necessary information.


d. Repeat substep c on each logical drive in the PSS/U unit
attached to node 5.


7. You will have to edit entries in the /etc/tnc/fdevtab  file to
enable the failover file systems.


a. Refer to the fdevtab(4)  man page for additional
information.


b. The /etc/tnc/fdevtab  file includes commented entries
that serve as examples. Use a text editor such as vi  to
modify the file.
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c. The following is a sample failover entry:


fs    1:/dev/dsk/n1c2b0*; 2:/dev/dsk/n2c2b0*
fs    3:/dev/dsk/n3c2b0*; 4:/dev/dsk/n4c2b0*


The first line of the example commands failover from
node 1 to node 2. The second line commands failover
from node 3 to node 4.


The /etc/tnc/fdevtab  file is intolerant of format
variations. The fs characters must be in the first two
columns, followed by a tab to the first number (no extra
blank spaces). There is a single space between the
semicolon (;) and the second node entry on the line, and
there are no blank spaces after the asterisk(*).


8. Reboot the system to make these changes take effect:


shutdown -i6 -g0 -y


SCSI Path and
PSS/U1 RAID
Storage Expansion
Failover Tests


The following procedures will verify that your newly created file
systems are accessible from the servers and from the cluster and
that server failover between dependent nodes works correctly.


File System Access


1. After the operating system reboot, log in to odd-numbered
node n and verify that you can perform ordinary file
operations such as cd  and ls  on the new files systems.


2. Go to the even-numbered node, n+1 and verify that you can
perform ordinary file operations such as cd  and ls  on the
new files systems.


3. Go to node 1 and verify that you can perform ordinary file
operations such as cd  and ls  on the new files systems.


Dependent Node Failover Test and Troubleshooting


For this test, you will shut down dependent node n and verify that
the failover processing is successful by entering commands on
even node n+1. Perform the following steps:


1. On even node n+1, type the following command to take down
the odd-numbered node:


onall sync; nodedown 3


or


onall sync; nodedown 5
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Wait for failover processing to complete (up to 5 minutes)
before attempting to type any commands on node n+1. If the
failover was successful, and you can successfully enter UNIX
shell commands on node n+1, the failover test was successful
and you may skip the remainder of this procedure.


If the cluster panics, or if you cannot type shell commands on
node n+1 after performing the nodedown  command, reboot
node n, followed by node n+1.


2. Shut down the cluster:


cd /; shutdown –i6 –g0 –y


3. Power off all nodes.


4. Set the K/M/M switch box to node n. Power up node n and
allow it to boot.


5. When node n has booted to the login prompt, log in as root .


6. Set the K/M/M switch box to node n+1. Power up node n+1
and allow it to boot.


7. When node n+1 has booted to the login prompt, log in as
root .


8. Repeat Step 1 to verify the failover. When the failover has
completed without errors, check the LEDs on the disk units.


a. All green “ON-Line” LEDS are lit in all disk drives for
both PSS/U1 modules connected to dependent nodes n
and n+1.


b. All amber “Drive-Failure” LEDs are off.


c. Verify that you can perform ordinary file operations
such as cd  and ls  on the new files systems from failover
node n+1.


If this is not the case, check the cables and connections.
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Documentation Notes
for Integrity ® XC System
NonStop Clusters for SCO
UnixWare Administrator’s Guide


The following changes should be noted for the Integrity XC System
NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare System Administrator‘s Guide.


Chapter 3,
Upgrading to
D10IPM20
NonStop Clusters
Software


In this chapter, the following information is incorrect:


The following two files are always created during the
upgrade and must be removed before you rebuild the kernel:


■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/kernel. n


■ /etc/conf/mtune.d/tnc_dswap. n


where n is the number of the previous release or a zero (0).


In the D10IPM20 release, these files are no longer created.


The following steps describe how to force a failover to node 1. You
may need to perform this procedure if the results of the procedure
called Verify that Node 1 Controls Root indicate that node 1 does
not control the root directory.


To force a failover, follow these steps:


1. Run the following command to be sure that node 1 is
completely up:


ptn -v


The following output is displayed if the node is up:


node: 1 status: UP
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If node 1 is not up, reboot it, or perform whatever steps are
necessary to bring it up as a dependent node in the currently
running cluster configuration.


2. Once node 1 is up, cycle the power on the current root node
(usually node 2 if node 1 is not the root node). As node 2
goes down, the cluster automatically fails over to node 1. A
message appears on node 1 indicating that the failover is
complete.


3. When failover to node 1 completes, reboot node 2 to bring it
back up as a dependent node.


Appendix B,
Recovering from
an Upgrade
Failure


The following information replaces the original Appendix B:


An upgrade to version D10IPM20 of the NonStop Clusters
operating system can fail for the following reasons:


■ .n (dot number) files exist in /etc/conf  directories
■ Multiple copies of customer modifiable system files exist in


the same directories as the current system files
■ Kernel rebuild (idbuild ) is not error-free


If the upgrade fails for any reason, you can normally recover by
removing the D10IPM20 package, as described in Removing the
D10IPM20 Package.


If removing the package does not work, you must perform a
destructive installation as described in Performing a Destructive
Installation on page 3.


Removing the
D10IPM20 Package


The following procedure is normally all you need to recover from
a failed installation of version D10IPM20 of the NonStop Clusters
operating system.


1. Ensure that all data is backed up.


2. Verify that all nodes in the cluster are up and running. If they
are not, bring them up.


3. Go to a command-line prompt on the root node.


4. Enter the following command:


pkgrm D10IPM20


If the preceding steps do not work, you must perform a
destructive installation, as described in the following paragraph.
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Performing a
Destructive
Installation


Use the following procedure to recover from an upgrade failure
for which removing the D10IPM20 package did not work, or for
any other situation that renders your cluster unbootable.


Use the following information to reinstall your system completely;
that is, to perform a destructive installation:


■ Installation Overview


■ Required Software on page 4


■ General Installation Procedures on page 4


■ Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the Primary Node on page 7


■ Installing NonStop Clusters on the Primary Node on page 16


Installation Overview


You must install SCO UnixWare 2.1.2 on at least one node in the
cluster, making it the primary node. You can use a multi-port disk
subsystem to allow the primary and secondary nodes direct access
to a common disk drive for root filesystem failover. The first of
these nodes installed with the complete UnixWare release is the
primary node. Once you have installed UnixWare, you can install
the NonStop Clusters software on that node and build the cluster
kernel. Once this node is rebooted and running the new cluster
kernel, it can act as an install server to the dependent nodes.


The next step is to create a boot diskette on the primary node to
boot and install the remaining nodes. The boot diskette created on
the primary node is used to boot, install, and configure each
additional node. Once a node boots from the diskette, a menu-
driven installation and configuration directs you through the
remaining tasks.
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Required Software


You must have the following required software components:


■ The Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM (version 3.5 or later)


■ The UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM containing the
UnixWare 2.1.1 and UnixWare 2.1.2 updates


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM
(version D10)


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM
(version D10IPM10)


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM
(version D10IPM20)


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare Primary Node Boot
Diskette for installing NonStop Clusters software on the
primary node in the cluster


■ The NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare Secondary Node Boot
Diskette for installing NonStop Clusters software on nodes
other than the primary node in the cluster


■ The Compaq Host Bus Adapters for SCO UnixWare 2.1 diskette
containing the Compaq drivers for the system


■ The Compaq NetFlex Controller Support for SCO UnixWare 2.1
diskette containing version 2.17 of the ptfcnet  package


Optional hardware may require drivers that must be installed in
addition to required NonStop Clusters software. If so, follow the
instructions provided with each individual hardware item to
install its software.


General Installation Procedures


Table 1 lists the major categories of steps required to install
NonStop Clusters. For detailed information about each step, refer
to the specified paragraph.
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Table 1 General Procedure for Installing NonStop Clusters


Step Reference


If hardware has been added (for example, you have configured
an optional disk array as the root file system), or if configuration
information has been lost, boot the Compaq SmartStart CD-
ROM on each node in the cluster to set up a small SmartStart
system partition on each node’s internal disk.


Follow the instructions in the Compaq
SmartStart documentation.


On the primary node, boot from the NonStop Clusters for SCO
UnixWare Primary Node Boot Diskette to start the installation of
UnixWare 2.1.2.


See Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the
Primary Node on page 7


On the primary node, install HBA drivers from the Compaq Host
Bus Adapters for SCO UnixWare 2.1 diskette.


See Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the
Primary Node on page 7


On the primary node, apply the UnixWare 2.1.1 update patch
from the UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM.


See Update UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1
on page 12


On the primary node, apply the 2.1.2 update patch from the
UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM.


See Update UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2
on page 13


On the primary node, install network adapter drivers for
UnixWare 2.1.2 from the Compaq NetFlex Controller Support for
SCO UnixWare 2.1 diskette.


See Installing NetFlex-3 Drivers
on page 14


Add any additional third-party packages. See Complete the UnixWare Installation
on page 14


On the primary node, set tunable parameters to the UnixWare
kernel.


See Reconfiguring the UnixWare Kernel
on page 15


Use the NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare CD-ROM to set up
the primary node in the cluster.


See Installing NonStop Clusters on the
Primary Node on page 16


Install version D10IPM10 of the NonStop Clusters operating
system.


See Installing NonStop Clusters Version
D10IPM10 on page 18


Make the dependent nodes for the cluster. See Installing NonStop Clusters Version
D10IPM10 on page 18


Install version D10IPM20 of the NonStop Clusters operating
system.


See the document titled Upgrading to
D10IPM20 NonStop Clusters Software that
came with your D10IPM20 CD-ROM.
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Getting Ready


Before beginning the recovery procedures discussed in the rest of
this document, be sure that you have performed all the tasks
described in the Site Preparation and Hardware Installation manual.


Running SmartStart


If hardware has been added to the cluster (for example, you have
configured an optional disk array as the root file system), or if
configuration information has been lost, set up a small SmartStart
system partition containing the necessary configuration
information on each node’s internal disk.


Note When creating a new SmartStart system partition, be sure to
set the IRQ for the ServerNet SAN card to 15.


For each mirrored RAID CPU pair, perform the following steps:


1. Insert the Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM into the drive of the
main CPU.


2. Turn off both CPUs and the RAID box.


3. Power up the RAID box.


4. Power up the main CPU.


5. As the CPU boots, press the F10 key to run the System
Partition Utilities  and follow the instructions presented
by those utilities. You need to configure the array only for the
main CPU.


6. After setting up the main CPU, remove the Compaq
SmartStart CD-ROM.


7. Power up the mirrored CPU and insert the Compaq SmartStart
CD-ROM into the drive of the mirrored CPU.


8. Reboot the mirrored CPU so that it boots from the
Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM.


9. As the CPU boots, press the F10 key to run the System
Partition Utilities  and follow the instructions presented
by those utilities.
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After setting up the mirrored RAID CPU pairs, perform the
following steps for each non-RAID CPU:


1. Insert the Compaq SmartStart CD-ROM into the drive of the
non-RAID CPU.


2. Turn off both CPUs and the RAID box.


3. Power up that CPU.


4. As the CPU boots, press the F10 key to run the System
Partition Utilities  and follow the instructions presented
by those utilities.


After all CPUs have a SmartStart system partition, proceed to the
next paragraph.


Installing UnixWare 2.1 on the Primary Node


After you have run the SmartStart utility, you are ready to install
UnixWare 2.1 on the machine that will serve as the primary node
for the cluster.


In general, follow the instructional guidelines described in the
SCO UnixWare Installation Handbook, accepting reasonable defaults
and entering local network values as they apply. While
performing the following steps, refer to the paragraphs of the SCO
UnixWare Installation Handbook that are indicated in the following
subheadings.


“Inserting the Install Diskette and Booting Your Computer”


1. Insert the UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM in the drive for
the primary node. Then, boot the node from the
NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare Primary Node Boot Diskette
instead of from the SCO UnixWare Installation Diskette that
comes packaged with the SCO UnixWare 2.1.2 installation CD-
ROM.


2. Follow the instructions as they appear on the screen.


“Inserting Host Bus Adapter (HBA) Diskettes”


3. Replace the NonStop Clusters for SCO UnixWare Primary Node
Boot Diskette with the Compaq Host Bus Adapters for SCO
UnixWare 2.1 and proceed.
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“Entering the DCU to View/Change Device Driver
Configuration”


4. Do not select the option to use the Device Configuration
Utility (DCU) when prompted. Select the default option,
Continue Installation .


5. When prompted to Select Installation Method , select
Install from CD-ROM , then select Yes, continue the
installation.


“Configuring Disk Partitions (Destructive Installation)”


6. You must elect to perform a destructive installation.


7. When the Destructive Installation  options appear,
select the Display a Screen to View/Change Current
Disk Configuration  option to view a partition table for
disk 1 similar to the example illustrated in Table 2.


If necessary, on line 2 of the partition table, change the
entries for the Type , Status , and % categories so that the
resulting table looks similar to the example illustrated in
Table 3.


Table 2 Example of Disk 1 Partition Table with Small System Partition


Disk 1 Partitions (2048 MB)


Type Status Start End % Cylinders Size (MB)


1 System 0 4 1 5 39


2 unused


3 unused


4 unused


Number of cylinders: 522 Currently Used: 5


Table 3 Example of Disk 1 Partition Table with Active UNIX System Partition


Disk 1 Partitions (2048 MB)


Type Status Start End % Cylinders Size (MB)


1 System 0 4 1 5 39


2 UNIX System Active 5 522 99 517 2009


3 unused


4 unused


Number of cylinders: 522 Currently Used: 522
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“Entering System Node Name (Destructive Installation)”


8. NonStop Clusters uses the node name that you specify in the
System Node Name  field as the cluster node name.


“Choosing Install Menu Options”


9. To install optional UnixWare packages, select the View or
Change Package Selection  option from the Install Menu
menu.


Note To ensure the proper operation of NonStop Clusters, the
following UnixWare packages must be selected for installation:


■ Base System


■ OS Multiprocessor Support (using the platform support
option for Intel Multiprocessor Specification architecture)


■ Network Support Utilities


■ Internet Utilities (TCP/IP)


■ Distributed File System Utilities


■ Remote Procedure Calls Utilities


■ Auditing


■ OA&M


Do not select any of the Novell support options for installation:


■ Netware Networking


■ Netware UNIX Client


■ Netware Integration Kit
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“View or Change Disk Configuration”


10. Select the View or Change Disk Configuration  option
from the Install Menu  menu.


a. To configure the partition table for the disk array
subsystem, select Disk 2 Partitions  from the Disk
Configuration  menu. Allocate the entire disk as the
active UNIX system partition so that the resulting table
looks similar to the example illustrated in Table 4.


b. From the Disk Configuration  menu, select the File
Systems  option. See Table 5 as a guideline for specifying
the values for the file systems.


Table 4 Example of Disk 2 Partition Table


Disk 2 Partitions (2048 MB)


Type Status Start End % Cylinders Size (MB)


1 UNIX System Active 1 522 100 522 2048


2 unused


3 unused


4 unused


Number of cylinders: 522 Currently Used: 522


Table 5 File Systems Table (page 1 of 2)


Name Type Size Disk


/ vxfs User configurable; must be 500–2047.
Do not exceed 2047!


2 (for RAID support
and root file system
failover)


/dev/swap slice Calculated by system; do not change 1


/stand bfs Must be 40 1


/usr 1 off User configurable; must be less than
2048


1 or 2


/home off or vxfs User configurable; must be less than
2048


1 or 2


/dev/dump slice Calculated by system; do not change
except to accommodate the installation
of more memory


1


/var 1 off User configurable; must be less than
2048


1 or 2


/home2 off or vxfs User configurable; must be less than
2048


1 or 2


/tmp 1 off Must be 64 1


/dev/volprivate slice Must be 1 1
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1 Setting up separate file systems for /tmp , /var , or /var/tmp  is not recommended. If necessary, create /tmp , /var ,
or /var/tmp  as separate file systems on the disk array subsystem (Disk 2) and list these file systems in the
/etc/tnc/fdevtab  file. See the fdevtab(4)  reference manual page for more information. Space not used for /
(root), /var , /tmp , or /var/tmp  file systems can be used for user file systems, such as /home  or /home2 . Caution
should be exercised when creating user file systems on the primary node’s internal disk drive (Disk 1), because these file systems
will not be accessible during a primary node failover event.
2 The second ALTS TABLE file system in a cluster corresponds to the disk array subsystem.


As you enter sizes in the File Systems Table , note that
the amount in the Total Currently Used  field is less
than or equal to the amount in the Total Available
field.


c. From the Disk Configuration  menu, select the Disk
Operations  option. Answer no to all items to shorten
installation time. These checks were completed before
shipping.


d. Return to the Install Menu  by selecting the Return to
Previous Menu  option of the Disk Configuration
menu.


“Accept All Settings and Install Now”


11. From the Install Menu , select the Accept All Settings
and Install Now  option.


“Reinserting HBA Diskettes (if needed)”


When asked for the Host Bus Adapter diskette, use the
Compaq Host Bus Adapters for SCO UnixWare 2.1 diskette. After
loading completes, remove the diskette from the drive.


“Identifying a Multiprocessor Platform”


12. When the Choose Platform Support Module  screen
appears, select the currently selected default setting, Intel
MP Specification .


/var/tmp 1 (RAID) off – 1


/var/tmp 1 (Non-RAID) memfs Must be 64 1


ALTS TABLE slice Calculated by system; do not change 1


ALTS TABLE2 slice Calculated by system; do not change 2


Table 5 File Systems Table (page 2 of 2)


Name Type Size Disk
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“Rebooting the System”


13. After the system reboots, a series of UNIX System
Installation  screens appear.


“Configuring Your Network Interface Card(s)”


a. At the Network Interface Card Support Utility
screen, select Cancel This Utility Without Making
Changes  from the Please Select An Option  menu.


The installation of network adapter drivers for
UnixWare 2.1.2 from the Compaq NetFlex Controller
Support for SCO UnixWare 2.1 diskette occurs later in this
installation procedure.


“Selecting TCP/IP Network Parameters”


b. When the Inet Setup Values from System Files
options appear, enter values in the System IP Address ,
DNS Domain Name  and DNS IP Address  fields. After
supplying all these values, press the F10 key to apply
them.


“Selecting Your Mouse Type”


c. When the Mouse Selection  options appear, select 3 for
PS/2-Compatible Mouse .


d. Specify that the mouse is a 2-button mouse.


14. Specify user passwords for owner , root , and administrator
in the UNIX System Installation  program. After you do,
the system boots and the login prompt is displayed.


15. Exit the graphical login screen, and log in as the root  user.


You are now ready to update to UnixWare 2.1.1.


Update UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1


To update UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1, perform the following steps.


1. Insert the UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM in the drive for
the primary node.


2. Obtain the device name for the CD-ROM drive in the
primary node by entering the following command:


ls /dev/cdrom


This command returns device as an alphanumeric string of
the form cCbBt Tl L, where C is the controller, B is the bus, T
is the target, and L is the logical unit.
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3. Mount the CD-ROM by entering the following command:


mount –F cdfs –r /dev/cdrom/ device /mnt


4. Add the package that updates UnixWare 2.1 to 2.1.1. To do so
enter the following command:


pkgadd –d /mnt/UW211/PKGS update211


5. During the installation of the update211  package, a series of
UnixWare Update 2.1.1  screens appear.


a. When the X/Open Single UNIX Specification
options appear, select 1 to specify the Do Not Enable
Single UNIX Specification Conformance Now  option.


b. When prompted, select 2 to rebuild the kernel.


c. When the Required Disk Resources  menu appears,
select 1 to Continue the Installation .


d. When the Select Backup Method  options appear, select
3 to specify the Skip Backup  option. When the Backup
Warning options appear, select 2 to specify the
Continue the Installation  option.


Note You have 60 seconds to unmount /mnt  after invoking
shutdown in the following step. Be sure that you unmount the
filesystem in the allotted time.


e. When the Reboot  screen appears, press the RETURN key
to invoke the shutdown  command.


f. Unmount /mnt  by entering the following command:


umount /mnt


You are now ready to update to UnixWare 2.1.1.


Update UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2


To update UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2, perform the following steps:


1. Be sure that the UnixWare 2.1 installation CD-ROM is in the
drive for the primary node.


2. Exit the graphical login screen and log in as the root  user.
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3. Using the same device name that you used previously for the
CD-ROM drive, enter the following command to mount the
CD-ROM:


mount –F cdfs –r /dev/cdrom/c CbBt Tl L /mnt


4. Add the package that updates UnixWare 2.1.1 to 2.1.2 by
entering the following command:


pkgadd –d /mnt update212


The UnixWare 2.1.2 package updates without requiring user
input.


5. After UnixWare is successfully updated to version 2.1.2,
unmount the CD-ROM by entering the command:


umount /mnt


6. Eject the CD-ROM.


You are now ready to complete the UnixWare installation.


Complete the UnixWare Installation


To finish installing UnixWare after updating from 2.1.1 to 2.1.2,
complete the following steps:


■ Install the Compaq NetFlex-3 network adapter drivers for
UnixWare 2.1.2.


■ Configure additional Transmission Control Protocol over
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) settings.


■ Add any additional third-party packages.


■ Reconfigure the UnixWare kernel by setting specified tunable
parameters.


Installing NetFlex-3 Drivers


Perform the following steps to install the NetFlex-3 drivers:


1. Insert the Compaq NetFlex Controller Support for SCO
UnixWare 2.1 diskette in the drive.


2. Enter the following commands:


cd /
pkgadd –d diskette1 ptfcnet


3. Configure the driver with the UnixWare Network
Interface Card Support Utility  by running niccfg .
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4. On the summary screen of the Network Interface Card
Support Utility , select the Accept All Entries  option.
After you confirm your selection, the niccfg  utility returns to
the command-line prompt.


5. Complete the installation as indicated in the UnixWare
documentation to set network options or other site-specific
information.


6. Remove the Compaq NetFlex Controller Support for SCO
UnixWare 2.1 diskette from the drive.


Adding Third-Party Packages


Add any additional third-party packages needed to support the
application environment or hardware peripherals specific to your
use of the NonStop Clusters operating environment.


Reconfiguring the UnixWare Kernel


To install the NonStop Clusters operating environment, you must
reconfigure some of the tunable parameters in the UnixWare
kernel. Before installing NonStop Clusters, perform the following
steps:


1. Remove the Compaq wellness driver by entering the
following command:


/etc/conf/bin/idinstall –d cpqw


2. Modify the HDATLIM, SDATLIM, SVMMLIM, and HVMMLIM tunable
parameters by entering the following commands:


/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m HDATLIM 0x7fffffff
/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m SDATLIM 0x7fffffff
/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m SVMMLIM 0x7fffffff
/etc/conf/bin/idtune –m HVMMLIM 0x7fffffff


3. Rebuild the kernel and restart the system by entering the
following commands:


/etc/conf/bin/idbuild
/etc/shutdown –i6 –g0 –y


You are now ready to install the NonStop Clusters operating
system on the primary node.
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Installing NonStop Clusters on the Primary Node


After UnixWare 2.1.2 reboots, you can install NonStop Clusters
on the primary node in the cluster.


1. Exit the graphical login screen and log in as the root  user on
the primary node.


Note The tunable parameter settings for data  and memory must be
set to unlimited . To verify that these tunable parameters are
set correctly, enter the following command:


ulimit –a


2. Insert the D10 version of the NonStop Clusters for
SCO UnixWare installation CD-ROM in the drive, and enter
the following command:


pkgadd –d cdrom1 –q ncu


3. When the NonStop Clusters installation program prompts
you, specify your serial number and activation key.


For more information about serial numbers and activation
keys, see the keyadm(1M)  and licensekeys(4)  reference
manual pages.


Note After primary node installation is complete, be sure that you
change directories to /etc/config/licensekey , and run
the following command to pass the serial number and
activation key (and other resource information) to the kernel:


keyadm -s


4. When the NonStop Clusters installation program prompts
you for a node number, specify the number identifying the
primary node. For the primary node, this number must be 1,
and the primary node must be connected to port 0 on the
ServerNet SAN switch servicing the cluster.
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5. To ensure that your RAID subsystem provides root file
system failover support, specify yes  at the Enable Backup
Failover Server:  prompt.


6. Edit the /etc/hosts  file. This file must list the node name
and IP address for each node in the cluster, similar to the
following example:


# Internet host table
127.0.0.1 localhost
168.87.155.16 nscat21
168.87.155.17 nscat22 # node 2
168.87.155.18 nscat23 # node 3
168.87.155.19 nscat24 # node 4
168.87.155.20 nscat25 # node 5
168.87.155.21 nscat26 # node 6


7. Edit the /etc/default/login  file., and make sure that the
CONSOLE= line is commented out. If it is not, comment it out
before proceeding further. Failure to do so will prevent you
from logging in as the root  user on dependent nodes later in
this procedure.


Note Do not run the shutdown  or idbuild  commands, and do not
reboot at this point. Immediately begin installing the D10IPM10
version of NonStop Clusters.
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Installing NonStop Clusters Version D10IPM10


To install the D10IPM10 version of the NonStop Clusters
operating system, exit the graphical login screen, log in as root ,
and follow the instructions in the Installing D10IPM10 NonStop
Clusters Software document that comes with the installation CD-
ROM for the D10IPM10 release.


Begin with step 11 on page 13 of the Installing D10IPM10 NonStop
Clusters Software document. Perform all the steps from that point,
deviating from the D10IPM10 installation procedures only where
indicated in the following paragraphs.


Note If the following error appears anywhere during the D10IPM10
installation, ignore it:


UX:init:ERROR:Command is respawning too
rapidly. Check for possible errors.


id: kp "/sbin/keepalive -t 10 -P 1 -S 2"


“Edit /etc/hosts and Verify RAID Information”


In step 2 on page 14 of the D10IPM10 installation instructions,
perform the following substeps to verify the RAID information:


1. Run the following command:


cat /stand/boot


2. Look at the value for the rootdisk parameter. A typical value
would be c2b0t0l0 . Record the number of the controller (2
in this case: from c2 ).


3. Run the following command:


/etc/scsi/pdiconfig -l


4. Look at the value for the (ida,1)  line. A typical line would
be:


2:0,31,0:HBA   :(ida,1) CompaqSMART


5. Verify that the first number in the line matches the value you
recorded in Step 2.
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“Remove Certain Files Generated During Installation”


In step 4 on page 18, perform the following actions between steps
4a and 4b.


Remove the kernel.0  file.


Perform a diff  command on any other files and their .0
counterpart. For example:


diff cfs cfs.0


Any changes you have made to these files (or any changes made
by applications running on your system) will appear in the output
of the diff  command. Merge the changes that you want to keep
into the file without the .0  extension, and then delete the .0  file as
described in step 4b, on page 18 of the D10IPM10 installation.


“Reboot the Primary Node”


Before performing the steps described in the paragraph titled
Reboot the Primary Node on page 19 of the D10IPM10 installation
instructions, perform the following steps to update the keepalive
files on your cluster:


1. Change directories to the keepalive configuration directory by
running the following command:


cd /etc/spawndaemon.d


2. Obtain a list of the keepalive configuration files that require
updating by running the following command:


awk -F: ’/:/ {if (NF != 8) {print FILENAME}}’ *


3. Using the vi  editor, remove the seventh field and one of the
colon separators (:) by it in each of the files listed in Step 2.
For example, one of the files might contain the following
information:


::root:sys:::10::snmpd_restart


4. After you remove the seventh field and one of the colon
separators by it, the information would appear as follows:


::root:sys::::snmpd_restart


5. After you have edited all the necessary files, continue with
the paragraph titled Reboot the Primary Node on page 19 of
the D10IPM10 installation instructions.
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“Install the Dependent Nodes”


Instead of performing the action described in the first bullet of
step 4 on page 22, export the TERM value by running the following
commands:


TERM=at386
export TERM


“Reboot the Cluster”


Before performing any of the steps in this paragraph on page 26
of the D10IPM10 installation instructions, be sure that you make
the primary node (node 1) active on your console by pressing the
Print Screen  key and selecting the primary node from the
displayed list of nodes.


After completing the remainder of the steps for installing version
D10IPM10 of the NonStop Clusters operating system, continue by
installing version D10IPM20. Follow the instructions in the
document titled Upgrading to D10IPM20 NonStop Clusters
Software, that came with your D10IPM20 CD-ROM.






